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March 1, 1981

Dear Colleague:

The Executive Committee of the Tandem Users Grojp has urged us to

provide a periodic description of the sc ient i f ic program at the ENL MP

Tandem Faci l i ty . To this end we have put together the enclosed

package for limited circulation to our outside users and other

interested parties. The material, which covers the last three years,

i s taken from a report submitted to DOE for the purpose of a program

review. It was put together in January-February 1981. We have

included in this report only one appendix— a publication l i s t . This

l i s t of publications i s divided into BNL, BNL-Outside User

Cooperative, and Outside User only.

Portions of the cover letter addressed to the program reviewers

follow on the next page. The composition of the report and the

reasons for some of i t s peculiarit ies are explained in the cover

l e t t e r . Other peculiarities are due to the decision tc issue this

report on a limited budget.

Yours sincerely.

E. X. Warburton
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Dear Reviewer:
f'
Following the instructions set forth for this review package by

the DOE, the main burden of describing the facility and the research
pr/bgram is in the Field Task Proposals (FTP) to be found in Sec. IV.
F.i>r bureaucratic reasons there are three of these for the BNL Tandem
Jan de Graaff research facility, namely, Heavy Ion Operations, Heavy
ion Research, and Light Ion Research. From the scientific point of
view this split is artificial: the three FTPs together describe an
integrated research program. The FTPs contain narrative material
divided chronologically into three sections which describe research
(1) for fiscal year (FY - from October 1 to October 1) 1980 and
expected in the remainder of FY 81, (2) expected in FY 82, and (3)
expected in FY 83. We call to the reader's attention that DOE
regulations preclude the use of figures in FTP submissions. The two
research FTPs also contain a complete publication list (BNL and
Outsider Users combined) for the period January 1, 1980, to the
present. There is also some budget information at the end of the FTPs
as well as in Appendix 1. Because there is no coverage in the FTP of
past years and no integrated description of the facility, we have
included a section (Sec. Ill) of this package which gives a
description of the BNL MP Tandem Facility, how research is organized
at the Facility and some feeling for past achievements.

The description of the present facility (Sec. HID) is intended
to assist you in your assessment of our past achievements and future
plans. The ugrade planned for this spring is outlined here as well as
in the FTP because it is a major change in our facility. It is
important to realize that the BNL HP Facility after this upgrade
(1981) will be far superior to the original installation as dedicated
in 1970. For instance, the maximum energy for a typical heavy ion
beam (Iodine) is now some three times higher and after the upgrade
will be about four times higher.

The description of the Outside User program (Sec. IIIC) is
included because it was requested by DOE and also because it is such
an important part of our total program (50}) and because we are proud
of it.

As regards publications, we originally planned to include
reprints of all publications for the last three years. We collected
them and ended up with 154 articles and letters. Together they made
an unwieldy pile, so we selected some 20} of the more meritorious for
present inclusion. To this end. Appendix 3 contains selected
articles, cover pages for the remaining articles, and all letters, BNL
and Outside Users. Appendix 2 contains a complete list of all
publications. Both appendices cover the period from January 1, 1978,
to January 1, 1981.

Happy reading.

Yours sincerely.

E. K. Warburton
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II. Personnel

A complete list of personnel now associated with the Tandem Van de

Graaff Research Group is given below as is a list of Operations

personnel and visitors whose work relates to this report. Note that

the three members of the Operations group also are engaged in

research. Within the overall group, subgroups of individuals combine

into smaller research teams to carry out their mutual research

interests. These smaller research teams do not have a formal,

long-term character, although considerable continuity with respect to

permanent staff within these subgroups inevitably results. It is a

definite policy of the Research Group to encourage participation by

young members of the staff in a wide variety of experiments. It is

indeed possible, and often happens, for younger staff members, either

individually or jointly, to initiate their own research program and

obtain scheduled beam time to carry it out with no affiliations with

any senior staff members. Long-term associations with single senior

staff members are not encouraged. Research collaborations with staff

members from other institutions occur with reasonable regularity,

often a valuable by-product of the outside user program (although not

in any way a necessary condition for the Outside Users). A final

important component in the overall research program has been the

Summer Visitor Program. This program, conducted by the Laboratory

almost since its inception, has sought to bring for short periods

scientists to BNL from other institutions, both domestic and foreign.

The value of this program to all is difficult to overestimate. For

several such visitors, the opportunity to become intimately acquainted

with BNL facilities and staff has served as the germinal component in
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the development of an Outside User program. Similarlyv such contacts

have also inspired collaborative research which has been carried out

at other institutions. Such opportunities have enabled the

participating ENL staff to make use of unique facilities at these

other institutions and have contributed in an important way to the

overall research program.
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Operations Group Research Group (cont.)

Peter Thieberger (Group Leader)
Craig Thorn
Harvey Kegner

In addition-
17 FTEa Engineers, Technicians,

Operators, and Secretary

Research Group

Ernest Warburton (Group Leader)
David Alburger
Jean Barrette
Cyrus Baktash

Peter Eond
Chellis Chasman
Michael Collins
Edward der Nateosian
Ole Hansen0

Dag Horn
Ottmar Kistner
Andres Kreiner
Kicheal LeVinee

Kim Lister
John Clness
Andrew Sandorfi
Andrew Sunyar

In addition-
3.5 FTEa Technicians 4 Secretary

Footnotes:

Full time equivalent
Arrived June, 1980
Arrived January 1981

Terminated Fall, 1980
On sabbatical leave, 1980

Traditionally the Tandem Research group partially supports
visitors for periods of a month to a year. In the past two years
these partially supported visitors have been:

1979 1980

J.-P. Coffin, CRN Strasbourg
A. Filevich, AEC Buenos Aires
C. Fontenla, Cidadi U.
G. Goldring, Weizmann Institute
0. Hansen, Niels Bohr Institute
K. Nagstani, Texas A&M
R. Schuch, Heidelberg U.
D. Schwalm, GSI
J.-C. Sens, CRN Strasbourg
Sir D. Wilkinson, U. of Sussex
G. Young, ORNL

L. Engstrom, U. of Lund
G. Garcia Eermudez, AEC Buenos Aires
G. Goldring, Weizmann Institute
T. Lonnroth, Finland
C. Maguire, Vanderbilt U.
A. Nathan, U. of Illinois
R. Schuch, Heidelberg U.
Sir D. Wilkinson, U. of Sussex
A. Xenoulis, NRC Democritos

An extensive list of Outside Users at the BNL facility that
receive no (or very minimal) financial support from BNL appears in the
FTP section on Users.

The more frequent in-house users not supported by the Facility are:

B. Johnson Physics
K. Jones Physics
S. Katcoff Chemistry
M. Pick Energy & Environment
M. Varma Safety/Environmental Prot. Div.

R.
A.
D.
A.

Casten
Goland
Gregory
Hanson

Physics
Physics
Physics
Physics

P. Haustein Chemistry
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III. The Research Program at the BNL Van de Graaff Accelerators

A. INTRODUCTION

The research program which forms the topic of this report is

carried out almost completely at the BNL Tandem Van de Graaff

Facility. The Facility itself consists of two in-line Emperor (MP)

accelerators which can be operated together in a three-stage mode to

provide high energy beams of heavy ions or alternatively, as separate

accelerators when the highest possible energy beams of heavy ions are

not required for the experiment. A wide variety of energetic

heavy-ion beams of high beam quality, with precise and easily variable

energy and with high reliability is provided by the Facility which is

described in HID below. A small part of the research program

utilizes the BNL 3.5-MV Van de Graaff whose major support now derives

from programs in material, chemical, and medical sciences.

The Facility is a national one. Beam time is shared on an

approximately equal basis between the local staff and Outside Users

from the physics community. Much of the laboratory equipment has been

designed, built, and installed by the local scientific staff. Care is

taken in its maintenance so that the Outside User community finds it

easily useable in the implementation of its own research programs:

All of the many problems concerned with ensuring continuity in the

daily operation of the Facility for both in-house and Outside User

programs are administered by members of the local scientific and

technical staff. The Outside User Program is described more fully in

Sec. IIIC.

The BNL research programs are described in Sec. IIIB. In that

section an attempt is made to give an historical perspective to our
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activities; to highlight very briefly representative examples of work

accomplished in the last ten years; and to give some feeling of the

scientific motivation for the work and its impact upon general

understanding and progress in nuclear physics. The enclosed FTPs

provide a thorough albeit brief description of current research.
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B. ACHIEVEMENTS

The BNL MP Tandem Van de Graaff F a c i l i t y was dedicated in 1970.

Since then the research e f for t at the Tandem has covered a broad range

of problems in nuclear and atomic physics with g rea t e s t emphasis on

physics a r i s ing from the acce lera t ion of heavy ions . Important

developments in heavy-ion physics at BNL include fundamental

d i scover ies about the react ion mechanism in heavy-ion quas i e l a s t i c

r e a c t i o n s , ea r ly achievements in the study of high-spin s t a t e s in

nucle i from A = 20 to A = 214, production of many new exot ic nuclei

far off the l i n e of s t a b i l i t y , pioneering e f fo r t s in the measurement

of l i f e t imes via Doppler sh i f t techniques , an exhaustive study of

12Coulomb exc i t a t ion of sd -she l l nuc l e i , tha r a d i a t i v e capture of C +
19 *10 1 (\

C and C + 0, the uncovering of new intermediate structure in

quasi-molecular systems such as C + C and C + 0. Other

highlights involve early studies of total fusion cross-sections, of

evaporation residues after fusion, of transfer induced fission, and of

the quasi-molecular behavior seen in the backward angle e las t ic and

inelast ic excitation functions and angular distr ibutions for the
1 f\ 5ft 1 5 Oft

highly asymmetric systems 0 + Si and C + Si . Results obtained

in the study of highly-excited atoms and of heavy-ion channeling in

solids, and recently in the study of the chemical structure of negative

molecules have expanded the heavy-ion physics program beyond nuclear

physics.

In the realm of light-ion physics the major contribution has been

in beta decay studies. For example, the search for the existence of

second-class currents was primarily investigated at BNL as was the

possible extraction of fundamental information on the structure of the
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nucleus from accurate determinations of the Fermi matrix element in

beta decay.

The two largest efforts in terms of manpower and Tandem running

time over the last 10 years have been in the areas of heavy-ion

quasielastic reactions and in the study of high-spin states in the

region A = 140-170. Research efforts in these areas and others are

briefly summarized below. In what follows specific references are

made only for post-1977 research. The aim of this section is to give

an historical perspective to the present (and near-future) activities

which are summarized in the enclosed FTPs.

Quasielastic Reactions. The investigation of interactions

between heavy ions on grazing trajectories, specifically reactions

involving small changes in mass, charge or energy, has been a strong

^ocus of the research program at BNL. Elastic and inelastic

scattering and particle transfer reactions have beer, studied in depth

with particular emphasis on reaction mechanism studies. Recently this

emphasis has shifted to the use of these reactions to obtain

information about nuclear structure. Most of these studies have dealt

with discrete final states in nuclei, thus the high quality, high

energy beams from the Tandem Facility and the availability of the high

resolution QDDD spectrometer have been crucial to the success of the

program.

Elastic scattering studies have determined the potentials which

govern the interaction between heavy ions for projectiles with A<20 on

a wide range of targets. In addition to the standard study of such

potentials, a high resolution experiment showed the strong influence

of Coulomb excitaticn upon elastic scattering from deformed nuclei.
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The startling phenomenon of large back-angle elastic scattering cross

sections for certain heavy ions was discovered, and the large

oscillatory structure in angular distributions and in excitation

functions at 180° for many heavy ion systems have been systematically

studied. Kinematic problems make standard experimental techniques

impossible, thus the QDDD spectrometer and the multitude of isotopic

beams available from the tandems have been instrumental in these

studies. The excitation function measurements at 180° have been

obtained by reversing the reaction, i.e. the heavy partner incident on

a light target, with the recoils detected at 0 in the laboratory.

1?
Since the initial discovery of the back angle phenomenon for C and

16O on 28Si, systems from 12C + 19F (see FTP) to 16O + 58Ni (Kubono et

al., 1979) have been extensively studied. Both the gross and fine

structure in the excitation functions at ~180 have been measured

(Barrette, jet jal.. 1979), angular distributions near 180° have been

investigated, and the out-of-phase behavior of the excitation

functions at 90° anC 180° has been demonstrated for several systems

(Kubono, £t ^ . , 1979). A comparison of alpha transfer reactions

between systems which show anomalous back angle cross sections have

also been investigated (Gelbke, et al., 1978; Paul, et a K , 1980).

Inelastic scattering has been used to determine transition and

static quadrupole moments (LeVine, et ^1_., 1981) as well as to provide

the first measure of spin flip probability in reactions between heavy

ions (DUnnweber, et al_., 1979). Excitation function measurements of

12 12
gamma rays from inelastic scattering in C + C scattering have

shown gross structure oscillations which have been attributed to

molecular resonance behavior (Cormier, et al., 1978). Correlations
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were observed between the inelastic scattering excitation function for

C + 0 and the fusion excitation function (Jachcinski, et al.,

1978).

Transfer reactions induced by heavy ions have concentrated on

studies of the reaction mechanism and have been highlighted by the

first observation of oscillations in angular distributions; a

demonstration of the transition with energy of angular distributions,

from bell-shaped behavior to oscillatory behavior; evidence for the

sensitivity of transferred L = 1 reactions to the reaction mechanism

with subsequent analysis of specific cases, some of which showed

anomalous ;.ehavior (Bond, £t al., 1979); and proof of the dramatic

shape changes which occur in certain angular distributions due to

interferences between multistep routes. An understanding of the

reaction mechanism, obtained from a BNL collaboration between

experimentalists and theorists, has led to a study of expected

polarizations in heavy-ion-induced transfer reactions (Bond, I960) and

more recently to the use of specific heavy-ion-induced reactions to

obtain strong preferential population of high spin single particle

states. These latter studies have concentrated on the use of single

neutron transfer to selectively populate high spin states in both

near-spherical (N 2 82) and well-deformed nuclei, some of which were

previously studied at BNL by gamma-ray spectroscopy following

heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions. The information obtained in

heavy-ion-induced transfer has proven to be complementary to that

obtained by gamma-ray spectroscopy.

Partly because of bombarding energy limitations the deep

inelastic scattering process has not been widely studied but one
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important result which was found for light systems was the strong

anisotropy of discrete gamma rays in coincidence with deep inelastic

fragments, a result contrary to what was observed for continuum gamma

rays.

In the quasi-elastic program the upgrading of the accelerator to

higher energies will expand the possible expe iments considerably.

For elastic and inelastic scattering higher energies will mean that

the nearly unexplored region of very heavy ion scattering can be

studied. The transfer program will likely grow rapidly as not only

the list of possible targets expands but studies of selective, more

massive transfer will be possible.

High-Spin Spectroscopy The yrast (and near-yrast) spectra

exhibited by nuclei in the light rare-earth region (A^150-170) provide

an especially rich variety of examples which illuminate the role

played by the different nuclear degrees of freedom in response to

angular momentum-induced stresses. This is so because this mass

region spans a range which includes nuclei with essentially spherical

ground states near the semimagic Gd nucleus (Z = 64, N = 82),

through a region of transitional nuclei to the familiar class of

nuclei with stable, nonspherical shapes. Work in this region

commenced at BNL in the early 70's and has continued ever since.

For nuclei just above Gd the nuclear spectra are dominated by

single particle aspects of nuclear motion. Here the large angular

momenta are generated by summed contributions from individual

particles. The discrete yrast spectra are, in general, irregular

because of orbital rearrangements of individual particles. Yrast

isotners at J~40 are a common occurrence in this region and are
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interpreted as shell-model isomers. Examples include the 11" isomers

in N = 86 nuclei, identified at BNL in 156Yb (6 nsec) (Lister, et a U ,

1978) and 15ilEr (.HO nsec) (Baktash, et a U , 1979). This particular

state is interpreted as the aligned (h_._ © *iv2^11~ c o n f i 8 u r a t * o n

since its excitation energy is virtually constant across the N = 86

isotones (see Fig. 1).

Side feeding patterns into the yrast sequence in near-spherical

or weakly oblate nuclei such as Er differ markedly from those

observed in the region of strongly deformed, prolate rare-earth nuclei

where side feeding enters at all levels of the rotational bands. In

the former case, the side feeding tends to concentrate at specific

points in the yrast sequence and a significant fraction of the

reaction strength proceeds through discrete states at very high spin.

This has mpde it possible to establish discrete levels to J=36 at

excitations near 13 MeV. As an example, the deexcitation scheme for

Er as observed 7ith the ( O.tn) reactions at 100 MeV bombarding

energy is shown in Fig. 2 (see FTP and Baktash, et; ̂ . , 1979).

The general systematics of high spin states in the N = 86

isotones are shown in Fig. 1 (see FTP). One striking feature of the

level structures of the Gd, Dy and Er isotones is a sequence

of three quadrupole transitions beginning at J = 21~ (19~ in Er)

and terminating at J s 27" (25~). The (decreasing) energy spacings

within these quasiband structures follow closely the predominantly
2
) ^ ,2+,1+ 6+ s P a c i n 8 s in their respective N = 84 isotopes

(see Fig. 2 and FTP).

At the upper end of the mass region under discussion, nuclei

exhibit large prolate deformations in their ground states and the
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• 17"
• 1 5 '

13"

68Er86 iYb.

Fig. 1. Systematics of the yrast states in the near-spherical N = 86 nuclei.
Many features of the data such as 11" isomeric states in 152Dy, 151*Er
and 156Yb, and the high spin multiplet in 150Gd, 152Dy, and 154Er are
evidence of predominance of shell model configurations in their
structure.
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l54Er

2. High spin yrast states in the near spherical nucleus
15^Er. The irregularity of the level scheme reflects
the shell model nature of these states.
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yrast sequence consists of states which belong to rotational bands.

The phenomenon of "back-bending" has been demonstrated to be a common

occurrence and is attributed to the crossing of the ground state band

by an excited 2-quasiparticle ( i . - . p neutrons) band. Other

quasiparticle excitations lead to side bands. Association of specific

configurations with particular observed bands was made through a

comparison of the experimental data with theoretical calculations of

quasiparticle energies as a function of rotational frequency. A

detailed knowledge of the band structure of the neighboring odd mass

nuclei i s important for understanding the band structure of even-even

nuclei, thus complementary studies of level structure in odd mass

nuclei have bean made. The rich band structure observed in deformed

nuclei i s i l lustrated by the deexcitation scheme (see Fig. 3 and

Kistner, et a l . , 1978) of Er. Experimental resul ts for th is

nucleus were a catalyst for theoretical attempts, largely successful,

to describe quasiparticle motion in rotat ing, deformed potentials .

Similar resul ts in other nuclei ( i 66Yb, 176Hf, e tc . ) have helped to

establish the influence of Coriolis and centrifugal forces under

extreme conditions.

Other examples of fusion-evaporation spectroscopy include a

series of studies of high-spin s tates in A = 20-63 nuclei which (1)

showed that heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions behave similarly

for l ight (A < 100) and heavy (A > 100) nuclei and (2) delineated

thoroughly the high-spin states of this region with pioneering

applications of gamma-ray spectroscopy techniques.

Extensive high-spin investigations have also been made for

heavier nuclei (A = 190-220) and doubly-odd nuclei near A = 84 (See
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(821(5678)

(6911

164

Fig. 3. Yrast and near-yrast rotational structures in the
deformed nucleus 16l*Er. Note the regularity of
level spacings in this nucleus in contrast to those
in 151*Er.
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FTP). Altogether the program of spectroscopy of high-spin states via

gamms-ray spectroscopy following heavy-ion fusion-evaporation is

extremely varied and encompasses nuclei from A = 21 to 214.

Fusion Reactions. The study of fusion reactions has been carried

on at the Tandem Facility by many groups of outside and inside users.

The more recent work was done with the MIT-BNL energy mass separator

and has included the study of the dynamic influence of valence

particles in the complete fusion of masrlve (Ni+Ni) nuclei (Beckerman,

ett^l., 1980) and the beginning of a systematic study of the

excitation function for the heavy-ion-induced fusion of systems in the

trans-lead region (Schier, ^t a U , 1981). This latter work has

already led to the discovery of the new alpha emitter 77Rn (DiRienzo,

et̂  jaK, 1980) and will provide systematic data on the influence of the

Coulomb barrier and the competition between evaporation and fission in

the fusion leading to very heavy systems.

Earlier fusion studies at the Tandem Facility had concentrated on

the understanding of evaporation residue distributions and on the

determination of fusion barrier parameters for heavy ions. More

recently work has been done on the fusion of medium-light systems to

determine the saturation value of the evaporation residue cross

section and to study the possible presence of a low critical angular

momentum at high bombarding energy (see FTP).

Atomic Physics. The tandem accelerators at Brookhaven have shown

themselves to be exceedingly versatile and unique machines for

accelerator-based atomic physics research. The use of the

accelerators in the 3-stage mode coupled with a great variety of beams

available from the terminal ion source gives an unmatched range of
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high energy heavy ions with reasonable intensities. Furthermore, the

use of the accelerators in the unique t-stage mode, where ions are

first accelerated and then decelerated, has recently given access to

the very interesting realm of low-velocity highly ionized beams. The

combination of ths two acceleration modes gives the atomic physicist

an unequalled opportunity to control the experiment by choosing both

the charge state and velocity of the ion to be used.

The BNL atomic physics program began about three years ago and is

now exploiting these capabilities in a rather extensive program that

also involves -ollaborators from many outside Institutions. The areas

of interest are mainly in beam-foil spectroscopy, ion-atom collisons,

and electron impact excitation and ionization of heavy ion beams (see

Heavy Ion FTP). A unique experiment designed to measure the

2s1/2-p. .„ Lamb Shift splitting in hydrogenic chlorine (being

conducted by a Bell Lab-Rutgers collaboration) makes use of the

excellent beam optics of these accelerators. In this experiment an

intense laser beam is used to induce resonant transitions in a tightly

focussed beam of Cl+ ions.

Because of the richness of atomic phenomena, the fields described

above require the most advanced heavy-ion accelerator facility

possible. The upgrading of the BNL facility to give higher energies

and thus more highly-ionized atoms is obviously of great importance

for future atomic physics experiments employing either the 3-stage or

the 4-stage accel-decel modes of operation.

Some further results . Other highlights of the first 10 years

include a study of the Coulomb excitation of the low-lying levels of

sd-shell nuclei which gave B(E2) and static quadrupole moment and
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simultaneously lifetimes from gamma-ray Doppler shift l ine shapes.

This study allowed for the f i rs t time a complete comparison of the two

methods of measuring 2+ -*• 0+ lifetimes and gave a re la t ive set of

accurate B(E2)-values from A = 20 to 37. It was also the definitive

publication on the extraction of Q(2+)-values from gamma-ray l ine

shapes via the re-orientation effect in Coulomb excitation (Schwalm,

et a^, 1977).

The f i r s t observation of beta decay of six of the eight T_ = 5/2

nuclei from 2 10 to ^ P was accomplished at the BNL Tandems. Shese

were found by observation of gamma rays following heavy-ion

fusion-evaporation reactions. As well as determining masses for the

T™ = 5/2 nuclei, these studies added valuable liew spectroscopic

information on the final T_ = 3/2 nuclei (see FTP and Alburger, et

a l . , 1981). A complete l i s t of radioisotopes which were observed

f i r s t at the BNL Tandem Van de Graaff Facili ty i s given in Table I .

Studies of high-energy gamma rays following the heavy-ion

12 12 2Ucomplete fusion reactions C( C,Y) Mg (Saudorfi, et _al.f 1978) and
12 1ft ?ft

C( 0,y) Si (see FTP) have revealed a new class of resonant states.

These are uncorrelated with features of other heavy-ion reactions or

of electromagnetic strength functions, and exhibit both fusion and

gamma-ray partial widths that are significantly enhanced over

statistical predictions. These radiative capture measurements suggest

a new and unusual form of intermediate structure, namely

highly-clustered configurations built on the ground-state bands of the

fussd nuclei (see FTP).
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Table I. Beta Radioactivity First Observed at the BNL Tandem Facility

Isotope Half-Life Year Research Team

1.
44,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

33Si

35P

31A1

29
Mg

23F

l*B

3*si

12Be

90 msec 1971 Cerny, Goosman, Alburger

6.3 sec 1972 Goosman, Alburger

48 sec 1972 Goosman, Alburger

0.644 sec 1973 Goosman, Alburger

1.20 sec 1973 Goosman, Davids, Alburger

2.23 sec 1974 Goosman. Alburgor

16.] msec 1974 Alburger, Goosman

2.77 sec 1977 Nathan, Alburger

6.54 sec 1977 Nathan, Alburger, Olness,
Warburton

24.4 msec 1978 Alburger, Balamuth, Lind,
Mulligan, Young, ZurmUhle,
Middleton (research done at
University of Pennsylvania)

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

1 f t .

70Br

80Y

79Sr

81Y

21o

82

80.2 msec

33.8 sec

2.30 min

72.0 sec

3.42 sec

9.5 sec

1978

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

Alburger

Haustein, Lister
Olness

Haustein, Lister
Olness

Lister, Alburger
Olness

Alburger, Lister
Millener

Lister, Alburger

, Alburger,

, Alburger,

, Haustein,

, Olness,

,Haustein.

Olness



C, THE OUTSIDE USER PROGRAM

Research by Outside Users at the Tandem Facility is conducted by

scientists drawn from universities and other laboratories. An active

Outside Users program, affording research opportunities for a diverse

range of scientific interests, is maintained: in the last few years,

about 50? of the beam time has been used by a changing group of

approximately 80 physicists including about 15 graduate students per

year. The attached list of users' home institutions (Table II)

indicates a strong representation of Northeastern universities, but

other areas are represented as well. The scope and success of the

user program is best appreciated by inspecting the Publication List

(Appendix 1).

Scientists from a number of institutions have r^rticipatsd in a

Summer Visitors Program which Brookhaven has sponsored for many years.

This program provides partial financial support to physicists who come

to BNL for periods on the order of 6 weeks in the summer. The Tandem

Laboratory and Nuclear Theory Group have each had 6 to 8 visitors on

this basis each summer.

Brookhaven has a 25-year history of providing high quality

working and living conditions for accelerator users.- Housing is

available on site, and transportation through Islip and New York

airports is convenient. It has been the policy of the Tandem

Laboratory that essentially all capital equipment items such as

modular electronics, spectrometers, scattering chambers and the

data-collection computer are shared by all inside and Outside Users.

Technician assistance is provided to all users to facilitate daily

experimental setup as well as installation of major pieces of
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Table II. List of Affiliations of Outside Users of the BNL Tandem for 1978-80

Argonne National Laboratory

University of Arizona

Aarhus University, Denwark

Bell Laboratories

University of Bergen, Norway

University of California, Berkeley

CEN, France

City College of CUNY, New York

CNEA, Buenos Aires, Argentina

CRNS, France

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

University of Heidelberg, Germany

University of Illinois

Johns Hopkins University

Kansas State University

University of Lowell, Massachusetts

University of Lund, Sweden

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

University of Mexico

Michigan State University

University of Michigan

University of Minnesota

MPI, Heidelberg, Germany

University of Munich, Germany

Technical University, Munich, Germany

Niels Bohr Institute, Denmark

University of Notre Dame

NRC, Greece

SUNY, Albany

SUNY, Stony Brook

New York University

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Ohio University

Panametrics, Inc.

University of Pennsylvania

University of Pittsburgh

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton University

University of Rochester

Rutgers University

University of Sao Paulo, Brazil

University of Seattle

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

Stanford University

University of Sussex, England

Tennessee Technological University

University of Tennessee

University of Texas

University of Toledo, Ohio

Vanderbilt University

University of Virginia

University of Washington, Seattle

Weizmann Institute, Israel

Williams College

Yale University
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experimental equipment. The Brookhaven scientific staff frequently

collaborates with outsiders, and also provides aid to outsiders to

enable independent use of the many locally developed and constructed

experimental instruments. As a result of these policies, it is

generally possible for users to bring little or no equipment to BNL.

However, for particular projects it is also possible for users to

install major pieces of equipment. Some notable examples are the EMS

spectrometer of MIT, the Bell-Rutgers laser for Lamb shift

measurements, and an x-ray spectrometer from SUNY-Stony Brook. Users

who install and then use large equipment for long periods of time are

encourged to invite participation of BNL and other outside groups in

the use of such equipment. The BNL physicist who serves as Liaison to

the Program Advisory Committee also represents the users in scheduling

meetings and is responsible for the smooth operation of their

programs.

The Tandem Users Group, which was founded in the early days of

the project, meets periodically at BNL and at APS meetings.

Approximately 400 scientists presently receive copies of the Tandem

Newsletter. The Users Group elects an Executive Committee which

discusses matters regarding the Users Program, the existing facility

and directions for growth and improvement. In this way users have an

active role in determining the experimental facilities to be built.

The present members of the Executive Committee of the Tandem

Users Group are:

F. Becchetti (University of Michigan) L. L. Lee, Jr. (SUNY, Stony Brook)
P. Braun-Munzinger (SUNY,Stony Brook) D. E. Murnick (Bell Labs)
T. M. Cormier (University of Rochester) p. D. Parker (Yale University)
H. T. Fortune (University of Pennsylvania) S. G. Steadman, Chairman (MIT)
T. H. Kruse (Rutgers)
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As a rule the experimental time requested by Outside Users

significantly exceeds that which is available. In order to set

priorities, requests by Outside Users are reviewed by a Program

Advisory Committee 3 to t times a year. Members of this committee are

selected from the scientific community in consultation with the Tandem

Users Executive Committee, and terms are for approximately three

years. The present members are:

J. Alexander (SUNY, Stony Brook)

B. F. Bayman (University of Minnesota)
H. G. Berry (AND
J. L. C. Ford, Jr. (ORNL)
L. Grodzins (MIT)
W. Henning (AND
A. E. Litherland (University of Toronto)
L. Riedinger (University of Tennessee)

The Chairman of the Committee is Arthur Schwarzschild, Chairman

of the Physics Department, and Ottmar Kistner serves as the BNL

Liaison member.

Graduate Student Training. The BNL facility, which is in close

proximity to a large university community in the Northeast, has been a

training ground for many students. The excitement engendered by

working at an advanced facility appears not only to attract newcomers

to the field but to act as a positive influence for keeping them in

the field.

During the past eight years more than 30 students from 6

universities have done all or significant parts of their graduate

thesis research at the BNL tandems (Table III). Many more have

participated in the research program (Table IV). A test of the

success of graduate student programs at this user facility lies in an
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Table III. Graduate students who have done all or significant parts of
their graduate thesis research at the BNL tandem. The first
degree was awarded in 1975.

Present Affiliation

D.

M.

M.

M.

T.

S.

A.

A.

C.

W.

M.

S.

R.

D.

D.

J.

D.

0.

C.

J.

A.

R.

M.

A.

A.

D.

H.

W.

K.

H.

C.

G.

Name

Abriola

Al-Kofahi

Anderson

Cobern

Cormier

B. DiCenzo

Dilmanian

deRienzo

Flaum

Freeman

Fritts

Gazes

Goldstein

Grogan

L. Hanson

W. Harris

Horn

Ila

Jachcinski

Karp

Lazzarini

Ledoux

Neuhf.usen

Mignerey

Nathan

Perlman

Sang

Thorns

Van Bibber

Wilschut

Wu

Young

Affiliation
as Student

SUNY,

MIT

Univ.

Yale

MIT

Yale

MIT

MIT

Univ.

SUNY,

Yale

MIT

MIT

MTT

Yale

SUNY,

MIT

MIT

SUNY,

MIT

MIT

MIT

MIT

Univ.

Stony Brook

of Michigan

of Rochester

Stony Brook

Stony Brook

Stony Brook

of Rochester

Princeton

MIT

MIT

MIT

MIT

SUNY,

Univ.

MIT

Stony Brook

of Rochester

Ph

Ph

Ph

M,

Ph.

Ph.

Ph.

Degree

,D. Candidate

.D. Candidate

M.S.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

M.S.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

.D. Candidate

Ph.D.

M.S.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

.S. Candidate

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

,D. Candidate

M.S.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

M.S.

M.S.

Ph.D.

D. Candidate

D. Candidate

Ph.D.

Oil industry

Univ. of Rochester

Bell Labs, Murray Hill

Washington Univ., St. Louis

West Point Military Academy

Schlumberger Well Services

Argonne National Lab

Naval Research Lab

Retina Foundation

U. S. Army

Los Alamos Scientific Lab

Lawrence Berkeley Lab

Brookhaven National Lab

Argonne National Lab

SUNY, Stony Brook

Univ. Washington, Seattle

Operations Research

Univ. of Maryland

Univ. of Illinois

Harvard Univ.

Xerox Corp.

Operations Research

Stanford Univ.

Oak Ridge (Wigner Fellow)
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Table IV. Students who have worked at the BNL
tandem as members of users groups

Name Affiliation

G. Bartouni

G. Berkowitz

P. Boisseau

B. A. Brown

E. Dafni

F. d'Amato

P. Fields

M. Gai

D. Ganett

U. Garg

D. Gregorio

M. Harakeh

N. E. Geacintov

D. F. Geesaman

D. E. Gustafson

J. Hall

K. Johnson

L. Medsker

F. Milder

J. Molitoris

J. Nemeth

C. Ordonez

D. Pisano

M. Rafailovich

A. Ratkowski

K. Rubin

R. Shroy

T. P. Sjoreen

A. Smith

P. Stwertka

R. Valicenti

R. Won-yusoff

MIT

SUNY, Stony Brook

MIT

SUNY, Stony Brook

SUNY, Stony Brook

MIT

Tennessee Tech. University

SUNY, Stony Brook

MIT

SUNY, Stony Brook

ORNL

SUNY, Stony Brook

NYU

SUNY, Stony Brook

University of Virginia

Kansas State University

University of Michigan

University of Pennsylvania

University of Michigan

MIT

SUNY, Stony Brook

MIT

Yale

SUNY, Stony Brook

NYU

MIT

SUNY, Stony Brook

SUNY, Stony Brook

MIT

University of Rochester

MIT

MIT
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examination of the careers of Ph.D. graduates whose thesis work was

done at the BNL tandems (see Table III). More than two-thirds of the

Ph.D.s have stayed in nuclear physics and are distinguishing

themselves in the field. Within the past year alone, of U new Ph.D.s,

3 have stayed in nuclear physics. In contrast, less than a quarter of

U.S. experimental nuclear physics Ph.D.s in recent years have stayed

in the field; the rest have moved into other branches of physics or

other sciences. Several factors can be cited which we believe

contribute to this high retention rate in nuclear physics for

doctorates trained at BNL. First of all, the research experience at

the BNL tandems is lively and challenging. Students enjoy coming to a

well-equipped facility to do exciting physics, often not possible

elsewhere, and where each may still take some responsibility for the

success of the run. In lengthy contacts with the personnel and the

guests at BNL, the students get to know and be known by a wide group

of scientists. If a student is good, he finds encouragement to stay

in the field not only from his thesis supervisor but also from the

outside scientists who often solidify their opinion with a job offer.
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D. THE BNL MP TANDEM VAN DE GRAAFF FACILITY

The Brookhaven Tandem Facility has two upgraded model MP

accelerators (MP6 and MP7). A large variety of isotopic ion beams is

provided at energies higher than available at any other tandem

facility operating at present and with good intensities and excellent

beam qualities characteristic of the best electrostatic accelerators.

The terminal voltage obtainable for experiments on MP7 is now m.H MV

and that on MP6 for three-stage operation, -8.5 MV. Figure 1 shows on

a Periodic Table, all the elements that have been accelerated to date

and the maximum energies as a function of the atomic number can be

seen in Figs. 5 and 6.

The tandems have been used on a twenty-four hour, seven-day week

basis until the recent introduction of alternate weekend shutdowns due

to budgetary constraints. The following canpilaton gives an

indication of the reliability and performance of these machines.

Utilization of Total Available Time 1975-1980

Accelerator Development and Testing 1%

Scheduled Maintenance 8%
Unscheduled Maintenance H%
Standby, Holidays, Snowdays, etc. 6%
Beam Used in Research 75?

The superior performance of the tandems has been achieved through

years of gradual improvements involving original BNL developments,

many of which have been adopted elsewhere. Commercially available

improvements have also been installed and redundant systems and

components have been incorporated to improve reliability.

Some of the developments pioneered at Brookhaven are described

below:
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Terminal Ion Source Installation. A complete terminal ion source

system, originally designed and constructed using an off-axis

dcoplasmatron source, has been recently improved and modified for the

use of a Middleton-type sputter ion source. A novel feature of the

system is double electrostatic beam inflection to allow the use of the

accelerator as a normal tandem when not used as a negative ion

injector.

Improved Accelerator Tube Performance After the installation of

the stainless steel electrode HVEC upgraded tubes, a breakthrough in

accelerator tube performance was achieved at BNL by combining the

inclined field suppression scheme with magnetic suppression. The

success of this arrangement provides stable and prolonged operation at

high voltages with complete absence of vacuum discharges. Other

improvements which have led to better accelerator tube performance

include the design of a special inclined field pattern, since adopted

by the manufacturer, the introduction of magnetically suppressed

limiting apertures in the dead section between tubes and improved

spark-gap protection of the tube insulators.

Column Connection and Resistor Improvements. The stability of

the electrostatic generator has been substantially improved by

replacing all spring-loaded column connections by solid electrical

connections and by installing many new connecting rods to improve the

electrostatic configuration. The original voltage-dividing resistors

were replaced by an improved version developed by the manufacturer,

and independent resistor strings for tubes and column have been

implemented. Additional protection against damage caused by over

voltages was found necessary and was successfully developed and
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implemented at BNL. Further developments have led to a different and

far superior resistor module which has now been installed in both

accelerators. This new arrangement has proven to be stable and

reliable at 11 MV terminal voltage. Since resistor-related problems

have recently limited the MP7 voltage, it appears that higher voltages

will become available in the near future.

Ess Prestripping of Molecular Beams. Often the most advantageous

negative beams that can be obtained from the sputter ion source are

molecular rather than atomic ions and when such molecules break up in

a stripper foil, the Coulomb repulsion of the components leads to beam

quality impairment. It was found that the beam quality is restored if

such beams are sent through a volume of low pressure gas before

reaching the foil to gently dissociate the molecules before they

become highly charged.

Dual Foil Stripping. The energies for heavy ions have been

increased over those attainable with one stripper in the high voltage

terminal by locating a second foil stripper downstream of the

terminal. The high ion velocities at this point lead to more

effective stripping, and the higher charge states obtained produce an

energy increment (equivalent to about 1 MV terminal increment) during

acceleration to ground potential.

Experimental Facilities

The major experimental apparatus is listed below:

a. QDDD Magnetic Spectrometer

b. Time-of-Flight Spectrometer
c. General Purpose Scattering Chambers (2)
d. High Energy Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
e. Total Energy Sum Spectrometer
f. Gamma-Ray Goniometers (2)
g. Energy Mass Separator
h. Automated Recoil Distance Chamber (Plunger)
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Ell.

i. Radioactivity Transfer Systems ("Rabbit" and He-jet)
j. Mechanical Beam Chopper (for msec activities)
k. UV Spectrometers (2)

Plans for the Tandem Facility

The completed ievelopments described above and in the attached

FTP (Operations) have led to continuously expanding capabilities in

terms of available beams, attainable energies, stability, reliability,

etc. For instance, 0 beam energies have been increased by more than

H0%, Cl energies have been doubled, and I energies have been tripled

over the last several years.

This expansion of capabilities continues at present. The

proposed improvements described in the attached FTP will lead to a

three-stage performance comparable to the performance of a 20-MV

tandem (see Figs. 5 and 6). Aside from being essential for research

at BNL, the accelerator development program has made and continues to

make significant contributions to electrostatic accelerator

technology.

Brookhaven has at present the electrostatic accelerator system

which has achieved the highest operating terminal voltage in the USA.

With the planned improvements this facility will continue to be among

the 3 or 4 largest in the world.

The Cyclotron Addition. During the past four years there has

been a major effort of the BNL nuclear physics experimental group to

design a post-accelerator to increase the energies of the tandem

beams. The effort has been motivated by the needs of the present

research program which finds itself increasingly working at the energy

limits of the available beams. The requirements for the energy range
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of a booster are twofold: (1) It must be possible to extend the

present programs in a continuous progression upwards as the needs are

modified by research demands. This continuity of research program

implies that the lowest energies of the booster should approximate the

highest from the tandems. (2) The range of energies available from

the booster should enable a research capability that spans the

exciting and unexplored region where the beam energy is comparable to

the Fermi energy, where the velocity of sound in nuclear matter is

reached and some compression of nuclear matter is to be expected.

After considerable evaluation it was decided that the machine energy

requirements are best fulfilled by a variable energy cyclotron which

would provide beams of energies starting from the uppermost tandem

capability and extending to 150 MeV/A for oxygen beams and 20 MeV/A

for uranium beams, approximately 15 times presently available tandem

energies.

In 1978 our first proposal was made for a superconducting

cyclotron. This proposal was not recommended by NSAC which instead

funded MSU. The proposal, however, made us very much aware of the

disadvantages associated with superconducting machines. Although

their size is small, minimizing building and construction costs, their

accessibility for diagnostic probes, and for repair is poor. The very

important orbit separation is small making single turn extraction (a

condition for good energy resolution) difficult. At about this time

the SREL (Space Radiation Effects Laboratory) synchrocyclotron was

decommissioned. It was noted that the Hp-product of this cyclotron

was 50 kgauss-meters, the same as our proposed superconductng

cyclotron magnet. It was arranged to disassemble the magnet,
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transport it to Long Island, and have it stored at BNL and a program

was begun to design a variable energy cyclotron based upon the SREL

magnet. It was believed, correctly, that the availability of the SREL

magnet would allow the building of a warm cyclotron at approximately

the same cost as a superconducting one. The lower field strength of

the warm magnet would obviate many of the difficulties noted for the

superconducting one.

The general scheme of the variable energy isochronous cyclotron

post-accelerator facility is that beams from the tandem are bunched

and transported to the cyclotron center. There they are stripped to

higher charge state and, after acceleration, extracted and returned to

the tandem experimental areas. In order to make a detailed conceptual

design considerable manpower was directed to this project: four and a

half man years of effort was taken from the experimental and tandem

operations nuclear physics group, and more than two from the

theoretical nuclear physics group together with a complement of

several man years of professional engineering and consultants from

both within BNL and outside. Significant innovative techniques, most

important of which is a novel pole tip design, have led to the design

of a cyclotron with a very unusual dynamic range in energy and mass at

low power cost and have contributed to the art of cyclotron design.

A proposal was submitted to DOE in January 1980 with a cost

estimate of -11M (January 1981 dollars). NSAC deferred action on the

proposal largely for budgetary reasons. The proposal was resubmitted

in January 1981.
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TANDEM VAN DE GRAAFF FACILITY OPERATIONS

Preamble

The BNL Tandem Facility la at present the world's most powerful electrostatic
accelerator facility in routine operation for research. Its versatility, precision,
high energies, and large variety of beams, make it a very important physics research
tool. The Facility includes two MP Tandem Van de Graaff accelerators, the
additional apparatus required for their operation and maintenance, and the major
pieces of equipment used in the experimental effort (on-line computer, magnetic
spectrometer, etc.). The operation and improvement of the machines together with
the development of experimental equipment is the primary aim of the operations
group. The research staff also contributes towards this goal. Extensive
accelerator improvements implemented over the past years and being continued at
present led to beam energies not surpassed by any other tandem now operating.
Several of these improvements are original BNL developments which have been adopted
by other laboratories and industrial manufacturers. The operations group has also
been working towards the adaptation of the Space Radiation Effects Laboratory (SREL)
cyclotron as a post-accelerator. This machine would effectively increase the tandem
beam energy range by about a factor of 15, opening important new areas of research.

I. Accelerator Performance and Improvements

A. Accelerator Operations and Performance
B. Four-Stage Mode of Operation
C. Improvements to MP-6

1. Pelletron Charging System
2. Large Diameter Stainless Steel Acceleration Tubes
3. Two-Stage Double Foil Stripping

D. Improvements to MP-7

1. 16MV Extended Acceleration Tube
2. Special Tube Extension for Four-Stage Operation
3. New Column Spark Gaps

E. General Improvements for Both MP-6 and MP-7

1. Mercury Diffusion Pumps Replaced
2. High Voltage Terminal Shields
3. Improved Resistors for Tube and Column

II. Improvements on Experimental Facilities

A. Sigma Computer Improvements
B. QDDD Spectrometer Improvements
C. Cyclotron Booster Studies
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I. j\cceleiraltqr Performance and, Improvements,

A. flcgg^grator Ooergt^ogq a,nd,

During this period both accelerators continued operating with extremely
high reliability. Reliable operation of MP7 at terminal voltages in excess of 13 MV
was routinely obtained and the maximum terminal voltage reached was 14.1 MV.
Alternate weekend shut-downs due to budgetary constraints caused a Iipercent direct
loss of available beam time and, as expected, some reliability degradation and
additional losa of time due to voltage conditioning requirements. Also, the number
of operators had to be reduced by one, leading to a reduction in the midnight crew
size from two to one operator (the presence of one experimenter is required to
satisfy the two-man rule). This reduction in manpower causes unavoidable delays
especially if both accelerators have to be operated independently. It will also
have an Impact on completion times of upgrade, repair and maintenance work. Very
serious scheduling problems are anticipated during vacation periods and in case of
sick leave.

During calendar year 1980 beams from MP7 (two-stage and three-stage) were
delivered for experiments during 70percent of the time, while 10percent was used for
scheduled maintenance and development, 3percent for unscheduled maintenance,
6percent for conditioning after holidays and snowdays, and 11percent for alternate
weekend shut-downs. With the acceleration of ^ 0 and 9^Zr the total number of beam
apeciea accelerated to date increased to 60.

B. four-Stage Mode, pf Operq^iqn.

A new and unique four-stage accel-decel mode of producing fully
stripped very slow heavy ions was successfully tested and will soon be used in
important atonic physics experiments of fundamental as well as applied interest. In
this mode of operarion beams accelerated by MP6 in the normal tandem node are then
further accelerated to the negative MP7 terminal where they are stripped and then
decelerated towards ground potential. Very low energies can be achieved in
principle but at present the vertical deflection due to the inclined accelerating
field sets a lower limit for these energies. About 1 nA of fully stripped 32S beam
at 10 MeV was obtained and this beam will be adequate for the first experiments.

C. Improvements, to tyP-6

1. Pelletrqn Charging System,

A three-chain pelletron charging system was installed to replace the old
MP6 charging belt. This new charging system led to Improved stability and
reliability at high voltages. Also, an insulated drive shaft system was installed
in this accelerator to provide power to the terminal and to the dead sections. The
power in the dead sections is necessary to operate vacuum ion pumps which will
further improve the vacuum and thus lead to better heavy ion transmission and to
improved acceleration tube performance under high gradient conditions. Similar
systems are being installed in MP7 and should be completed by the end of this
period.
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2. ĵ ar̂ e, Dipmetqr fita^qleaa Steel Aqce,l1e,raifillon, ĝg

The 8 .Inch MP6 acceleration tubes were replaced by standard 14 Inch
stainless steel electrode HVEC tubes which provide Improved transmission, better
vacuum and increased voltage holding capabilities.

3. TW.Q Stage Double. Foil, Str̂ ppj.qg;

A foil stripper was Installed In the dead-section following the MP6
terminal to provide double stripping capabilities for two-stage operation.

D. Improvements to MP-7

1. 16MV Extended. Aogqleratioii Tî be

During the last months of the this period major MP7 modifications will be
initiated that should lead to a very substantial increase of 2 and 3 stage beam
energies. A similar modification recently completed at the Strasbourg Centre de
Recherchea Nucleaires (CEN) tandem led to 16 MV operation. With our three-stage
capability this would be roughly equivalent to a single 18 or 19 MV tandem.

The number of glass insulators in each of the eight acceleration tube
sections will be increased from 72 to at least 88. The extended tube sections will
thus protrude into the present field-free regions which will be modified
appropriately. The present acceleration tubes will be completely disassembled at
the factory, the electrodes and glass-insulators will be refurbished or replaced as
needed and new ones will be added. The modifications to be performed in the
field-free regions will include new dead-section boxes, modified tube supports, new
ball-valve assemblies, tube shields, aperture supports, stripper and vacuum pump
modifications. The acceleration tube voltage gradient at 16 MV terminal voltage
will be 45.5 kv/inch while at present it is 48.6 kv/inch when operating at 14 MV.

2. Special Tube Extension for four-Sta^e Qpera.ti,ori

An additional modification being contemplated at present is the further
extension of the last tube section to 96 insulators to incorporate a number of
straight electrodes which should substantially improve the above mentioned
four-stage production of fully stripped very slow heavy ion beams.

3. N e w Cql,umn Spa.rk.

The MP7 column was provided with additional spark protection in a manner
similar to the one we have previously adopted for the acceleration tubes. In
addition to better protection for the column, which is desirable at the higher
voltages that will be reached in the future, this modification also provides added
protection for resistors and acceleration tubes.
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E. pejigra.1 Im.prqve.fle.ntq fqr lfoth. tyP-6 fl[\d. MP-7

P̂ mpa.

The four old mercury-diffusion pumps located at both ends of
each accelerator have been replaced by combined cryo-pump ion-pump systems. This
modification improves vacuum, re l iab i l i ty , and cost savings in terms of electrical
power and liquid nitrogen consumption.

2. fll.";h, Vql,ta.Re.

High voltage terminal shields are being Installed In both
accelerators to replace the present horizontal bar structure. This modification
will lead to an improvement of the electrostatic configuration and to better
shielding for the components located in the high voltage terminal.

3. Improved. Rq?i3.tqr,3 for Tubq and Column

All resistive voltage dividers in both accelerators have now
been protected with a BNL designed arrangement consisting of parallel plate shields,
spark gapa and inductors. This modification seems to have solved the previously
experienced problems due to overvoltage induced resistor damage.

II. Improvements on Experimqntql ^ ^ }

A. Sigma, Computer Improvements

During a major study and search for a new computer system it was
decided to upgrade the Sigma system instead of replacing it as was planned for FY
1982. The upgrade consists of replacing the current one-half megabyte of memory
with one megabyte of new memory, adding an additional I/O processor, and adding a
second CPU. For considerably leas money and manpower, the upgraded system will
approach a level of performance that a new system would provide. There will be no
software conversion costs or delays. All of the current data collection systems can
continue to be used. It is anticipated that the upgrade will be completed early in
1981.

The decision to upgrade the Sigma system also resulted in a change of
plana with respect to the high-density tape drives. The present tape drives in use
are 800 byte/in., wile the new drives provide 800, 1600, or 6250 bytes/in, density.
With the new plan, two of the high density units are being interfaced to the Sigma
computer instead of being installed directly in the data collection station which
will provide more flexibility and versatility on the main system.

A 16-bit microprocessor is being added to the new data collection station.
It will be used when special gating or arithmetic calculations must be done to the
data on-line. Since the system is independent of the main computer, more of the
data collection load will be removed from the main computer.

An initial implementation of a CAMAC data collection system is being added
to the data collection Interfaces. This will provide some CAMAC capabilities and
provide the experience necessary for future expansion.



Several software improvements were added to the system. These include a
Pascal compiler, cross assemblers Tor new microprocessors, a program to accomplish
gating on very large spectra (e.g. sixteen million channels), and programs Tor
handling data sorting for new complex experiments.

B. QDDD Spe.fltrpa.e.ter

The scattering chamber motions—target height and angle and the angle
of two arms—have been motorized so that they can be remotely positioned and sensed.
Thia makes it much easier to control these functions and to accurately set and
reposition them. In addition, the control of the target height makes it possible to
move the target during an experiment to better dissipate the heat produced by the
beam and therefore extend the life of volatile targets.

A new scattering chamber has been fabricated for particle-gamma
coincidence measurements using the QDDD as a large solid angle (15 mar) particle
detector with very good energy resolution. The chamber is a small diameter thin
walled aluminum can so that a Ge(Li) detector can be mounted close to the target The
spectrometer is coupled to the chamber through a very flexible bellows so that
central scattering angles from about 45 to 30 degrees can be observed with the full
solid angle. Because of the high energy resolution for both the particles and
gammas this facility has been very useful in investigations of detailed nuclear
structure in the rare earth nuclei.

An extension to the existing focal plane box was fabricated to allow
more working room around the new 150 cm long focal plane detector. This new volume
is pumped by two cryopumps which have been modified to allow the cold surface to
project into the space to be pumped so that extremely high pumping speeds can be
obtained 010,000 1/sec). To allow the cryopumps to be regenerated, remotely
activated covers have been built to seal the cryopump heads from the focal plane
box. In addition to providing lower ultimate pressures, in spite of the gas load
due to leaking detector windows, the cryopumps reduce the time required to pump the
focal plane box down to operating pressure.

A new gas handling system has been completed to purify and
recirculate the filling gas for the proportional counters used in the focal plane.
This system removes electronegative gases (O2, Fg, CI2) and water from the detector
gases which are light hydrocarbons up to hexane. In order to simplify the use of
this somewhat complicated system, it is controlled by a microprocessor.

C. Cyclotron Booster Sturt.ieq

The Tandem Operations Group continued its support of the booster
cyclotron design and development. The voltage and performance upgrade of the tandem
facility extends the heavy mass performance of the cyclotron to higher energies and
the vacuum and ion source improvements increase the beam current available for
cyclotron injection and the number of isotopic ion beams that are operationally
available for imm.q̂ j,a.tq use with the cyclotron booster accelerator (60 different
isotopes at present). Extensive tests with three-stage accelerated "^Au and other
lighter ions were made in regard to stripper foil lifetimes,, transmission
efficiency, charge state distribution and other operational parameters that are all
involved with the cyclotron booster design.
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HEAVY ION PHYSICS WITH THE TANDEM VAN DE GRAAFF FACILITY

Preamble

Heavy ion physics deals with the ways in which nuclear matter in large aggregates
interacts with other such aggregates. Nucleons, individually or in clusters, within
such interacting aggregates, experience an environment vastly different with respect
to energy, angular momentum and perhaps density from that of stable nuclear systems.
To understand the transfer of matter, energy, and angular momentum between these
aggregates, to describe the ultimate disposition of these quantities among the reaction
residues, and to understand the reaction and accommodation of specific residual nuclear
systems to abnormal inputs of these quantities are the aims of the program. Individual
aspects of the program deal with heavy-ion direct reaction mechanisms, transfer, elastic
and inelastic scattering with resonance structure, high angular momentum state
spectroscopy via both compound nucleus reactions and heavy projectile Coulomb exic-
tation, fission and fusion phenomena, general and nuclear physics, as well as investi-
gations in atomic and molecular physics. Complementary light-ion research uses
-particle, deuteron, and proton projectiles. The experimental pursuit of these

objectives in nuclear physics is made possible by the many energetic heavy ion beams
and sophisticated analytic tools available at the Tandem Accelerator Facility and
involves resident staff and the outside user community with about equal division of
accelerator beam time,

I. Properties and Structure of Nuclear States

A. Gamma-Ray Studies of High Spin States Produced via Heavy Ion
Fusion-Evaporation Reactions

1. High-Spin States in ^ T i and
2. Search for High-Spin Statea Using Inverted 5 1V + Li

Reactions
3. High-Spin Statea in Odd-Odd Br Nuclei
4. High-Spin Structure of ?5Br
5. Yrast Properties of T^Kr
6. Yraat Properties of Sr Isotopes
7. Investigation of High-Spin States Near the N = 82

Shell Closure

a. The N s 86 Isotones

ii.
iii.
iv. General Systematics
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b. The N = 85 Isotones

i.
ii. ^ E r

The N = 81 Isotones

ii! 152Er

d. Transitional N a 87 Isotones

i i ! 157yb

e. Tranaitional N = 88 Iaotonea

i.

8. Rotational N = 9*»-96 Nuclei

a . l66,i67,i68H f

b. i66Yb
c. 1?°Hf

9. Gamma-Gamma Energy Correlations in 1?&W and
10. Odd-Odd Tl Isotopes
11. High-Spin States for Nuclei with Z = 83, 85 and N < 126

a. 197,198Bi and 201,203At

b. 205At

12. Z = 86 Systematics

a 204,206,208Rn
b! 21>»Rn

B. Coulomb Excitation

1. Coulomb Excitation Study of Medium-Mass Tranaitional
Nuclei

a. The Projectile Coulomb Excitation of ?2Ge
b. Multiple Coulomb Excitation of 1Ql|Rn and n 0 P d

2. Coulomb Excitation of the Os-Isotopes
3. Coulomb Excitation of Deformed Nuclei

a. i66Er
b.
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C. Lifetimes and Moments

1. Electromagnetic Transitions in ^ C and
2. Lifetimes of (sd)-Shell Nuclei via the Recoil Distance

Technique
3. Static Quadrupole Moments of 2+ States
t. Static Quadrupole Moments for the 2+ States of 5M,56,58pe
5. Attenuated Gamma-Ray Anisotropies from Nuclei Recoiling

Through Gas
6. Precession Measurements of Gamma-Ray Anisotropies Following

Nuclear Recoil Through Multiple-Tilted Foil3

D. Radiative Capture of Heavy Ion Systems

1. The General Program
2. The Gamma Decay of a Quasi-molecular ^2C + 12C Resonance

to the Ground State of 2l*Mg
3. Fusion Resonances In 12C(l5O,Y)

28Si
4. The 13c(12c>Y)25Mg Reaction
5. The 1OB(6LL,Y)

16O Reaction
6. Progress Toward 12C(12C,Y

2i<Mg) EMS Studies
7. A Study of 16O + 8Be Resonances in 24Mg

II. Direct Reactions

A. The General Program
B. Elastic Scattering

1. Back Angle Excitation Function of 12C + 1$F
2. 86fCr +

 208pb

C. Transfer Reactions

1. Single Neutron Transfer to High Spin States

a. Ni and Co Isotopes
b. Nd Isotopes
c. Sm Isotopes
d. Er Isotopes

2. Two-Proton Pickup Reaction to
3. Transfer Reactions to Continuum States Induced by

100 MeV 18O on 2?A1
H. Polarization in Heavy-Ion Induced Transfer Reactions

III. Nuclei Off the Line of Stability

A. Beta Decay of 18N
B. Beta Decay of 2 10
C. Identification and Decay of ?9sr,

 8o*, 8l* and 82Y
D. Half-Life of 32



IV. Fusion-Evaporation, Deep Inelastic, and Fission Reaction Mechanisms

A. Light Heavy-Ion Systems

1. Exit Channel Competitions: p2n,dn,t, etc.
2. 6Li Evaporation in the Reaction 18O + z8Si at Eem=60 MeV
3. Deep Inelastic Cross Sections in the Reaction 1°O(16O,16O*)16O*

at Ecm=32.5 MeV
i». Complete Fusion of zt5Si + Z0Si
5. The Reaction z8Si + z8Si at 160 MeV

B. Evaporation Residues from Heavy Compound Nuclei

1. Excitation Functions of Evaporation Residues from 37ci +
""' ., 186W, and 198Pt

2. A new Isotope ^ R n and Evidence for the Iaomerie State

3. Possible Entrance Channel Effects in the Formation of 20l*Rn
by 35Ci + 169TB1; "8 T 1 + i56Gd and 65 C u • 139La

V. Atomic Physics

A. Molecular Structure by Coulomb Explosion
B. Atomic Physics with Heavy-Ion Beams

1. Beam Foil Spectroscopy
2. Ion-Atom Collisions

3. Excitation and Ionization of Heavy Ions by Electrons

C. Energy Loss of Heavy Ions in Single Crystals

VI. Instruments

A. General Purpose Nal Total Energy Spectrometer
B. Multiple Event 2D Image Intensifier Scintillation Detector

C. High Mass Product Bending Magnet for MP6

VII. Post-Accelerator Development

A. Design of Magnetic Field for the 500 cm Cyclotron

VIII. Outside User Program
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I. j'rppertj.es a.nj Struc,tiirq of Nuclear Sta.te3,

A. Gamro,a-Ray Studies of High. Spin. States Produced via Heavy Ior\
R,eaqt;ioq3.

Heavy-ion collisions which result in fusion leave the compound
nucleus in highly excited states of large angular momentum. Particle evaporation
cools the nucleus to within a few MeV of the yrast line. The residual nuclei at
this point still contain many MeV of excitation energy and large angular momentum
and the manner in which these residual nuclei dispose of thi3 excess energy to
accommodate the stresses introduced by such large angular momenta contains the
physics of high spin spectroscopy. Experimentally, this topic is pursued by studies
of the gam"?-ray spectra which deexcite the nucleus and remove angular momentum
efficiently. Near the yrast line, most of the remaining excitation energy is
involved in generating the angular momentum. Level densities are also quite low so
the discrete gamma-ray spectra in this region contain extractable information about
the responses of the nuclear structure to this large angular momentum.

1. High-Spj,n, States in. ̂ T i and

The *»0ca(9Be,2pn)46Ti and JJOCa(9Be.p2n)1|6V reactions were
investigated in order to study the high-spin states of *°Ti and ^"V. Measurements
of excitation functions, angular distributions, and gamma-gamma coincidence spectra
were completed, in addition to recoil distance and Doppler shift attenuation
measurements of lifetimes. The data on ^°Ti disclose an even -parity yrast band
based on the J1* = 0+ ground state with the spin sequence 0-2-M-6-8-10-11-12,
interconnected by strong E2 transitions. A quasirotational band (AJ = 1 ) based on
the 3059-keV J11 = 3~ state i3 3een up to the j" = 10" member. The lowering of the
11+ state below the 12+ state, as well as other features of the decay scheme, are
rather well-predicted by the empirical (lfy^)" model.

The new data on ^°V resolve previous experimental ambiguities
for states of Ex £ 2 MeV, and determine a AJ = 2 sequence of states at excitation
energies (in keV) of 802 <JW = 3 + ) , 1225(5+), 1604(7+) and 3903(9*). A comparison
of '•"Ti with the cross-conjugate nucleus 5°Cr (based on the (Ify/g)" model) confirms
a very nice matching of even-parity states up to the j" = 12+ member, including the
inversion of the 11+ and 12+ levels. A similar comparison for ^V-5°Mn, although at
least qualitatively correct, is less satisfying with respect to level energies and
E2 rates. Additional confirmatory data on ^°V and an extension of data on ->0jin ^a
planned. (A. R. Poletti, E. K. Warburton, and J. W. Olness)

2. Search for High-Soin States Using Inverted 51y+Li Reaotiojiq

A search for states of relatively high spin, formed in reactions
of 51v projectiles with ?Li, was made via vacuum recoil and particle-gamma-ray
coincidence techniques to complement previous BNL-SUNY work in which beams of ^»?Li
were used to bombard a 51y target. The center-of-mass energy was the same as that
attained with the 25-MeV Li beams used previously. Evaporation residues recoiled in
vacuum for a flight time of about 600 psec and were stopped by a Ta foil. An EAE
particle detector telescope was positioned Just downstream from this stopper foil.
The function of the telescope was to detect and identify light charged particles
whose range exceeded the stopper foil thickness. Gamma radiation was detected using
Ge(Li) detectors placed at 0° and 120° relative to the beam direction. All
possible combinations of gamma-ray and gamma-particle coincidences were recorded
event-by-event.
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As expected, the gamma-gamma coincidence spectra were dominated
by gamma raya from ^Cr and 53r,r, resulting from a,2n and ot,n evaporations,
respectively. All of the transitions in $2Cr observed previously were also observed
in the 0° gamma-ray spectra that were in coincidence with low energy portions of the
alpha particle energy spectrum and in addition, five new transitions were also
observed. It was found that a plot of relative gamma-ray intensity versus alpha
particle energy was useful in ordering the gamma rays. On the average, more energy
is available for excitation of the 52Cr evaporation residues when the emitted alpha
particles have lower energy and the intensities of gamma rays deexciting levels of
highest excitation fall off fastest with increasing alpha particle energy. The data
analysis is continuing in order to better determine the gamma-ray intensity
dependence on emitted alpha-particle and proton energies. (R. L. Kozub, J. Lin, J.
F. Mateja (Tenn. Tech. U.); C. J. Lister, E. K. Warburton (BNL))

3. t^g^-Spin. State.3 i,n. Od.d.-Od.d. Br tyuclei

The nuclei in this region are moderately deformed, and the
influence of the go/2 orbit gives rise to important Coriolls effects. In the
particular case of doubly-odd nuclei, the yrast states are expected to involve the
ffg9/2 x 9go/2 configuration that has been previously identified in "^Br. The •»+
member of the multiplet lies lowest and becomes the head of a Coriolis distorted
band which has been successfully described by a
two-noninteracting-quasiparticle-plus-rotor model. This model also predicts the
occurrence of a change of phase in the level staggering above the Jv = 9+ state,
obtained by the maximum alignment of the valence proton and neutron „

The systematic study of Br isotopes was continued with the Ni
(50 MeV) reaction that was used to populate high-spin states in f*Br. The

main feature of the data Is the identification of a AJ = 1 band built on a J = (H)
isomeric state and observed up to J = (11), which shows a change of phase in the
level staggering above the J = (9) state. If the identification of this state with
the 9+ member of the flgg/2 x ^£9/2 band i 3 shown to be correct, this change of phase
provides the first direct confirmation of this phenomena in the Br isotopes.

The 72Br isotope was also studied by means of the 5 8 ^ + 16Q
(50 MeV) reaction. The data consist of gamma-gamma coincidence and angular
distribution measurements, which are being analyzed. Future experiments will be
dedicated to the study of the electromagnetic properties of the Aj = 1 band found in
"^Br which will provide a more stringent teat of the above mentioned model.(G. Garcia
Bermudez, A.J. Kreiner, M.A. J. Mariscotti, C.Baktash, E. der Mateosian, P. Thieberger)

if. Hjsth Spin Structure of

The (N,Z) dependence of the nuclear deformation in the Br region
was investigated via the high spin states of I^hr which were studied through the
^2Ni(1^0,2np) reaction. Both positive and negative-parity bands were established up
to spin (25/2). A new low-lying isomeric 9/2+ state (T1/2 = 39 ± i» nsec) of
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parentage was found, thereby solving the longstanding problem of its location. The
structure wa3 interpreted with the one-quasiparticle-plus-rotor model concluding
that the q:<adrupole deformation for ^Ser is larger than in any other known odd Br
isotope. (A. J. Kreiner, M. A. J. Mariscotti, C. Baktash, E. der Mateoaian, and
P.Thieberger)

5. Yrast Properties of

Recent experimental studies have revealed an island of isomerism
in the N = 82 region. The relative abundance of iaomerism in this region is due to
the proximity of the nearly doubly magic nucleus ^ G d and because the yraat
structures are mainly simple shell-model configurations. Calculations have
predicted a non-collective structure for some parts of the yrast liiis in almost all
the nuclei in the A = 40-80 region. Calculations with the cranking-plus-Strufcinsky
formalism have been able to reproduce the yrast structure in N = 82 nuclei with
reasonable success and predict yraat isomers to be relatively abundant ir: the
10.1A.S80 region. Since some of these nuclei are away from the shell closures (in
contrast to the N = 82 nuclei), a verification of these predictions is important.
Consequently, a study of the high spin states in "^Kr will be undertaken in order to
search for the predicted isomers. (C. Baktash)

6. Yrast Propgrfrigs, of gr ^qotop^q

The nuclear structure considerations for "^Kr described above
also pertain to isotopes of Sr (Z = 38). A systematic study of the high-3pin
structure of the Sr isotopes, including side-bands, would also provide an important
test of the application of the Interacting Boson Model (IBA) to systems of neutrons
and protons. Strontium i3 two protons shy of the major-shell closure at Z = 40 and
at a minor-shell closure with the pj/2 shell left unfilled. Fusion-evaporation
reactions like ^Ca^CafZp^Sr, 6nNi(26Mg,2p)88Sr, and 1>8Ca(i*1»Caf2p)90sr should
allow the study of high-spin structure of Sr isotopes across a whole neutron major
shell, i.e, N = 40 to 52. This 3tudy would provide a stringent test for the IBA or
any other applicable nuclear model. <C. Baktash, J. W. Olness, and E. K. Warburton)

7- ?/lve3titfa.tl,oq of Hitrh-Sp^n Stafcaa Nt»a_r_ th.e N = 82
Closure

In the past few years, two parallel developments have helped
generate an intense interest in the spectroacopy of nuclei in the region of N = 82
and Z = 6 4 . One development has been the confirmation of the existence of a large
energy gap in the single particle spectrum at Z = 64. Consequently, '^Gd (flg
neutrons, 64 protons) may be considered as a doubly closed nucleus, forming a region
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of shell- model nuclei analogous to that near 2 0 BPb. Therefore, ll|6Gd and its
neighboring nuclei provide a fertile ground for the study of single-particle shell
structure and effective two-body interactions. Moreover, accessibility of these
nuclei through a variety of light and heavy ion fusion-evaporation reactions (in
contrast to the Pb region) makes such studies feasible.

The second development has been the discovery of an island of
isomerism in this aame region, followed by a detailed spectroscopic study of a few N
= 86 nuclei to very high spin states (J -36). These studies were prompted by Bohr
and Mottelson's suggestion that at very high angular momenta (e.g., J = 50 in the
rare earth region) nuclei are driven towards oblate shapes, giving rise to yrast
traps deexcited by L = 3 transitions. However, yrast isomers discovered thus far
occur primarily in a narrow region around magic nuclei 1^°Gd and 208pt,t and for 3pi n
J < HO. Theae isomers are a consequence of microscopic shell structure. Similarly,
the experimental fact that the high-spin states in the N = 82 nuclei are populated
with unusually high intensities (compared to the deformed nuclei) in
fuaion-evaporation reactions, may be attributed to the absence of parallel
collective bands in these near spherical nuclei.

A gygtejuatAc,. and detailed spectroacopic study of these nuclei to
very high spin in the N=82 region was begun in order to explore the important role
of shell structure in this region. This systematic study will help elucidate some
of the more important aspects of shell model structure at high angular momenta.

At present, the studies include the systematics of N = 84
(U8 G d f152 E r ) | N . 85 (il»9Gd,15iDy,l53Er), and N = 86 (150Gdf 154Er(156yb) nuclei.
The maximum angular momentum generated by two- and four-valence neutrons in these
nuclei are -12 -ft and -20 4i, respectively. Therefore, systematics of the even-even N
= 84 and N = 86 nuclei above these limiting spins will provide valuable information
about the excitation of protons in the region of 2 = 6^ shell closure. Equally
important is the information obtained about the neutron excitations by comparing the
apectra of the (Z r 81,85 and 86) isotopic chaina.

a. Tlye N = 86 Iqotones

A systematic study of the N = 86 isotonea to very high 3pin
atates is near completion. A summary of the results in given in the following
subsections.

i. 150Gd

The yra3t states of 150Gd nave been 3tudied up t0

3pin J = 36. To establish their parities, a linear polarization measurement was
made using the 121*Sn(3Osi,iln) reaction at 135 MeV. Previous assignments (based on
angular distribution measurments) for states up to ^=27" were confirmed. The
parity of the higher-lying states was tentatively assigned as 30<+), 32<+) and 34<+)
respectively. Interestingly, the excitation energy of these atates are suggestive
of a siinple(v'»)2O+x[(h11/2)2]1o+x[(d5/2)2] + aheU model confi U o n
pattern.
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The yrast states of ^^Er were previously studied to
a probable spin of J = 36. The presence of an unobserved transition, A, below the
10-nsec isomeric state has prevented exact determination of the spins and energies
of the sequence of high-lying levels feeding this state. (A tentative J* = 10" has
been suggested for this state on the basis of N = 86 systematic^ and plausibility
arguments.) A recoil shadow coincidence experiment, employing the 32s(i50 MeV) +
12"Te reaction was carried out in order to remove this ambiguity. No coincident
low-energy gamma ray (E>30 keV) was found. The data are now being analyzed for weak
transitions (e.g. 7" -+ 5") from the levels fed by the isomeric 3tate.

The lifetimes of the sequence of states feeding the
isomeric state were also measured using the recoil distance method in conjunction
with a delayed coincidence technique that took advantage of the delayed transitions
for the removal of spurious gamma rays from other competing channels. Preliminary
results indicate the presence of a 460-psec lifetime at «F = (19)".

When the previous data are combined with the new data, the
level scheme is extended to a probable spin of J=38 and excitation energy E - 13.4
NeV. The continuation of the quasi-ground band has also been established to JF •=
20+, which is the highest spin state (with positive parity) that can be formed from
4 valence neutrons.

iii. 156yp

The high-spin states in 15SyD Mere investigated by
means of the reaction 1l|l|Sm(i60,»ln) at 70-120 MeV, and 113ln(i<6Ti,p2n) at 190-210
MeV. Because of several competing reactions, particle-gamma, gamma-gamma and
x-gamma coincidence measurements were necessary in order to identify transitions
from ^ Y o . Measurements of gamma-ray excitaton functions, linear polarization,
lifetimes, and angular distribution were also made. A 6.1-nsec isomer was found at
3.027-MeV excitation enerev with J^sii". Energy level assignments were established
up to Jtstf-. From the 17" state to the 25" state, similar transition intensities
leave some doubt on the correct level ordering. Above J" = 25~ the observed
population of states fall3 rapidly. Candidates for levels with spin up to J = 30
were found in this work, but their population was too weak to extract structural
information.

iv. General Systematizes,

The level schemes of ^OGd, 152Dy (studied by Khoo, si.
.aLJ, ^ E r and 156yjj exhibit interesting systematic trends which include (i) a
smooth decrease of the excitation energy of the 2* to 8 + states with increasing
proton number, (ii) the presence of low-lying negative parity 3" to 9" states whose
excitation energy increases with increasing proton number, and (iii) the regular
occurrence of close lying 10+ and 11" states fed by cascades extending to 16+ and
17", respectively. By extending the extreme single particle approach of Kleinheinz,
these features may be described as (f7/2>2 or (f7/2ho./2) neutron configurations
coupled to: (i) the ground state, (ii) a 3" octupole phonon, and (iii) to
[^IS/Z^in- or (113/2*19/2)11- configurations. The near equality of the transition
energies, however, may indicate admixtures of some quadrupole vibrations in the wave
functions.
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Since maximal alignment of 4 neutrons in this region cannot
generate more than 20 h units of angular momentum, proton excitation becomes
necessary for states with J>20. Interestingly, in 150Gd, ^ D y (15tEr), a sequence
of transitions starting with fl - 21~(19~), decreasing in energy establishes a
quasiband structure up to J"= 27~(25~). Moreover, the energy spacings within these
structures closely resemble the [(f7/2>2]0+ 2+ L+ 5+ energy apacings of their
corresponding N = 84 isotopes. Both the lifetime 6f tne 21" state in 152ny ( T ^ =
14 nsec) and 19" state in WEr (T^/p * 460 psec) indicate transition rates of -1 Wu
for the analogous 21~ -> 19- and 19" -* 17" transitions in the respective nuclei.
Such correlations are suggestive of coupling a (^7/2)^ two-neutron structure to
bandheads composed of [<«h 1 1 / 2>2] 8 + }Q+ ® (vh9/2 vi n / 2 ) ^ _ aligned 3hell-moclel
configurations. The presence of readily recognizable (j) 2 configurations in this
region suggest that even at spins up to 30, relatively pure and near-spherical shell
model states are the dominant mode of excitation. (C. Baktaah, E. der Mateosian, D.
Horn, 0. C. Kistner, C. J. Lister, A. W. Sunyar)

b. Tl»e H| r 85 Iaotones

The interpretation of the high-spin yrast states in the N s
86 nuclei is strongly connected with the knowledge of the quasipartiele states in
the neighboring odd-A nuclei. Therefore, in conjunction with the systematic study
of N = 86 isotonea, investigation of the odd-A N = 85 nuclei was initiated. The
results for 15iDy have been published.

High spin yrast states in ^ G d were populated by
means of the 12l*Sn(30si,5n) reaction at 135 MeV beam energy. An extensive set of
data in the form of gamma-gamma coincidence, gamma-ray singles, angular
distributions, linear polarizations nnd pulsed beam timing correlations wat
accumulated and is being analyzed to establish a decay scheme for this nucleus. (C.
Baktash, E. der Mateosian, D. Horn, 0. C. Kistner, C. J. Lister, and A. W. Sunyar)

ii. 153Er

The l'|l'Sm(12C,'»n) reaction was U3ed to study the
high-spin aingle-partiele states in 153Er. A delayed coincidence technique,
utilizing 4 Nal detectors, was used to time the various transitions. In addition to
the previously known (T-j/2 = 380 nsec) isomeric state (whose excitation energy was
established at 2.759 MeV), a second isomer (Tj/2 = 27° * 20 nsec) was located at
5-183 MeV. A sequence of transitions depopulating this isomeric state was found to
bypass the lower isomer and directly feed into the f = 21/2~ state at 2.759 MeV.
Cascades of transitions proceeding between these two isomeric states were found to
be highly fragmented. While the structure and the low-lying states up to the J¥ a
21/2" state closely resembles those in ™9Gd and I51ny iaotones, little similarity
was found in the deexcitation pattern of the upper isomeric state. The systematics
of the low-lying statea in the N = 85 odd-A nuclei studied so far supports the
simple shell model structure interpretation first suggested by Kleinheinz si. qJU for
the 151Dy case. (D. Horn, C. J. Lister, C. Baktash (BNL); G. R. Young (ORNL))
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c. The, hj = 8 4 Iaot;on,eq

The investigation of ^^Gi and 1 5 2 E P wa3 undertaken to
extend these studies down to N a 84 (two valence neutrons).

The reaction 122Sn(3Osi,4n) at 133-MeV was used to
populate high spin states in ^ G d . In addition to some known transitions which
deexcite the previously established states with J = 18, at Iea3t 15 new transitions
were assigned to this nucleus. Preliminary analysis of the data indicates that
these transitions originate from states above the known JC = 18+ state. (E. der
Mateoaian, C. Baktash, D. Horn, 0. C. Kistner, C. J. Lister, A. W. Sunyar)

11.

The yrast levels of this nucleus were studied by
means of the I^SmO^c, Hn) reaction at beam energies in the range of 65-95 MeV. The
coincidence data were taken in conjunction with the 153Er study at 82 MeV which is
less than the optimum energy for the 4n channel. Therefore, the yraat sequence of
even-apin even-parity states was studied only to the Jf1 = 16+ state. The resulting
level structure closely resembles that of nearby N = 81 isotones. The JF = 0+, 2+,
4+, 6+ sequence is largely due to the valence (fj/2^ configurations, and the J"s&+
level is due to promotion of one or two neutrons to an hg/2 orbital. The sequence
of J" = 10+, 12+, 16+ and 18+ may be simply explained as a result of coupling the
low-lying states to the [(hii/2)23«0+ proton configuration. (D. Horn, C. J. Lister,
C. Baktash(BNL); G. R. Young (ORNL)J

d. T,r_a.n.5itJ.onal W = 87 Ia.pton.ea.

1. M

Continuing analysis of data from a series of
experiments which assigned over 30 gamma rays to the nucleus <|51*Ho (N = 87) resulted
in a tentative decay scheme which consists of about 20 transitions. Work on this
nucleus is continuing in order to establish the relationship of this decay scheme to
two previously known isomers with half-lives of 3.2 and 12 min. One very
interesting feature of the level scheme is an apparent transition from a rotational
band at low excitation energies to a sequence of shell-model states at higher
energies. (A. Pilevich, C. Baktash, E. der Mateoaian, 0. C. Kistner, A. W. Sunyar)

The N s 87 nucleus, ^ Y b , exhibits a cascade of five
stretched quadrupole transitions feeding a j" : 13/2+ isomer of 45-nsec half-life.
It is interesting that this cascade is itself fed from a series of five transitions,
each of which is within 7 keV of 680 keV. Angular distribution measurements
indicate that at least the three most intense of these transitions are quadrupole in
nature. The state feeding this cascade is 6.728 MeV in excitation and has J = 51/2
± 1. (C. Baktash, B. der Mateosian, D. Horn, 0. C. Kistner, C. J. Lister, A. W.
Sunyar)
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e. %ra.nq;l,tl,qiial, N = 88 Isotones.

The analysis of the level structure of 158v.b, produced by
bombarding ^ S m with 100 HeV 1 % projectiles, is continuing. Host of the
unresolved problems in constructing the deexcitation scheme have been overcome..
Alternative deexcitation paths from a spin 11 state of the odd-spin side band to tlu-
ground state band were identified, as well as an additional gamma-ray sequence which
ia probably associated with a second side band in this nucleus. The analysis wa.v
hampered by problems of low side band intensity in this reaction and several
degeneracies in transition energies.

It was also possible to observe the favored sequence of the
i^/2 neutron band in neighboring 159yb. Scientists at other laboratories had
previously observed five transitions of this band implying a spin 33/2+ state.
Three additional transitions were identified here and extends the band to the 15/2+
state. (E. der Mateosian, 0. C. Kistner, A. W. Sunyar)

The nucleus 157xm was observed to have a collective
band of stretched quadrupole transitions extending to an excitation of 3.7 MeV and
to ^=35/2" assuming a ground-state spin of 11/2. No backbend was observed in thi;1

nucleus whereas its iaotone, ^ 5 H O , undergoes a sharp drop in transition energies,
(D. Horn, C. Baktash, E. der Mateosian, 0. C. Kistner, C. J. Lister, A. W. Sunyar)

8. Jjp.tatjlp.n,a.l N = 94-96 Nuclei,

A series of experiments concerned with the investigation or
the high-spin structure of light Hf isotopes was begun by means of heavy-ion induced
compound nucleus reactions. Backbending phenomena, aligned band3 in the odd masn
and even-even isotopes as well as systematic features of 3ide band structure can be
interpreted in terms of quasiparticle configurations. Theoretical calculations,
those of the Copenhagen and Lund groups, for example, show that the energies of such
configurations often cross each other as the frequency with which the deformed field
rotates is increased. In order to make comparisons with 3uch calculations, detailed
information is needed about the high-spin band structure in these nuclei. Such
experiments can provide important information about both neutron and proton
quaaiparticle structure in this region and thereby test the theoretical ideas.

i66Hff I67nf and i68Hf have been produced by bombardment of
15^,155,156G(J with 95_ni| Mey 16O and bomardment of 122Sn with 215-MeV ^ T i .
Although the latter projectile-target combination is more favorable with respect to
angular-momentum, the maximum available energy of 215 MeV was too low for optimum
yield and these measurements were temporarily abandoned. High resolution
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gamma-gamma coincidence measurements, gamma-ray angular distribution measurements
and gamma-ray excitation function measurements were performed with the ^ 0 reaction.
Preliminary analysis of these data show a number of interesting features of the
deexcitation schemes of these Hf isotopes.

The even-spin, even-parity yrast sequences in the ™6jjf and
ground state bands cross the S-band at spin 14, where the backbends occur. In
, the ground state band continuation is observed to a probable spin 20. An

odd-spin band which feeds the ground state band at the 6+, 8+ and 10+ states is
observed from spin 7 to spin 21 in ™>°Hf. The parity of this side band was not
determined. Other band-like sequences of gamma-rays were isolated, but the
connections to either the ground 3tate or odd-spin band were not identified. In the
case of 168Hf, the rotational frequency at which the crossing of the ground state
band and S-band occurs is identical to that observed for 1o°Yb.

These new experimental data for 1o^Hf considerably extend
the earlier work of a Stockholm group. Both the favored and unfavored branches of
the +ii3/2 neutron band are observed. The favored branch appears to backbend at the
11/2+ level and is observed for three additional transitions. Similarly, the hg/g
neutron band, built upon the 5/2" state, is also extended by observation of three
additional transitions. Analysis of these data is continuing. (C. Baktash, D.
Horn, 0. C. Kistner, E. der Mateoaian, and A. W. Sunyar)

166b.

Progress was made in the study of the high-spin band
structure of "^Yb initiated in FY 1979. This work is an interesting extension of
the previously reported 3tudy of the high-spin band structure in the isotone, ^ E r ,
a nucleus which has received much theoretical attention because of the richness of
its band structure. The similarity of i66Yb to 1fiJ<Er is indeed striking. The
ground-state band, the Coriolis decoupled even-spin, even-parity yrast band, and
odd-parity even and odd spin yraat bands are reproduced essentially identically up
to spins and parities 20+, 2*J+, 21" and 23", respectively. The gamma band in the
case of 166y.b is much more weakly populated, only the odd spin part of which is
observed at all up to a spin of 13 or possibly 15. The observed 7J -» 5* transition
does not agree with that reported in the literature. Of particular interest is an
even spin band of unknown parity, the lower levels of which deexcite to the odd spin
members of the gamma band. In ^°°Yb this band is observed down to 3pin 6, one level
lower than in ^ E r , thereby upsetting a previously suggested assignment to a
negative parity K = 8 band. A low moment of inertia K = 7 negative parity band
built on a pair of proton orbitals seen in 1^Mgr wa3 tnus far not observed in this
nucleus. Analysis of these data is continuing. (C. Baktash, E. der Mateoaian, D.
Horn, 0. C. Kistner, and A. W.Sunyar)
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o.

In an effort to observe multiple band structure In Hf,
79-MeV 12C iona were U3ed to bombard a 1o2Dy target. In addition to gamma-gamma
coincidences between two Ge(Li) detectors, a multiplicity signal from a "halo" of 12
Nal detectors was also collected. This allowed Identification of those events
associated with a large number of gamma rays, and consequently, with large angular
momentum. Angular distributions of the gamma rays were measured in a separate
experiment. The ground state band wa3 extended to J11 = 26+. Four cascades each of
1-6 transitions were seen feeding into the ground band, one through a previously
observed isomer of 23 nsec and spin 8+. Further analysis is in progress. (C.
Baktash, D. Horn, C. J. Lister (BNL); G. H. Young (ORNL))

9. Ga.mrna.-Gannna. Energy Correlatfiqqa i,j\ ^"W and

Atomic nuclei provide unique quantum mechanical systems capable
of sustaining very high angular momentum. Although, on the basis of the liquid-drop
model, nuclei can carry as much as 70 "fi angular momentum in the mass 150 region, the
highest states studied in discrete gamma-ray speetroacopy so far do not exceed spins
30 and >i0 in deformed and spherical nuclei, respectively. Study of the states above
spin - 10 will shed some light on the behavior of nuclear systems under extreme
conditions of high-angular momentum. Specifically, It would provide some Insight
into the question of competition and Interplay between collective and
single-particle degrees of frsedom. Transitions deexeiting these high-spin states
form a continuum, and have been investigated through multiplicity distribution,
angular correlations, multipolarity, and spectral shape studies. One of the nuclear
properties obtained from these measurements is the effective moment of inertia,
However, this parameter does not reflect the nuclear shape, nor the degree of
collectivity or the loss of pairing which are related to the true collective moment
of inertia. The collective moment of inertia can be obtained from analysis of the
structure of the gamma-gamma energy correlation of gamma-gamma coincidence data. To
optimize such studies, detectors with both good resolution and peak-to-Compton ratio
are needed. The Compton-suppression spectrometer satisfies both these requirements.
A measurement of the gamma-gamma energy correlation in ^6y an(j 182Q 3 utilizing two
such detectors is scheduled. These nuclei are among the heaviest deformed nuclei in
the rare earth region and provide an excellent opportunity to study the Interaction
of high-J orbitals, such as neutron J15/2 and proton 113/2 with rotational motion.
(C. Baktash (BNL); L. Y. Lee (ORNL); J. X. Saladin (Univ. of Pittsburgh))

10. Qd.d-Qd,d. Tl Iaotopea

The odd-odd staggering in ffho/g Q >>ii3/2 states was studied

via the energy levels of 2 0 0Tl, populated through the ^Pt^Li.tn) reaction at
30-40 MeV. In-beam gamma-ray apectroscopy techniques revealed an almost completely
new level scheme confirming the fthg/g x vii3/2 two-quasiparticle band which in this
case is built on a J1 : 7" isomerie state (Tj/2 = 1.8 + 0.2 nsec) in contrast
to J17 = 8" for all the lighter doubly-odd Tl isotopes studied to date.The systematics
variation of the odd-even staggering present in these bands strongly suggests that
the mechanism behind this phenomenon is an interaction of the particles with the
core rather than among the valence particles themselves.
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Calculations of the yraat spectrum of the ft (19/2 x \J i 13/2
two-quasipartiole structure in odd-odd Tl iaotopes as a function of neutron number
indicate the occurrence of level crossings which in the Tl case lead to the
prediction of increasingly longer lifetimes for the band heada. A search for n3ec,
/isec and msec i3omerism was undertaken for the very neutron deficient Tl nuclei with
A = 190 and 188. Two new isomerie states of Tj/2 = 0.8 and K0 msec have been found
in 19°T1 and 188-pi respectively, suggesting that the predicted level crossing is
taking place. The detailed in-beam spectroscopy for 190T1 was done and similar work
for 108,186-JI i 3 planned since the knowledge of these bands is very important to
assess the role played by the residual proton-neutron interaction. (A. J. Kreiner,
C. Baktash, G. Garcia Berraudez, E. der Mateosian, P. Thieberger (BNL); M. A. J.
Mariscotti (CNEA, Argentina))

11. Hi,qh, Spin Statqa for Nuclei, wjth. 2 s 83.85 and H < 126

a. T97,199B1 and 201,203At

An experimental study of high-spin level structures in
Bi (Z = 83) and At (Z = 85) isotopes in the neutron deficient region below N = 126
was undertaken to investigate the onset of collectivity as a function of neutron
number. The yrast levels xn Bi and At nuclei, which are comprised mainly of
spherical valence proton states near the N = 126 closed shell, gradually begin to
mix with neutron-hole excitations of the Pb core as the neutron number decreases.
Studies of the 205,207,209,213At isotopes were completed and compared with the N =
126, 211At proton levels. The neutron-hole proton-particle interactions yield
multiplets with the Jmax-1 states lying lowest in the multiplets and thus
determining many of the yrast levels as seen in several Bi isotopes. As the neutron
number decreases from N = 126, these interactions will eventually involve the
co-existence of significant collectivity in the core. The interaction for a
^ n11/2)~ 1 proton-hole configuration can most easily induce a potential energy
surface with a softness to deformation that results in a depressed energy and a J =
1 band built on the 11/2" deformed (prolate) state. The proton particle states
(irhg/g, irf7/2, ifii3/2) would manifest (prolate) deformations with &J = 2 decoupled
bands that should be first seen in the At isotopes. An oblate deformation woulr'
reverse the band structure.

The present experimental program involves gamma-ra:
spectroscopy for 197,199Bi and 2<».203At via the 192,19Upt(10B>5n)197,199Bi and
192.19^pt (1J«N,5n)2O1»2O3At reactions. The following measurements involving Ge(Li)
detectors are required to extract the high-spin level properties: 1} gamms
excitation functions, 2) gamma-gamma coincidence, 3) gamma-angular distributions, 4)
pulsed beam-gamma timing and possibly 5) perturbed angular distribution
measurements. The latter two measurements would allow the determination of
lifetimes and g-factors for isomers giving additional electromagnetic information.
In this region, light-heavy ions are preferred in order to keep the Coulomb
excitation from dominating the experiment. The rare *92pt target is thus an
important part of these studies. An initial set of experiments have been carried
out in ^97»199ui. Preliminary results have revealed strong yrast populations in
each nucleus indicating that the reactions are populating previously unobserved
high-spin states. (D. B. Fossan, T. Chapuran, K. Dybdal, W. Piel (SUNY); E. K.
Warburton, D. Horn (BNL))
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As part of the program outlined above, the properties of
high-spin states in 205At have been studied with the 197Au(^2C,lJn)2°5At reaction.
In beam measurements with Ge(Li) detectors of gamma-gamma coincidences, gamma-ray
angular distributions, and pulsed-beam-gamma timing were made to determine a decay
scheme, level energies, gamma-ray nultipolaritie3, spin-parity assignments, and
isomeric lifetimes. Nigh spin states up to 27/2 were identified as either proton
excitations of the (N = 126) 211At nucleus coupled to the 202Pb Z a 82 ground state
or neutron excitations of 2&2Pb coupled to the (vhq/2)^ 9/2" ground state of 2 1 U t .
The lifetime measurements of the 25/2+ 2062-keV state and an unobserved state above
the 25/2 2339-keV state yielded mean lifetimes of 92*2 nsec and -3 usec,
respectively. (T.P. SJoreen, D.B. Fossan, U. Garg, A. Keskakis, A. R. Poletti
(SUNY)j E. K. Warbrrton (BNL))

12. gs_8

Interest has in recent years been focussed on the regions of the
N=82 and Z=S2 shell closures where states of large angular momentum, formed by the
alignment of valence neutrons in high-J orbitals, have been observed. Particularly
the N=86 isotones and the Z=86 isotopes, with four valence nucleons in the f*7/2»
hq/2 and 113/2 orbitals, have been fertile ground in the spectroscopy of discrete
high spin states. Information concerning the degree of collectivity and amount of
deformation in such particle-aligned states would be valuable, and it is especially
in thi3 respect that the systematic behavior of the (even) Z=86 isotopes is
significant. The isotopes 2*°Rn and 2 1 2Rn have been investigated to a high spin.
The present study extends the spectroscopy of the Rn isotopes to the neutron
deficient region (20t,206,208pn) where deformation is expected to gradually set in,
and to the neutron rich 21l*Rn which has two valence protons and exhibits a more
pronounced shell structure. With the previously studied isotopes, this set forms
the longest chain of isotopes investigated to high spins in the Pb region and
provides valuable information for nuclear structure models. This is particularly
the case in view of the parallel and complementary study of N=86 nuclei reported
elsewhere in this review.

a. 204,206,208Rn

The 192,19«,196Pt(i60,i,n)20J«,206l208Rn and
n reactions were used to investigate the product nuclei to about 1

MeV excitation energy and a spin of 15. The single and coincidence gamma-ray
measurements were made with a DC beam, while a pulsed ™ 0 beam was used to search
for isomeric states. Two isomers (J=10, J=15) were observed in each nucleus above
the previously known J"=8+ levels. Systematic features of these isotopes include
increasing lifetimes and decreasing excitation energy for the j"=8* states as the
closed neutron shell is approached. Compared to their respective Z=84 isotones
(202,201»,206po) Rn isotopes show less single particle structure for the
<Tr=0+,2+,i»+,6+,8+ multiplet. The B(E2) values for the 8+—»6 + transitions increase
rapidly in Rn isotopes with decreasing neutron number. Therefore, while proton
("9/2) configurations contribute predominantly to the structure of these levels,
the systematics suggest a gradual onset of collectivity and larger admixtures of
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other components for the lighter Rn isotopes. Another notable feature of the
ayatematies 13 the presence of Jn=9" neutron hole states at 2200-2300 keV excitation
energy. These states are analogous to those observed in the respective N=82
isotonea (200,202,20«»pb) wnere they are very long-lived isomers. The series of
iaomerlc states at =2*100-2600 keV excitation energy may be interpreted as proton
(f7/2 ii3/2)10- configurations. The observed lifetimes indicate highly retarded Ml
transitions to 9" states, presumably due to a lack of overlap between the wave
funtions of proton 10~ and neutron 9" states. Levels above Ja10 states are somewhat
difficult to interpret. The aeries of isomers at EsM MeV and Js15 are suggestive of
the behavior observed for the corresponding polonium nuclei. However, a detailed
discussion of their nature requires a more definitive determination of their
excitation energies and spin values. One interesting feature of the present
systematica is the gradual increase in the energy of proton hg/2 configurations with
decreasing neutron number. A similar pattern also exists for the N=86 nuclei. This
apparent symmetry suggests deformation effects as the possible cause. (D. Horn, C.
Baktaah, C.J. Lister)

211b.

The reaction 208Pb(13C| 3n)2i4Rn waa U 3 ed to populate
states up to a spin of =25 and excitation energy of s5 MeV. Excitation functions in
the energy range of 75-95 MeV and use of alpha-gamma coincidence techniques allowed
identification of the deexcitation gamma rays from this nucleus. Three isotaeric
states were found at 1622 keV (Jff=8+, Tw 2=i0 nsee), 3^84 keV (J*=(16

+), T1/2=100
nsec) and 4509 keV (Jirs(20+), T-|/2=230 naec). Many of the features of the level
scheme may be described in terms of simple shell model configurations built out of 2
valence neutrons and 4 valence protons. The low-lying states up to Jn=8+ are formed
from a neutron (gg/2)^ multiplet. Similarly, the first 10+ state nay be due to the
neutron go./2^ 11/2 configuration. The spin and parity assignments for the
higher-lying states are tentative, thus making configuration assignments premature.
However, the position of two states with probable J11 of (17~) and (20+) in the level
scheme are consistent with proton [(h9/2)3(ii3/2>]17- and I(h9/2)2(li3/2)2]2o+
configurations. Work is being continued to establish a more definitive spin-parity
assignment for the high spin states and to carry out a shell-model calculation to
interpret the result. (T. LOnnroth (Univ. of Jyvaskyla, Finland); D. Horn, C.
Baktash, C.J. Lister (BNL); G.R. Young (ORNL))

B. Coulomb, Exqit^tion

1. Cotflomb Excita.ti,on. St̂ udv of Medj^um-Ma^ss Traditional Nuclei,

Medium mass transitional nuclei (Ge-Cd) exhibit a coexistence of
structures. The electromagnetic properties of the low-lying states were studied by
Coulomb excitation of either the target or the projectile.
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a« I V Projectile Coulomb Excitation of

A beam of 270 MeV ?2Ge ions was Coulomb excited by a 208Pb
target. The reduced Doppler broadening effect allowed the use of three Ge(Li)
detectors at 0°, 50°, and 90° and smaller target-to-detector distances. Moreover,
the 0° Ge(Li) detector was provided with a rise-time sensing circuit (indicating the
angle of incident photons with respect to the axis of detector) that allowed further
reduction of the Doppler broadening effect by application of appropriate
corrections. Excitation of the ground band and the O2+ state band was observed up
to the 6j + and ^2* members, respectively. Some of the important transitions were
not observed so unique determination of the uatrix elements is not possible.
However, the observed yields can be reproduced by introducing a large static moment
for the Q(2$) state, while Q(2f) was found to be close to zero. These results are
consistent with calculations predicting shape coexistence in these nuclei. (D.
Cline, C. Y. Wu, T. Czosnyka (U. of Rochester); C Baktash (BNL); S.Steadman (MIT))

b. flulti.pl.e Coiftpnib. Ejftpĵ ai&qn of

Thin targets of W R U an(j 110p,j were Coulomb excited by
58Ni and 2o8Pb projectiles at the BNL and Super HILAC facilities, respectively. In
the case of the Ni beams, the deexcitation gamma rays were detected in two Ge(Li)
detectors in coincidence with the backscattered particles. The gamma-ray yields are
being analyzed to extract information about the reduced transition matrix elements
between the low-lying states in these nuclei. The final analysis of 1Ql|Ru awaits
completion of additional lifetime measurements. In the case of 1l0Pd, additional
data obtained with 1^0 at Upsala were found very helpful in the determination of the
mixing ratios and the reduced matrix elements for the low-lying states. A
preliminary level scheme has been suggested for the states up to J-tO in this
nucleus and work is continuing to obtain model independent reduced matrix elements
for the higher-lying states. While some models reproduce the B(E2)-values for the
ground band, no model has been found to adequately describe the excited bands, and
in particular, a rotational band built on the 02* state which has large B(E2)
values. (L. Hasselgren, J. Srebrny, C. Y, Wu, D. Cline, T. Cszosnyka (U. of
Rochester); D. Habs, R. M. Diamond, H. Hubel, H. Korner, F. S. Stephens, U.
Swilonsky (LBL); C. Baktash (BNL); G. R. Young (ORNL))

2. Coqlpflb Excitation, of

The Os-Pt nuclei 3pan a region where a prolate to oblate shape
transition takes place, and hence provide a crucial testing ground for the nuclear
models that attempt to describe the collective degrees of freedom. While all models
agree that these nuclei are to varying degrees triaxial, they differ on the question
of the extent of the softness of their cores with respect to gamma-vibrations. Among
various observables, the electromagnetic properties of the gamma band in these
nuclei provide the most sensitive probe of the core softeness. An early Coulomb
excitation measurement on Pt nuclei using Xe ions from the LBL Super HILAC facility
showed that the gamma-ray yields could be reproduced by assuming the E2 matrix
elements corresponding to the rigid triaxial rotor model. The rigid triaxial cores
are, however, contrary to most microscopic models.
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The resolution of this discrepancy requires a 3et of model
independent matrix elements, which in turn require additional data from Coulomb
excitation of these nuclei by a variety of lighter projectiles. In collaboration
with the University of Pittsburgh, the electromagnetic properties and the low-lying
states in 188,190,192O S were investigated using a,

 l60 and 32s projectiles. The
gamma-ray yields (from particle-gamma coincidence measurements) were analyzed to
extract the branching ratio and the apectroscopic quadrupole moment of the 2g+
states in these nuclei. The results are in better agreement with the microscopic
models than the rigid triaxial rotor model. In addition, a 58m beam from the BNL
Tandem Facility was used to investigate the higher-lying states in 19O,192o3. These
data along with that using **̂ Ca and *3°Xe,,iona are being analyzed to extract the E2
matrix elements for states up to 12+ in the ground band, 10+ in the gamma band and
6+ in the K* = 4+ band. (C. Baktaah (BNL); J. X. Saladin, J. J. O'Brien, J. G.
Aleasi (U. of Pittsburgh); C. Y. Wu, D. Cline, T. Czoanyka (U. of Rochester); S.
Steadman (MIT))

3. Coulomb EXoi,taitfl,on. of Deforced.

Both a 231-MeV and a 190-MeV 58 N 1 bean were uae<1 t0 Coulomb
excite ^OEr. ^he deexcitation gamma ray3 were detected in two Ge(Li) detector <••.
coincidence with backscattered ions detected in a position-sensitive annular
detector. The ground band was observed up to the spin 16+ member and the gamma band
to the spin 10+ level. The gamma-ray yields have been analyzed to extract B(E2)
values for comparison with models. (H. Sang, S. Steadman, G. R. Young (MIT); C.
Baktash (BNL); C. Y. Wu, J. Srebrny, D. Cline (U. of Rochester))

b.

This nucleus is the heaviest deformed nucleus accessible for
Coulomb excitation, hence offering an interesting ease for the study of the
influence of collective rotations and high j orbitals at very high angular momentum.
Recently, 2 ^ C m was Coulomb excited up to spin 28+ at GSI, Darmstadt, and some of
the level energies were found to deviate from the rotational model at spins about
22+. The E2 matrix elements for the ground rotational band have not been studied.
In addition, the analysis of the data may be significantly affected by the negative
parity band present in all actinide nuclei. This nucleus wa3 Coulomb excited by
260-MeV 5 8 ^ in order to search for the negative parity band. In addition to the
ground band (observed up to 11+), some weaker transitions were also present in the
gamma-ray spectrum. Analysis is continuing in order to place these new transitions
in the decay scheme. (T. Czosnyka, L. Haaaelgren, C. Y. Wu, D. Cline (U. of
Rochester); C. Baktash (BNL))
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C. Lifetimes and Momenta

1. Electromagnetic Transitions In ^ C and

The measurements of the lifetimes of the Jn=0+ 6590-keV and 3"
6728-keV states in ^C and the 3" 5831-keV state in ^N were completed using the
recoil distance method. Gamma rays following the pn and 2n evaporation channels
from the ^Be + ?Li reaction were detected at 0° to the beam. The experimental
results are: i4C(6590,0+), 1=3.7*0.9 psec; "0(6728,3"), T = 96*15 psee;
1l|N(5834,3-), T = 12.9*1.9 psec. Extensive shell-model calculations for both 1*C
and 1^N were made on an SU(3) basis and were compared to these and other
experimental results. (R.L. Kozub, J. Lin, J.F. Mate.ja (Tenn. Tech. Univ.); C.J.
Lister, D.J. Millener, E»K. Warburton (BNL))

2. Lifetimes, of (sd^-SheH Nuclei vi,a th,e Recoil Distance Teoh.ni,que

The survey of gamma raya emitted in the bombardment of
targets by various light nuclei revealed the pos3bility of determining lifetimes of
several nuclear states for which such determinations would be of current interest.
A preliminary result of 2.8*0.9 psec was obtained for the 21F 1755-keV level with
the BNL recoil distance apparatus. An intrinsic Ge detector—much Ies3 sensitive to
neutron damage than the previously used Ge(Li) detectors—has also been purchased by
Tennessee Technical University, and will be used in the BNL Compton-suppression
spectrometer. These improvements should make possible the measurement of several
lifetimes of current interest in 1?N and 2 1F. (R.L. Kozub, J. Lin (Tenn. Tech. U.);
E.K. Warburton, C.J. Lister, D.J. Millener (BNL))

3. Statj,<? Quadrtipole Moments of 2* gtqtes,

Measurements of the static quadrupole moments of the first
excited 2 + states of even-even nuclei exploit the reorientation effect in Coulomb
excitation. Backward angle scattering in the center of mass system is studied by
kinematic reversal; the recoiling target nucleus i3 observed at forward angles in
the focal plane of the QDDD spectrometer. Since the focal plane detector allows
unique identification of the recoil nucleus the technique is insensitive to target
contaminants. The high energy resolution (250 keV) and the large sensitivity of the
excitation probabilities to the quadrupole moment (-70-85J/eb) make accurate
determinations of Q2+ possible even for states at excitation energies as high as 2
MeV. The latest application of this technique is described below in 4.

The next case under study is Q(2+) for the first excited state
of 30si at 2.2U MeV and the feasibility of the measurement has been demonstrated.
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1. Static Quadrupole Momenta for the 2+ states of 5 J < , 5 ^

This work which was begun in FY 1978 haa now been completed.
The static quadrupole momenta of the first 2+ excited atatea of 5^Fe, 56Fe and 58Fe
were measured utilizing the reorientation effect in Coulomb excitation as described
above. Results for B(E2;0+—»2+) and Q(2+)-value3 were obtained by combining, for
each Fe isotope, light (12C or ^ 0 ) and heavier (52cr or ^°Ca) heavy ion Coulomb
excitation results. Scattered 12C or ™ 0 ions or recoiling Fe ions wera defected in
the QDDD spectrometer. The results for the B(E2;0 +—*2 +), Q(2+) pairs (in e2fnr and
e«fm2), are a3 follows: ^Fe; 676*38, -5*14, 56Fe; 1022*55, -19*8, 58 F e. 1231*36,
-27.3*5.0. (M.J. LeVine, E.K. Warburton (BNL); D. Schwaln (BNL and GSI,
Darmstadt))

5. ^ttQ^qatetj Ga,mjfqa.-R̂ v Ani^0t.rop^Q^ from
Th.rou.gh. Qa,s

The measurement of magnetic moments of short-lived isomers in Mn
isotopes described in last year's report was continued. Thi3 experiment makes uae
of the very large magnetic fields that exist at the nuclei of highly ionized atoms
recoiling through gas following heavy ion induced compound nucleus reactions. The
recoil velocity of v/c =0.06 obtained with the 15Se bombardment of 12C at 110 MeV
together with a krypton gas recoil medium allows en ideal range of experimental
parameters. A more complete set of data that measured the attenuation of gamma-ray
anisotropies aa a function of both pressure and distance was obtained with good
statistical accuracy. Analysis of this data is now in progress. (C. Bakta3h, O.C.
Kistner, C.J. Lister, J.W. Olnesa (BNL); G. Goldring (Weizmann Institute))

6. Precegsjon Measurements, of Gammq-Ray Aqi,3otrQPiq3 following
fluclqar Recoil Through. Mql,t;i,pl,e-TjLl,tQd Foi,],q

A major disadvantage of the gas recoil attenuation technique for
measuring nuclear moments described above is that it does not yield the sign of the
magnetic moment. An alternative technique, largely developed at the Weizmann
Institute of Science, makes use of the fact that ions recoiling into vacuum from a
surface tilted away from the normal to the beam direction will bs spin polarized
along the tilt axis. The resulting polarized magnetic field at the nucleus will
then give rise to a measurable rotation of the gamma-ray anisotropy where the sense
of rotation determines the sign of the nuclear magnetic moment. However, because
both nuclear and atomic spins precess about their resultant spin, the simple
interpretation of a nuclear spin precessing about a fixed direction applies for
short times only. For longer times, the anisotropy is attenuated, the measured
precession begins to decrease, and the analysis becomes model dependent and very
difficult. The best results -ire obtained when the interaction time is limited by
interposing a recoil stopper at a sufficiently close distance to the polarizing
foil. An experiment has been performed which overcomes this limitation by
interposing a number of closely spaced foils between the target and the stopper.
The atomic polarization is then reset periodically at the exit from each foil and
the useful interaction time is accordingly extended. In the limit of a large
number of foils the perturbed angular distribution resembles a simple precession
independent of the nuclear spin and the distribution of the hyperfine fields. This
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technique was demonstrated by precessing the 2+ firat excited states in Pd and Sn
isotopes Coulomb excited with 32s ions from the Weizmann Institute Pelletron
electrostatic accelerator. Increases in the measured asymmetry parameter by as much
a3 a factor of 5 were obtained when using sandwiches of up to 15 polarizing carbon
foils aa compared to the case for a single polarizing foil. Precession angles of
greater than 30 rarad were measured.

Some difficulties with this technique still remain to be solved.
The sandwiches of carbon foils used in the experiment deteriorated with exposure to
the beam so that the observed effect would decrease with time. However, some foils
lasted much longer than others. Though carbon foils have been the mo3t efffective
for this purpose, it may be that some other material with more suitable physical
properties may be found. (O.C. Kistner (BNL); E. Dafni, G. Goldring, M. Hass, Y.
Niv, A. Zemel (Weizmann Institute))

D. Radjati.ve Capture of Heavy Ion Systems

1. The General, Program.

Studies of compound nuclear de-excitation by emission of
high-energy gair̂ a rays (-20 MeV) following the fusion of two heavy ions have proven
to be a very selective tool for investigating unusual structures at high excitation
energies in the fused nuclei. For example, the recent work on the 12C(12C,Y )2I|Mg
reaction, originally begun at BNL In 1977.. nas revealed narrow (-0.3 MeV) if =2+
structures that decay directly to the members of the ground state rotational band of
2i<Mg, but are not correlated with the structure in the distribution of ground state
E2 strength in 2**Mg or with previously identified features of the 12C + 12C system.
Comparisons with Hauser-Feshbach calculations have shown these resonances to have
both non-statistical ^2C and ground-3tate gamma-ray widths. These results suggest
highly-clustered states built on the ground state band of the fused nucleus ^Mg,
however adequately detailed calculations are still lacking. The goal of the
heavy-ion capture program at BNL is to locate and to study such phenomena.

These experiments require a spectrometer capable of detecting
high-energy gamma raya with good resolution and high-count-rate stability. The new
BNL Nal-apectrometer system used for these measurements maintains a resolution of
3-3S for 20 MeV gamma rays at rate3 above 200 kHz. The low cross sections
encountered in heavy-ion capture (50 to 100 nb/sr) necessitate extraordinary bean
currents (-2 particle-uA) and large blocks of running time. However, since for mo3t
of this work only modest bombarding energies have been required, this program haa
been aptly suited to MP6 which is generally available when three-stage energies are
not required.

2. The Gamma Decay of a Quasl,-Molecular ^2C + ^2C Reaonaqcs fro
th.e Ground Sta.tq _qf 24Mg

Recently, a giant resonance doorway state was proposed as the
origin of the resonances observed in the ^ 2 C ( ^ 2 C , Y ) 2 Mg reaction at center-of-mass
(cm) energies between 5 and 11 MeV. In order to investigate this hypothesis a
detailed search was made for the gamma decay of a known quasi-molecular 12C + 12C
resonance (the j'rr2+ state at a cm energy of 5.60 MeV) to the low-lying states of
2iJMg. This i3 a sensitive test of the proposed mechanism since the resonance energy
corresponds to a strong peak in the E2-strength function at 19.53 MeV in 2l*Mg. The
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cm energy region between 5.3 and 6.3 MeV was explored with a thin target. Decays to
the ground state and to the first seven excited states of 2i*Mg were observed. The
2+ quasi-molecular resonance was present in the yield to the ground state at 5.60
MeV with the same width (0.13 MeV) as observed in elastic scattering. However, in
contrast to the other radiative capture resonances, this structure was not resonant
in any of the other gamma-ray yields. It appears to gamma decay only to the ground
state of 2^Mg, and with a strength that is about a factor of 10 less than that of
the previously measured capture resonances. Furthermore, a calculation using the
measured 12C width of this state and assuming statistical photon decay
quantitatively accounts for the observed capture yield to the ground state.
Wavefunctions built upon excited states of 2^Mg are unknown, and a similar analysis
for the expected gamma decays to excited states is not possible. Nevertheless, the
apparent absence of decays to levels other than the ground state remains a conundrum
in light of the great similarity between the wavefunctions of the members of the
ground state rotational band. The nature of the gamma-decay branches reflects an
unusual and unexpected form of structure for the quasi-molecular state, and the very
different non-statistical behavior of the other capture resonances remains an
interesting puzzle. (A.M. Sandorfi (BNL); A.M. Nathan (U. of Illinois))

3. fusion Resonances in t2C(16O.V^Sj,

In order to investigate whether capture resonances occur in
other nuclei a study was made of the 12C(1^0,y)2®Si reaction. This measurement also
served as a means of studying the effects of the structure of the fused nucleus upon
heavy-ion capture. The combined Q-value and Coulomb barrier are 5 MeV higher than
for 12C + 12C capture, which results in higher excitation energies in 2^Si, while
the low-lying structure of 2^S1 is consistent with the co-existence of both oblate
and prolate intrinsic shapes, a situation very different from 2^Mg.

The em energy region between 6.5 and 12.5 MeV in ^2C + ^0 was
studied with a thin target. Transitions to the ground state and to the first nine
excited states of 2^Si were observed, and the unique gain stability of the BNL
spectrometer system under high count-rate operation proved crucial in identifying
che fin; ̂  3tate3 of these gamma transitions. The three most striking features in
the gamma-ray spectra are: (1) the extremely small cross sections for Yo decay,
relative to the n and Y2,3 transitions which appear with about the same cross
section (30 to 50 nb/sr) as in the ^Cf^C.y) reaction; (2) the existence of at
least four relatively narrow (0.2 to 0.1 MeV) isolated resonances in the Yj
excitation function; (3) the presence of a much stronger transition (200 to 300
nb/sr) to 3tate3 at -7 MeV excitation in 2^Si. Since the ground state of 2^Si i3
oblate while the incoming ^2C + 1°0 channel is inherently prolate, the lack of
significant Y O yield may be viewed as resulting from the inability to connect these
two trinsic shapes with a simple electromagnetic operator. The same argument can
be made for the Y^ yield since the wavefunctions of the ground and first-excited
states of 2&Si look very much alike, although prolate impuritiea nay be responsible
for the interesting structure of the Yi excitation function. Resonances in the
latter occur in the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier at cm energies of 7.1, 8.5, 9.2,
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and 9.8 MeV and have not been observed in either scattering or reaction channels.
The 12C • ^ o ayatem is known to have far fewer and more ill-defined
"quasi-molecular" features than the 12C + 12C system, and the qualitatively similar
behavior of their capture yield3 suggests that heavy-ion capture is more useful in
the investigation of unusual structure in the fused nucleus than as a tool for
studying heavy-ion reaction mechanisms. Angular distributions were measured and,
although the spin assignments for the Yi resonances cannot be uniquely obtained,
values of Jir=2*- and 4+ are completely consistent with the radiation patterns from
the resonances at cm energies of 8.5, and 9.8 MeV, respectively. Some of these
features are correlated in the Y2 3 yield, but none appear in Yo. The Y5 yield to
the 6.69-MeV level in 28Si also resonates at 8.5 MeV cm (25.3-MeV excitation). This
0+ 6.69 MeV final state is the lowest member of the prolate intrinsic shape of 28si,
and the strong enhancement in this transition (about a factor of 5) over the Y-\
yield is consistent with the prolate nature of the entrance channel.

In addition to the new and unusual structures observed in
, , it la apparent from this study that heavy-ion capture can serve as a

sensitive probe of prolate components in oblate nuclei. (M.T. Collins, A.M.
Sandorfi)

U. The T3c(12CfY>
25Mg Reqafcion

The effects upon carbon + carbon radiative capture of non-identical
particles in the entrance channel and of an extra odd neutron in the fused nucleus
were investigated near the Coulomb barrier of the *3c + 12C system. High energy
gamma rays to the ground and low-lying states of 2^Mg were evident at several
energies, with cross sections comparable to ^ 2 C 0 2 C , Y ) Mg. No single transition
appeared to dominate the spectra and a detailed excitation function has not yet been
made. (A.M. Sandorfi)

5. The 10B(6LlrY>
160 Re^qtlon

A search was made for heavy-ion capture to p-shell nuclei via the
reaction. This reaction ha3 a Q-value (30.9 MeV) substantially larger

than previously studied heavy-ion capture reactions, and thus capture near the
Coulomb barrier reaches much higher excitation energies in the fused nucleus. No
yield to the ground or low-lying 3tates of *°0 wa3 observed. A search was also made
for decays to a high-lying state at 1H.8 MeV in ^ O . Although strong transitions to
this state were observed in ^ 2 C ( 1 2 C , Y ) for the same initial excitation energy in
1(>0, (see the Light Ion report) there was no evidence for such a transition in
1 0BPLi,Y). The extremely small probability for radiative capture in this system
emphasizes the importance of the structure In the fused nucleus. (A.M. Sandorfi,
M.T. Collins)

6. Progress Toward ^ C f ^ C , Y21>*fg.)

Nuclear structure information essential to the understanding of the
fusion resonances observed in heavy-ion radiative capture is contained in the
gamma-decay branching ratios. In all previous experiments where only the
high-energy gamma-ray har been detected, backgrounds have limited thi3 information
to transitions to the ground and first few excited levels in the fused nucleus.
These backgrounds can be drastically reduced by detecting the fused nucleus,
recoiling at -0°, in coincidence with the decay gamma rays.
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Initial testa were made with the 12C(12C,2J<Mg) reaction using the BNL
Energy Mass Separator (EMS). After modifications to the beam transport diagnostics,
vacuum, and collimating slits, the backgrounds due to low-energy tails on the
incident beam were sufficiently reduced to enable EMS operation at the high beam
currents typical of heavy-ion capture studies. A new EMS scattering chamber and
fusion-product detector are presently being fabricated. Coincidence measurements
are expected to begin soon. (A.M. Sandorfi, M.T. Collins (BNL); M, Beckereman, M.
Salomaa (MIT))

7. A Study of ^ 0 + &Be Resonance^ j,n 2>*MR

Intermediate structure "doorway states" are frequently used to model
resonances in heavy-ion reactions that are correlated in several decay channels.
Following the recent suggestion that the E2 giant resonance may act as a "doorway"
for the '2C(12C,Y)2i*Mg resonances, a search wa3 made for correlated structure in the
^ 0 + ^Be channel, an ideal test since the Q-values and hence 2**Mg excitation
energies reached through both channels are nearly identical. Since °Be exists as
neither target nor projectile, the inverse reaotion 2'lMg(e,^0,&'Be)el was studied
using electrons from the Superconducting accelerator at Stanford University.
Resonances were observed in the 1^0 t °Be channel between 18 and 28 MeV excitation
in 2i*Mg with equivalent capture cross sections ten times those of the ^2C + '2C
structures. However, no correlations between these channels were observed. The
16Q + 8ge yields were not consistent with statistical decays from giant resonances,
and suggested unusual highly-clustered states in 2i*Mg. (A.M. Sandorfi (BNL); J.R.
Calarco, R.E. Rand, H.A. Sehwettman (Stanford))

II. Direct Reactions

A. The General Program

This program, which in the past has emphasized the study of
elastic and inelastic scattering and reaction mechanism studies of few nucleon
transfer, has this year emphasized the study of selective population of high spin
states in nuclei. Such selectivity is accomplished for large negative Q value
reactions and requires beams not only of high quality but also of high energy in
order to obtain large enough cross sections. The magnetic QDDD spectrometer plays
an important analytic role in these studies for reasons of energy resolution and
large solid angle. As an added tool in the study of these states, coincidence
measurements between gamma rays and particles detected in the spectrometer have been
made. Many of the studies have been made on nuclei previously studied by high spin
gamma spectroscopy and have been shown to give complementary information needed in
the interpretation of structure in those nuclei.

Work has continued on the surprising large yield of heavy ion
elastic scattering at far backward angles. The program at BNL has been particularly
successful because of the availability of high energy heavy ions beams and the QDDD
spectrometer. Due to kinematic considerations, it is almo3t impossible to study
these back angle reactions in the scattering of the lighter ions from the heavier
targets—while by reversing the reaction the "back angle" cross section becomes a
forward angle measurement in the laboratory. The spectrometer makes these
measurements possible.
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In thia general area of research there has been and continuea to
be strong cooperation between BNL experimentaliata and theorists, which has been
important for the achievements of the program.

B. El^t^o Spattering

1. Bqek Angle Excitation Function of 12C

The 180° excitation function of 12C + 1^F elastic scattering was
studied by the technique of measuring recoils at 0° with the QDDD spectrometer.
Previous measurements had 3hown large structures in such an excitation function only
when the nuclei were alpha-like (i.e. 12C, 1*>0, 2l<Mg, etc.) The measurements here
provide the first case that in an odd mass system very large oscillations appear
both in the elastic and inelastic excitation functions. Further theoretical and
experimental investigations are in progress. (C.F. Maguire, O.L. Bomar, R.B.
Piercey (Vanderbilt); P.D. Bond (BNL))

2. 86Kr „. 20BPb

In a collaborative experiment performed at GSI in Darmstadt, W.
Germany, the first true elastic scattering measurement for massive heavy iona has
been made. Previous experiments have had insufficient resolution to distinguish
elastic from inelastic scattering or even from some transfer reactions. Preliminary
analysis of the results indicates that the optical parameters dervied in other
experiments were incorrect and al30 show that very large differential cross sections
for few nucleon transfer are present. Analysis 13 in progress. (0. Hansen, P.R.
Christenaen, F. Videback, S. Sorenson (Niels Bohr Institute); D. Schttll (GSI); F.
Bunch (Marburg); P.D. Bond (BNL))

C. Transfer

1. Single Neutron. Transfer to High Spin Stateq

A wide ranging 3tudy of the use of heavy ion induced
transfer for spectroscopic studies of nuclei has begun. Specifically, the single
neutron transfer reactions (1^0,150) and 1 2C,'^O, which have large negative Q
values, have been shown to be very selective in populating only high j states in
nuclei. These Q values result in rather small cross sections which necessitate the
use of high bombarding energies and a large solid angle, highly dispersive
spectrometer like the QDDD. The kinematic conditions coupled with the selection
rules for transfer give a strong enhancement of high spin states with jf= lf+1/2 for
the (16O,15O) reaction while states with j=lf-1/2 are very strong with the (12C,11C)
reaction. Thi3 is an important feature as the equivalent light-ion reaction,
(^He^He), does not clearly distinguish these states. Coincidence measurements with
gamma rays for several isotopes were performed with a specially designed chamber in
order to improve the effective energy resolution of the particle experiments. Some
of the nuclei studied below were used to determine the reliability of the method
while new states have b^en formed i.a others.
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a. tyi, ̂ 1<̂  Co I^otopeq

The 9/2+ neutron states in the 58,60,62NI isotopes have
been established in other experiments and for the reactions studied here are by far
the strongest states which are populated by the (^o^o) reaction at 120. MeV. The
states expected to be populated in ^"Co by the same reaction on 59co are the
flf7/2 (2> ̂ ga/2 configurations which are not known. The particle spectrum appears to
show selectivity but requires additional measurements to sort out the closely spaced
levels. (P.D. Bond, J. Barrette)

b. Nd. Iqotopeq

The light Nd isotopes are near spherical (just past the
N=82 closed shell) while the heavier isotopes become deformed. Both the 1 ^ ^
and (12C,"O reactions were studied on four of these isotopes, 1^2,1M3,
A remarkably few number of levels are populated to any degree even in the resulting
even-even final nuclei. In the odd nucleus I^Nd only the known f7/2fg.s.) and
i13/2 states at 1.27 and 2.81 MeV are populated strongly with the (16of'§o) reaction
while the h 9 / 2 states are populated with the (12c,11c) reaction. In the final
nucleus ^ N d only a few states are observed, consistent with (^7/2^ ana"
(f7/2i13/2) states for the 0^0,^0) reaction. However, gamma ray coincidence

measurements are required to determine whether this conjecture is true. (P.D. Bond,
J. Barrette)

C. 5m

Features similar to those described for the Nd isotopes
have also been observed in the Sm isotopes, i.e. the tj/2 and i.13/2 states are
strongly populated in the 0^0,^0) reaction while the hg/2 states are strongly
populated with the O2C,1'IC) reaction. One neutron transfer to 1^Sm leading to the
even-even nucleus ^ S m , an apparently simple structure, ia observed in the particle
spectrum. The population of the 0+,2+,1+ and 6+ states, however, is not consistent
with an (f7/2) configuration. A coincidence measurement with '^0 ions detected in
the QDDD spectrometer and gamma-rays in a Ge(Li) detector indicate that simple
interpretations for structure of other states may also not be correct. Further
measurements are being made. (P.D. Bond, J. Barrette, C.E. Thorn)

d. Er Isotopes

The transfer reactions (l6O,15o) and (12C,11C) have also
been studied on the deformed nuclei 166,168,170gr. As with Nd and Sm nuclei, only a
few final states are populated in these deformed nuclei. New 13/2* states belonging
to the 9/2[624] Nils3on orbital, not previously observed, were found as were two new
9/2" states. Arguments based on DWBA calculations were tested by performing a gamma
ray coincidence measurement which provided added evidence that the assignments were
correct for these nuclei. A particularly intriguing finding was a strong population
of a broad group of states at -3.5 MeV in excitation in the odd Er isotopes.
Preliminary evidence from the gamma-ray experiment is that this group might contain
some J15/2 states from the next higher shell. This conjecture is being tested by
further measurements.
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Data were also obtained for single neutron transfer from
to the even nucleus ^ E r . fhe spectrum is more complicated than for the odd

nuclei although only a relatively small number of states are populated. In addition
to the t+ and 6+ in the ground state band, strong population is observed of states
between 1.3 and 1.9 MeV in excitation. Another region above 2.5 MeV in excitation
ia also populated strongly. A preliminary gamma-ray coincidence measurement has
been made in an attempt to simplify the data. (P.D. Bond, C. Baktash, J. Earrette,
A.J. Kreiner and C.E. Thorn)

2. Two-proton Pickup Reaction to

The nucleus 196o3 was studied for the first time with the 2
proton pickup reaction 198pt(i8O,2ONe)196Os at 120 MeV. Some evidence for
population of the ground state and first 2+ state has been found but with a very low
cross section (mass excess is estimated to be -28.5 MeV). States at higher
excitation are dominated by ^Ne ±n its excited state at 1.63 MeV. A coincidence
measurement between 20Ne particles detected in the QDDD and gamma rays in a Ge(Li)
detector was not successful because of a very low counting rate. Thus further
studies of the spectroscopy of ^"Os will require some kind of breakthrough in
experimental technique. (R.F. Casten, D. Warner, P.D. Bond, D. Horn)

3. Tr.a.n.qfer Reactions.
100 MeV IBQ on 2?A

s. t,q Contl^HM") Stqte.t induced,
100 MeV IBQ on 2?

In order to understand the average properties of quasi-elastic
transfer reactions at high energy the energy spectrum and the angular distribution
between 0iab=6° and 50° were measured for all of the reaction products (̂ Li to
2 0Ne), produced in the reaction 1°0 on 2?A1 at 100 MeV. The mass and atomic number
of all the light products with 6.<Ai20 and 3̂ Z<.10 were obtained with the
time-of-flight spectrometer. An ionization chamber was used to measure the specific
energy loss. Few nucleon transfer reactions populating continuum states can be
described in detail by an extension of a diffraction model for inelastic processes
developed by M. Mermaz. The angular distribution is strongly forward peaked and the
energy spectrum is characterized by a gaussian shape for nuclei formed by transfer
of a few nucleons. The centroid of this gaussian is determined by the conditions of
optimum Q value, whereas the width is related to the energy dependence of the level
density in the nuclei involved. For larger mass transfer { Mi6 amu) the reaction
products are more damped than predicted for a simple quasi-elastic process and the
angular distributions become flatter and approach a 1/sin 0 dependence. Both these
phenomena are characteristic of completely relaxed or deep inelastic reactions.
However, the kinetic energies of the ejectile3 are still above the coulomb barrier
and the relative yield of the various nuclides does not follow the Volkov systematic
that is expected when thermal equilibrium is reached. Consequently, it appears that
this energy is a transition region between quasi-slastic and deep inelastic
reactions and these data allow a study of this region as a function of the
transferred mass and observation angles (M. Mermaz (Saclay); J. Barrette, H.E.
Wegner (BNL))



Po.T,arj,

Work was completed on a semiclasaical analysis of expected
polarizations in heavy ion induced transfer reactions. These polarizations are
found to depend upon a few, easily estimated parameters. Explicit formulae were
derived under the no-recoil approximation and comparisons of full recoil
calculations to data were made. (P.D. Bond)

III. Nuclei Off the Line of Stability

A. Beta Decay of ^ N

An activity corresponding to ^ N was produced via the 9 B e ( ^ 0 , p 2 )i8fj
reaction at E ( ^ O ) = 1 2 O MeV. The beryllium target foil served also aa the entrance
window to a helium-filled chamber in which the ^ N nuclei were atopped. Radioactive
products were swept by a continuous helium flow through a capillary to a counting
volume consisting of a 7.5 cm diam. coil wound from 4m of this tubing, positioned in
front of a Ge(Li) detector. The transit time through the coil was -1/2 sec, matched
to the 0.63 aec half-life of ^°N, ao that contaminant radioactivities of longer
half-lives were effectively suppressed. An extensive series of measurements and
calibrations were completed to determine the 1^N half-life, as well as
gamma-intensities and subsequently beta-branching ratios.

In addition to a 64? beta-branch to the J =1- 4456-keV level
(previously reported in 1964 as 100$) a 20^ branch was observed to the 6880-keV
level, for which a previous assignment of J^sO" or 1 + had been given. Weaker
branches were also seen to levels (E x in keV) at 5530(2"), 6198(1"), 6350((2")), arv'
7771(2-). This new information allows a definite assignment J ^ O " for the ^
6880-keV state, and establishes a J^s!" assignment for the previously unknown ^U
ground state. The observed beta-transition strengths are in satisfactory accord
with an extended shell-model description, although it is clear that in these
calculations there is only a small overlap between the 1^N and the wavefunctions of
the odd-parity 1&0 states. (J.W. Olneas, E.K. Warburton, D.E. Alburger, C.J.
Lister, D.J. Millener)

B. Bqfra Decay of

Of the eight Tg = +5/2 nuclei from 2 1 0 to 35p f i v e were discovered in
the past decade at BNL and two were found elsewhere but also studied at BNL. Only
in the case of 21() had the radioactivity not yet been observed. The 9Be('8o t2pa)21o
reaction was used to produce the 2 1 0 activity which waa studied with a gas transfer
system of novel design. Thirteen gamma rays in the decay of 2^0 were observed in
singles and gamma-gamma coincidence measurements and lead to detailed information on
the structure of Z'F energy levels. The half-life of the activity waa found to be
3.42±0.10 sec. A value for the 2 1 0 maaa excess waa determined via beta-gamma
coincidence measurements which is in agreement with more accurate reaction Q-values.
SheM-model calculations were carried out and reproduce the main features of the 2 1 Q
decay scheme. (D.E. Alburger, C.J. Lister, J.W. Olness, D.J. Millener)
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C. Jflent^fysatlftn and Deoav of „???£ IL A°X • *^Yv and

Measurements and analysis were completed on four new isotopes in the
A-80 region recently discovered at the Brookhaven Tandem Facility. These activities
included 79sr (2.1 min), 8oY (34 see). 81Y (73 see), and 8 2Y (9.5 sec) and were
produced in the reactions $8Ni (2i»Mg,2pn)79Sr, 58 N i (

2i<Mg,Pn)
80Y, 58 N i (25Hg,pn)8^,

and ^°Ni (2l*Mg,pn)82Y, respectively. A helium-jet recoil transfer technique was
used and the gamma and beta rays were measured with Ge(Li) and plastic detectors.
Decay schemes were established and mass excesses determined. The mass excesses show
progressively larger deviations from the predictions of currently available mass
models for the more neutron-deficient Y isotopes near the N=Z line which may reflect
the influence of nuclear deformation of these isotopes on the mass surface in the
vicinity of N=Z=HO. (C.J. Lister, P.E. Haustein, D.E. Alburger, J.W. Olness)

D. Half-Life of 32si,

32Si is produced by cosmic-ray spallation reactions on argon in the
upper atmosphere, whereupon it drifts to the earth's surface and mixes with ocean
water. As a tracer 32Si is used in studies of ocean currents, glacier formation,
and the recent history of cosmic-ray flux on meteorites. For such studies the
half-life of 32Si must be known, but was only known as an estimate of -300 yr. A
sample of 32Si produced at the BNL 3.5-MV Van de Graaff in 1969 was used to
determine the half-life by combining two separate measurements. At Brookhaven the
specific activity (32Si disintegrations per minute per gram of Si) was found by
standard counting methods, while at the Argonne National Laboratory the ratio
32Si/Si in part of the same sample was determined to be (2.82*0.50) x 1Q~8. This
latter measurement used the Tandem Van de Graaff together with an Enge split-pole
magnetic spectrograph as a mass spectrometer. By combining the BNL and Argonne
results the 32si half-life was found to be 101*18 yr, considerably shorter than

frevious estimates. This new value will strongly influence studies of cosmogenic
2Si in terrestial, meteoric, and lunar materials. (W. Kutschera, W. Henning, M.

Paul, R.K. Smither, E.J. Stephenson, J.L. Yntema (ANL); D.E. Alburger, J.B.
Cumming, G. Harbottle (BNL))

IV. Fu.s,},on-Evapoj'qt;ion. Deqp Jin.ejlia.qtic f a,n,4 Fjqg^on Reaction Mechanising

A. Ljtfot H,qevv-Ion Systems

1. Ex.;j,t Chgnnql, Competitions: pgq,d.nffri etc._

Previous studies of heavy-ion induced reactions at the NRC
Democritos Tandem Accelerator (Athens. Greece: Xenoulis and collaborators) disclose
interesting features on the competition between exit channels leading to the .aaaft
final nucleus. For example, the production of the 417-keV state of 2*>A1 by
12C(l6O,pn/d)26Al* (Eysin keV) illustrates a strong increase in the ratio d/pn as
the bombarding energy is lowered from 3 8 to 24 MeV. These data clearly establish
that such competition must be accounted for explicitly in comparisons of
experimental and calculated cross sections.
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Because these studies were limited in energy and range of
target-projectile combinations, an extension of this measurement was undertaken at
BNL. Ions of 6»?Li, 12»13c, and 16»18O were used to bombard a 1 mg/cra2 12C target,
which was prepared on a Ta foil thick enough to stop the heavy bombarding ions.
Light particles (p,d,tPa) were detected by a AE-E telescope placed at 0° relative to
the incident beam, and coincident gamma raya were detected in a Ge(Li) detector at
90° to the beam. Data were analyzed by setting gates on gamma rays signalling a
given fi,n.fl\ nucleus: The relative intensities in the E £s AE map then establishes
the relative cross sections for the p Jta d exit channels, or for p2n xa dn ^a t.
Data were taken over a range of target-projectile combinations and energies so as to
significantly extend the previous work. At the higher energies available at BNL, it
is also possible to assess the 2p2n/2d/ot competitions.

The results are now being analyzed in detail and compared to
Hauaer-Peshbach calculations. (A.C. Xenoulis (N.R.C. Democritos); R. Kozub (Tenn.
Tech. Univ.); C.J. Lister, J.W. Olness (BNL))

2. 6LJ, Evaporation in the Heqctj.oq 18Q * 28Si f\% Eom=60 M.eV
om=

The evaporation of °Li nuclei from compound nuclei was recently
observed for the first time at the Hahn-Meitner Institute in Berlin in singles
experiments. A coincidence experiment was performed between the *>Li detected in a
solid-state telescope and the fusion products detected in a time-of-=fllght
spectrometer at small angles. The purpose of the present measurement was to
determine whether the °Li evaporation products follow fusion or are from transfer
reactions with light impurities in the target or other reaction mechanisms. The
experiment was done with 100-MeV 1°0 ions from the 14-MV tandem of the Weizmann
Institute of Science. The results confirm that there are ^Li nuclei evaporated from
the compound system; however, these are a small fraction of the total °Li yield.
The energy spectrum and angular distribution of the *>Li ^n coincidence with the
fusion products were measured and are being compared with the predictions of
evaporation calculations. (M. Lehr, I. Tserruya, Z. Frankel, E. Duering (Weizmann
Institute of Science); J. Barrette (BNL))

3. Deep Inelastic Cro^s Sections jn the Reaction ^oO^Q.^0*) i6o»at
Eom=32.') MeV

Time dependent Hartree-Fock (TDhrj calculations predict that in
the reaction 1^0 + 1^0 at Ecm=34 MeV, central collision will not lead to fusion but
to strongly inelastic binary events distributed over the entire angular range. To
test this prediction the inelastic events corresponding to the reaction l60
(I6ofI6o")16o

e
 at ECO=32.5 MeV has been measured. Both 1«0 fragments were uniquely

determined by measuring particle-particle coincidences between a gas telescope
covering a small solid angle and a very large solid angle two dimensional gas
counter. The relative time of flight between the two counters was recorded leading
to a kinematically complete measurement for binary events.
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The Q value spectrum haa large peaks corresponding to the
excitation of the first-excited states in 1°0 near 7 MeV and to the mutual
excitation of both ^ 0 final products.

Less than 1 mb/sr cross section is observed for all 160 events with Q
values larger than 16 MeV. This small yield is inconsistent with the TDHF
prediction of more than 100 rab and and can be due to the absence of the reaction
mechanism predicted by TDHF but it can also be due to the predominance of particle
transfer for reactions at small impact parameters or to the particle decay of the
excited 1&0 nuclei. A more detailed analysis of the data will be done to
investigate this point. (I. Tserruya, Z. Frankel, H. Lehr, E. Duering, A. Breskin
(Weizmann Institute of Science); J. Barrette (BNL))

H. Complete Fusion. Qf ^Si, + 2^Si

The fusion-evaporation cross section and evaporation residue
mass distribution was measured for the system " S i + 2°Si in the range 7Oigem£95
MeV. The fusion products were detected with the time-of-flight spectrometer. These
data complement similar data obtained for the system 2°Si + 27AI and are part Of a
study of the limiting or critical angular momentum for the fusion of medium mass
system at high energy. Over the energy range studied the fusion cross section
decreases as the bombarding energy increases indicating the presence of a high
critical angular momentum for fusion. This is consistent with the predictions of
various macroacopic models of heavy ion interaction. The system " S I + 2831 i a one
of the .systems for which time-dependent-Hartree-Fock calculations have predicted the
presence of a low criticl angular momentum below which no fusion should occur. The
measured mass distribution is consistent with evaporation calculations without the
inclusion of any such low critical angular momentum. More precise evaporation
calculations are needed in order to reach a definitive conclusion for a low critical
angular momentum. (J. Barrette, H.E. Wegner, C.J. Lister (BNL); P. Braun-Munzinger
(5UNY))

5. The Reaction, 28SJ. + 28 S 1 at; ^ y

The mass, atomic number and energy of all nuclei produced in the
reaction 28Si + 28Si at EiaD=i60 MeV were measured at 0iao=i6° with the
time-of-flight spectrometer complemented by a gridded ionization chamber to measure
the specific energy loss of the reaction products. Complete maaa and charge
separation was obtained up to A=40 and Z=20. One of the alma of the experiment waa
to compare the cross section for the production of neutron deficient iaotopes in
deep inelastic reactions with the cross aection using more conventional
quasi-elastic transfer reactions. It haa been demonstrated that deep inelastic
reactions can successfully produce neutron rich iaotopes. The diffusion process
encountered in deep inelastic reactions can also be useful in generating neutron
deficient iaotopes. All the nuclei with Tz=-1 in the region of 2^Si have been
observed with a large cross section of more than 100 pb/sr. This result is
encouraging and it is expected that by reducing the background from known sources in
the spectrometer the limit of presently known neutron deficient isotopes in thia
masa region will be reached.
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The complete identification of the nuclides following
deep-inelastic reactions between identical nuclei alao provides unique information
on the average mass and charge evaporated by the fragments. These quantities are
related to the excitation energy and angular momentum deposited into the fragment.
The evaporation of particles from the fragments creates an observable shift of 0.5
to 1 mass units toward the neutron rich side of the valley of stability. The mass
distribution of the various elements are also not symmetric and reflect the drift
from the N=Z line to the minimum of the valley of stability. The analysis of these
data is almost completed and the energy dependence of these phenomena will be
studied during the next year. (J. Barrette, H.E. Wegner)

B. Evaporation Residues froyq tyeqw Qom.pou.n.d tyuqlei

Evaporation residues from heavy compound nuclei can only be
identified and studied as individual isotopes if they are first separated from the
beam and target recoil particles. This separation at zero degrees and other angles
is acomplished with the Energy Mass Separator or EMS. The recoil compound nuclei or
evaporation products are separated frcn the intense beam particles by their unique
heavy mass, high charge state and low velocity. Once separated, they are identified
by their alpha decay and their daughter products, and the corresponding alpha decay
energies and halflives. The reactions described below are the heaviest compound
nuclei under study at the Tandem Van de Graaff Facility and generally require the
highest possible heavy ion energies and intensities.

1. Excitation. Functions of Evappr^ti,qn Residue^, from Cl +• Lqf
ifl̂ Ta. '^SW. and 19 8P^

Measurements of the evaporation residues from Vhe fusion of 37ci
with 175Lu, i8iTa, 186W, and *98Pt leading to the compound nuclei 212Ra, 2l8Th,
223pa, and 235Am have been carried out with the EMS and are being analyzed. Further
measurements will be made in some cases to extend the excitation functions for the
various residual nuclei to higher energies in order to establish where the fusion
evaporation cross section is maximum and at what excitation it largely disappears.
The total fusion cross section for the compound nuclei 212Ra, 'i8Th, 223Pa, and
235Am are approximately 100 pb, 10 >ib, 1.0 ytb, and less than 0.1 ub, respectively.
As the observed evaporation residues become more and more proton rich, proton and
alpha evaporations predominate over neutron evaporation, similar to observations in
lighter proton-rich nuclei. It is not clear from the present data analysis that any
protoactinium isotopes are being formed by neutron evaporation from the compound
nucleus 223pa. The evaporation residues that might be daughters formed by alpha
decay of parent Pa isotopes may aetually be parents formed directly by prompt alpha
particle evaporation in addition to neutron evaporation. Halflife measurements will
be necessary for final confirmation of any new Pa i30topes. The first preliminary
measurement with 19°Pt showed a few alpha particles from evaporation residues,
however confirmation of the formation of the 235ABI compound nucleus is not possible
without better statistics. (A.C. DiRienzo, H.A. Enge, S.B. Gazes, M.K. Salomaa, A.
Sperduto (MIT); W. Schier (Univ. of Lowell); H.E. Wegner (BNL))
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2. A New Iaotope ggRn and Evidence for the Iaomeric State

The 35ci + i69Tm—*20tRn reaction was U3ed to produce a new
radon isotope and its isomeric state by 5 neutron-evaporation from the compound
nucleus. Since the yield was leas than 0.1 ub for the production of this new radon
iaotope, 199Rn, a different reaction waa investigated in the hope that the isotope
could be made with a much better yield. The ^Ca + 1*>2Dy—»202Rn reaction forms the
desired 199j}n isotope with only a 3-neutron evaporation aa compared with 5-neutron
evaporation from 2O'»jjn4 Preliminary data have been analyzed for this reaction;
however, it waa found that moat of the neutron evaporations were accompanied by
proton or alpha particle evaporations, and the yield for the production of the new
iaotope was less than observed in the previous reaction and may actually be zero.
However; the work is continuing because it is possible that the excitation function
waa not studied to high enough energy to provide an optimum yield. If reactions of
40Ca with any Dy isotopes will form 199Rn with much higher yield, it may be possible
to form even lighter isotopes like ^ r W R n . (A.C. DiRienzo, H.A. Enge, S.B.
Gazes, M.K. Salomaa, A. Sperduto (MIT); W. Schier (Univ. of Lowell); H.E. Wegner
(BNL))

3. Possible Entrance Channel B.ffeots %r\ the Formation of 20tflg
35pi • 169 ftfr 1 5 ^ t 5 ^ 139 ™ ~ "

Since there is some evidence in all the measurements to date
with the EMS that entrance channel effects may play a strong role in the formation
of different evaporation residues, measurements of 35ci + 1°9xm, ^°1i + *5°Gd and
6^Cu + ^39j_at a n Of which form 201Rn( were made to see if any such effects could be
directly observed. For the more symmetric ^5cu reaction compound nucleus formation
at the Coulomb barrier corresponds to a 20^Rn excitation energy of 35 MeV, while for
the more asymmetric ^ T i + ^5OQ^ an(j 35ci + I69xm reactions it corresponda
respectively to a 20l*Rn excitation of 13 and 52 MeV. All of the evaporation
residues for each reaction were studied over the maximum excitation range available
within the energy limits of the three-stage tandem. Unfortunately, the maximum
available 65cu energy does not provide an excitation energy that overlaps the 35
excitation energy beyond the Coulomb barrier region. The overlap for the
excitation region is al3O limited because of the limited ^°Ti energy range. In the
limited overlapping regions the yields for the different residues corresponding to
3n, In, 3np and Inp evaporations share no common ratios between the three compound
systems formed in these three reactions, although the compound nuclei are, in
principle, identical in excitation in the overlap regions except for small
differences in angular momentum. Comparisons of these data with evaporation
calculations show little or no agreement for the relative yields of different
evaporation residues. The energy range of these measurements will be extended and
further calculation will be carried out iti an attempt to understand these
fusion-evaporation processes in more detail. (A.C. DiRienzo, H.A. Enge, S.B.
Gazes, M.K. Salomaa, A. Sperduto (MIT); W. Schier (Univ. of Lowell); H.E. Wegner
(BNL))
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V. AtjomAq Ph.ysj.cq

A. Molecular Structure bv Cpu.lprc.fr x p .

These studies are undertaken in an attempt to gain structural
information on molecular iona by exploring the Coulomb explosion of the positive
atomic fragments following the passage of a fast molecular ion through a thin carbon
foil. The greatest merit of this novel technique is that it makes possible the
3tudy of molecular species largely inacessible by more conventional methods.

The Coulomb explosion of Cj n 5 and CNO+»~ molecules were studied by
the use of polycarbonate foils. Theae unusual molecular ions are produced by a
sputtering process either in the terminal source of the MP6 injector accelerator or
externally and then gas charge exchanged to positive in the stripper canal. When
the molecules pass through a 1 jig/cm2 carbon foil, the molecular bond is broken and
the neutral heavy ion constituents are instantly stripped to a charge distributed
over several charge states. The mutual repulsion between the charged ions at
molecular separations then disassembles the molecule in the form of a miniature
explosion. The charged ion components of the molecule then travel a few centimeters
to a polycarbonate foil where they are imbedded. This plastic sheet is subsequently
electrochemically etched so that the impact points of the heavy ions can be observed
under a microscope. Extensive microscopic analyses of C3, CNO" and CNO+ molecular
explosion events have been made and 83 Cg events, 87 NCO" events and 33 NCO+ events
have been unambiguously identified and sorted for further study.

The spatial orientation of the three particle events varies from thr<=>e
particles at relative uniform spacings in a straight line or extreme obtuse triangle
to extremely acute triangles. These triangle events have all been sorted into a two
dimensional array where the longest side of a triangle, 1, is plotted as a function
of the ratio, R, of the altitude, d, to the longest side or d/1. These
distributions can then be compared to theoretical models of the original molecule
programmed through the Coulomb explosion taking into account the random orientation
of the molecule, the charge state distributions of the heavy ion components of the
molecule, multiple Coulomb scattering of the comoonent ions, and the original wave
function of the molecule.

The limited statistics of these first measurements indicate that the
effective temperature of these sputtered molecules must be several thousand degrees
Kelvin. However, better statistics and more detailed calculations will be necessary
before any distinction can be made between triangle structure or an extremely
flexible rod-like structure for the original molecule. (P. Thieberger, H.E. Wegner,
(BNL); G. Goldring (Weizmann Institute))

B. Atomic Phvsicq with Heavv-Ion,

1. peâ m, Foi,\ Speqtroqcqpv

The beam foil spectroscopy program is presently concentrating on
research in two areas. First, studies are being conducted on radiation emitted in
the range from 5-100 nm by elements of interest to the Magnetic Fusion Energy
Program. Work has concentrated on the measurement of spectra for Zr since this may
be present as a contaminant in the new TFTR device at Princeton and on gold to
search for Pm-like resonance lines in Au XIX which may be useful for diagnostic
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purposes. Second, a 2-m normal incidence 3pectrometer was loaned to the program by
Oak Ridge National Laboratory for an experiment *;o measure the 2-eleetron Lamb shift
in titanium. The spectrometer was placed in operation, and initial experiments to
teat the feasibility of the work will be carried out during this period.

2. Ion-Atom Collisions

Ion-atom collisions can be studied in a variety of ways. One of the
moyt interesting and widely investigated topios has been the worldwide attempt to
understand the mechanisms involved in the production of inner-3hell vacancies during
the collision of complex multi-electron systems. The only detailed theoretical
calculations, the rotational coupling model, has assumed that the mechanism for
K-vacancy production requires a vacancy in the 2pa molecular orbital. The
experimental observation of a sudden increase in K x-ray cross sections for nearly
symmetric collisions as the 2pa vacancies are introduced by appropriate choice of
the projectile charge state has been taken as proof of this theoretical picture.
However, an experiment has been performed which measures the charge state for the
case of nearly symmetric collisions where the cross section should depend on the 2p<*
vacancies and these values have been compared to the case of very asymmetric
collisions where such a dependence is not expected. Surprisingly, the results were
essentially the same for the two cases, thus showing that this type of experiment
cannot be taken as an unambiguous test of the rotational coupling model, or it could
be speculated that the mechanisms were indeed similar for the two cases. Many
further experiments are suggested by this result. The accel-decel mode in which
ions are first accelerated and then decelerated will be an invaluable aid in giving
great flexibility in choosing charge state and velocity for further experiments to
refine our ideas of these vacancy production mechanisms.

Work in the field of ion-atom collisions concentrated on the
development of new experimental equipment and techniques, although collaborative
experiments on double K-shell-to-K-shell processes were also undertaken. A 16-ring
annular parallel plate avalanche detector and associated electronics was
substantially fabricated and will soon undergo initial tests. This detector will be
used in conjunction with single-collision gas jet and differentially-pumped gas cell
targets for study of characteristic and noncharacteristic x rays. The scope of the
experiments will be greatly expanded by the unique capability of the BNL Tandem
Facility to produce highly-charged low-velocity ions which is accomplished by using
the final 3tage of the second tandem to decelerate the ions when operating in a
four-stage mode. Studies of charge state dependence and excitation curves for* the
various processes to be investigated will bo feasible for the first time and cannot
be done anywhere else in the world.

3. Excitation and Jonjza,tion qf Heavy Ions bv Electrqn.q

Studies of the excitation and ionization of heavy ions by
electrons give data essential to understanding many aspects of atomic structure and
high temperature plasmas. These experiments, involving crossed or merged beams, are
exceedingly difficult, a statement borne out by the fact that as yet no experiments
of this nature have been attempted with a tandem. Work is continuing on the
assembly and testing of equipment for study of electron impact excitation and
ionization of heavy ions. Testing of the charge state deflectors is in progress,
and design work for detection systems will begin in the near future. Much of the
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apparatus will also be generally useful for the measurements on ion-atom collisona
systems as well. It is expected that this work will develop into a very substantial
field with measurements on the charge 3tate distributions of the ions as well as
elaborate electron 3pectroacopy measurement. (B. M. Johnson, D. C. Gregory, K. W.
Jones (BNL); J. L. Cecchi (Princeton); P. Richard, J. Hall, T. J. Gray (Kansas State
U.); T. H. (Cruse (Rutgers); L. J. Curtis (U. of Toledo, Ohio); H. G. Berry, R.
Brooks (ANL); R. Schuch (Heidelberg); I. Tserruya (Weizmann Inat.); H.
Schmitt-Bticking (Frankfurt U.))

C. Energy Loss of H;avv Ions in. Sigg^e Crystals

An ion can traverse a channel in a single crystal without
experiencing any charge-changing collisions. This fact has been used to determine
the charge state dependence of channeled heavy ion energy loss for a aeries of ions
ranging from fluorine to chlorine along the <110> direction in a silicon crystal.
Energy losses for both bare ions and ions partially clothed with bound electrons at
E/A s 3.1 MeV/amu were measured.

These data are particularly interesting because the mo3t stringent
constr Ints to date are placed on the magnitude of terms of order Z3 and higher in
theories of energy loss of iona in matter. The accepted Bethe theory contains only
z2, but recent corrections to this theory contain Z3 and Z1* terms, for which little
direct experimental evidence exist3. The energy loss measured in this experiment
shows a strict Z 2 scaling and agrees reasonably well with the Bethe theory without
the need for Z3 and Z1* terms. The data for partially clothed ions were compared to
a simple theory for the effect of bound electron screening on the energy loss and
give reasonable agreement. (J.A. Golovchenko (Bell Labs); H. Knudsen, C D . Moak
(ORNL); A.N. Goland, J.S. Rosner, C.E. Thorn, H.E. Wegner (BNL))

VI. Instruments,

A. General Purpqqe Wai Tptal, Energy Spectrometer

Study of nuclear systems at rery high angular momentum constitutes one of
the most exciting and rapidly developing fields in nuclear physics today. At
present, high-spin states are being studied by both discrete gamma-spectro3copy and
continuum gamma-ray methods. The spectroscopy of high-3pin states can only be
extended by using more novel and powerful gamma-ray detection systems. The 3um
spectrometer is a particularly valuable tool for this purpose. It is a large volume
Kal detector, which is capable of registering nearly the sum total of the gamma-ray
energies emitted in a cascade. Provisions are made for the beam entrance and exit,
as well as additional ports to accommodate the gamma-gamma coincidence experiment!.
When used in conjunction with a Ge(Li) detector, it forms a powerful filter to
assist in the detection of weak gamma-rays emitted from the high-spin states. In
connection with the proposed research projects at BNL, the following uses for the
sum spectrometer may be envisioned:

1. To enhance the detection sensitivity of the high-spin states
populated through Coulomb excitation or (HI,xn) reactions.

2. To detect the total energy of a cascade of delayed gamma-rays
emitted from an isomerio state. This information will serve to determine the
approximate energy and spin of the isomeric state when combined with a multiplicity
filter.
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3. To study the decay of the entry states and aide feeding patterns
in the residues of the compound nuclei formed in the (HI,xn) reactions.

4. To investigate the changes in the effective moment of inertia as
a function of spin at very high angular momentum (J > ^0) in deformed nuclei. (C.
Baktash, E. K. Warburton)

B. f1n\ti,ple Event 2D linage Intenqjf^er Sc^qt^llatioq Detector

The experimental necessity of detecting simultaneous multiple low
energy heavy ions from the Coulomb explosion of accelerated molecules has led to the
modernization of a visually monitored phosphor detector system as originally used by
Rutherford and collaborators. A thin monolayer phosphor scintillator coating is
applied uniformly on the input fiber optic plate of a commercially available image
intenaifier. The image intenaifier is a three-stage unit with a light gain of
85,000. In operation, the image intensifier is enclosed in a simple cylindrical
aluminum shell and 0-ring seal so that the input fiber optic plate Is coupled
conveniently into the vacuum system with the rest of the Coulomb explosion
apparatus. A television camera equipped with a high sensitivity television tube
views the output fiber optics with a magnification arranged to fill most of the
vertical dimension of a conventional television monitor. A small photomultiplier
tube adjacent to and off-axis from the camera lens provides fast trigger signals
that are used by the logic of a television digitization system.

A commercially available television digitizing system is used to
digitize the scintillation light images provided by the television camera. This
unit has 64 K byte memory and two 8 inch floppy discs for system programs and data
storage. The system digitizes the camera video signal continuously into 128
horizontal by 256 vertical pixala so that two stored frames utilize 32 K of memory.
The intensity in each pixal is digitized to a 4 bit level. The system is programmed
so that trigger pulaes from the photomultiplier guarantee that all of the stored and
analyzed events are single events within the television frame 3peed (i.e., one event
in one thirtieth of a second). When the buffer 3tore in memory is full, it is
transferred onto the floppy disc which can then be read into a file of an XDS Sigma
7 computer for further analyaia.

This new system has been used to 3tudy the Coulomb explosion of
CjJ(n=1-6), CJ, NCO~, NCO+ and the multiple scattering of carbon ions in carbon
foils. The original etched polycarbonate deteotor system involved several weet:s of
work for the analysis of approximately 200 events. The electronic image
intensifying system and TV digitizing system allows approximately 2000 events to be
recorded and analyzed in final form in three hours. Similar systems based on the
experience with this system are being planned at ANL and the Weizmann Institute
where similar kinds of Coulomb explosion studies are being investigated. (H.E.
Wegner, P. Thieberger)
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C. High. Mqss Product Ben.d,j.n,g tyagqqt; for MP6

One of the surplus SREL beam transport magnets was Installed In the
beam transport line between MP6 and MP7. With modified pole tips the magnet
provides a 16° bend for heavy ions accelerated by MP6 corresponding to any
energy-mass product of 1000. The high mass product allows direct testing of heavy
ion beama suitable for injection into the cyclotron booster and also allows the
molecular structure studies by Coulomb explosion to be extended up to molecules as
complex as Cj2- The Coulomb explosion study beam line in target room #1 was also
moved to the high energy end of MP6 in order to utilize the new magnet. Additional
small surplus magnets were installed in the line to replace a permanent magnet 5
degree bending capability that was awkward to adjust and also to allow for charge
state separation of the Coulomb exploded ions. (P. Thieberger, H.E. Wegner)

VII. Po3t;-Aooele,rator pevQlopmqqfc

Last year a cyclotron booster to the Tandem accelerators was designed and
proposed to DOE for FY 1981 funding. The cyclotron design was based upon the use of
the SREL synchro-cyclotron disassembled and stored at BNL. The proposal was
reviewed by NSAC and given a deferred status to enable NSAC to have time to consider
the effect of the required operating budget on the overall heavy ion program in the
U.S.

The design of the cyclotron has continued at a reduced level this year
largely because of the thoroughness of the earlier effort. However, several design
aspects were reexamined in greater detail. In particular, the novel magnet pole tip
design was refined and the effects of pole slant angle and valley shims better
understood. Magnetic measurements were made on the iron used in the model magnet
and iron from the actual SREL cyclotron to confirm the expectations that the model
was giving a realistic picture of the SREL magnet. In addition, the 1/3 scale R.P.
model was retested and measurements made of its Q and voltage distribution. Further
measurements were made of the tuning panel range, and additional theoretical
calculations were made. The results of the R.F. development confirm the earlier
results as given in the submitted proposal. The buncher calculations have been
redone taking into consideration the longitudinal emittance of the beam both from
the source and from the tandem terminal gas stripping. New values for voltage and
frequency of the rebuncher have been obtained r«hich are somewhat different from
those of the submitted proposal. However, the new values are well within the range
of conventional technology and cause no change in the characteristics of the
anticipated beams accelerated by the cyclotron- The tandem terminal voltage
increase to -16 MV expected this year should result in an increase in the energy of
the cyclotron beams above mass 60. New charge states have been calculated for
different beams and a conservative 20$ increase in energy for all beams above mass
60 can be expected. The uranium beam will therefore be at 20 MeV/A rather than-16
MeV/A as in the original proposal.

The machine and building costs have been reviewed prior to resubmission of
the proposal for funding in FY 1983. Prices are up an average of 11.7?, raising the
total cost to $12.070M January 1981 dollars. (C. Chasman, C. Thorn)
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A. 5eai,pn, Qf tya.Rn.e.tl.o F̂ el̂ d. for the $00 cm Cyclotron

Pole tips and trim coils were designed to provide the magnetic field
for a 500 cm diameter heavy ion cyclotron using the magnet steel and main coils from
the decommissioned SREL synchrocyclotron. This design is based on measurements with
an 18" diameter scale model of the SREL magnet and on calculations with the magnetic
field code TRIM. The pole tip configuration incorporates unique features with the
result that highly desirable focussing, injection, and extraction properties are
obtained for a broad range of beams ('2C to 23°u) and energies (dynamic range about
15 to 1) with very small power dissipation in the trim coils.

The magnetic field measurements were made with a Hall probe mounted
on a three axis translator. A microprocessor system was fabricated to automate the
field mapping procedure, and to transfer the data directly into the Sigma 7 computer
for processing and analysis. Each complete scan of a pole tip required 30,000
points (41 radial x 46 aximuthal x 16 excitation points). Measurements of the
response of trim coils were also made for several trim coil configurations. The
measured field and trim field data were combined by the Sigma 7 computer to produce
isochronized field maps for direct uae by beam dynamics and ray tracing programs on
the 7600 computer.

For conventional pole tips, with uniform gap, hills and valleys, all
iaochronism must be provided by the trim ooila and their maximum power dissipation
is then about one megawatt. The design developed in this study replaces the
conventional solid hill poles with pole tips mounted over a small secondary gap
which tapers radially from a maximum at the magnet edge to zero near the center.
This "flying hill" geometry results in an effective channeling of magnetic flux from
the center toward the edge of the magnet, without the usual increase in fringing,
which produces a radially increasing field that is more nearly independent of power
to a maximum of 70 kilowatts, the "flying hills" also produce a more nearly constant
shape and magnitude for the flutter factor, eliminating the need for flutter coils
and increasing the dynamic range of the cyclotron. A detailed design incorporating
these hills has been prepared for converting the SREL synchrocyclotron into a
variable energy heavy ion isochronous cyclotron.

VIII. Ogts,J,fle. User Proqra.pi

The Tandem Facility research time is shared approximately equally between
BNL scientific staff and the outside user community. Outside user running time is
allocated on the basis of recommendations from the Tandem Program Advisory
Committee. Membership on this Committee is rotated, new members being chosen with
the advice of the Executive Committee of the Tandem User3 Discussion Group.. The
•embers of this Committee during the fiscal year 1980 were: John Alexander (SUNY,
Stony Brook); Benjamin F. Bayman (U. of Minnesota); H. Gordon Berry (AWL); James L.
Ford, Jr. (ORNL); Lee Grodzins (MIT); Walter Henning (ANL); Albert E. Litherland
(U. of Toronto); Arthur Z. Schwarzschild (BNL), chairman; Ottmar C. Kistner (BNL),
Secretary and Outside User Liaison.
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During the fiscal year 1980 the Committee approved 25 new proposals for
running at the BNL Tandem Facility. During this period 24 experments were
completed. Tb'j experimental questions addressed cover a broad range of heavy-ion
topics—mostly nuclear physics, together with the physics of highly stripped atoms.
Experiments utilizing compound nucleus reactions are taking a larger and larger
fraction of the time, and this year have dominated over the study of direct reaction
mechanisms. Of inereasng importance for these experiments is the recently improved
MIT-BNL Recoil Mass Spectrometer. These experiments, which are pushing to ever
heavier compound systems, require the highest possible energies and the full range
of beams that are available at the BNL Facility. One new proposal is noteworthy in
that it promises to be a forerunner of a new group of atomic physics experiments.
This experiment makes use of the unique capability of the BNL Facility to provide
beams of fully stripped heavy ions at very low energy by operating in a four-stage
accel-decel configuration. The QDID spectrometer continues to be basic to many of
the experiments, and the flexible data-taking capability provided by the on-line
computer is vital to all of them. The Users Liaison Group supports the outside user
so that these capabilities can be employed easily and fully.

A list, by title of approved experiments completed in FY 1980, follows:

#235. Energy dependence of quasielastic reactions of intermediate mass
systems. T. M. Cormier, B. R. Fulton, and B. Herman (U. of Rochester).

#245. Resonances in the 16O(<|6O,16O(O2
+))16O and 16O(18O,16O(O2+))

18O
reactions. W. Freeman, W. Piel, H. Wilschut, P. Paul (SUNY, Stony Brook).

. Supercluster transfer via heavy-ion induced reactions. J, Janecke,
F. Becchetti, D. Overway (U. of Michigan); G. Kekelis (Williams College).

#253. Q-value dependence of heavy-ion scattering. J. Karp, R. Ledoux, S.
Gazes, S. Steadman (MIT).

#255. Beam foil spectroscopy. J. L. Cecchi (Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory); T. H. Kruse (Rutgers); K. W. Jones, B. M. Johnson, D. C. Gregory (BNL).

#257. 12Q + \2Q direct reaction cross sections. R. B. Malmin, J. J.
Kolata, S. Tripathy (U. of Notre Dame).

#260. K-shell to K-shell electron transfer. T. J. Gray, J. M. Hall, P.
Richard (Kansas State U.); B. M. Johnson, K. W. Jones, D. C. Gregory (BNL).

#261. Spins of 28Si + 28Si resonances. R. R. Betts, J. F. Petersen, S. B.
DiCenzo (Yale U.); B. B. Back, K. L. Wolf (AND.

#262. Beam foil spectroscopy. J. L. Cecchi (Princeton Plasma Phyaics
Laboratory); T. H. Kruse (Rutgers); K. W. Jones, B. M. Johnson, D. C. Gregory (BNL).

#263. Complete fusion cross section measurements for 1^0 + i8lTa and 37ci
+ i6oGd. J. Ball, S. Steadman, S. Gazes, H. A. Enge (MIT).

#265. Half-lives of new isotopes and isomers, 199Rn, 199»Rn, 172Pt,
168O3) 173mIr and 171mIr, M. Schier (U. of Lowell); H. A. Enge, A. Sperduto,
M.Salomaa, A. DiRienzo (MIT); H. E.Wegner (BNL)).
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#266. Sub-barrier fusion of massive nuclei. M. Beckerman, H. A. Enge, A.
Sperduto, M. Salomaa, J. Ball, S. Gazes, J. Molitoris (MIT).

#269. Search for high apin states populated via reactions of 51y with
?Li. R. L. Kozub, J. Lin, J. F. Mateja, J. C. Wells (Tenn. Tech. U.); E. K.
Warburton, C. J. Lister (BNL).

#271. Investigation of possible pre-equilibrium particle emission
accompanying heavy-ion fusion. H. A. Enge, J. D. Molitoris, W. A. Schier, A.
Sperduto, M.Salomaa, A. DiRienzo (MIT).

#272. Fusion cross section measurements for ^^C + 1^N and ^ B +
Y..-d. Chan, D. E. DiGregorio, J. L. C. Ford, J. Gomez del Campo, M. E. Ortiz, D.
Shapira (ORNL).

#273. 12C(2t)Mg,a)32S, 12c(i8Si>a)36Ar, and 12C(32S, cO^Ca excitation
functions. E. Cosman, R. Ledoux, H. Beckerman, S. Steadman, M. Brodheim, G. Lavelle
(MIT); A. Lazzarini (U. of Washington).

#271. Gamma-ray multiplicities of fission fragments from fusion fission.
S. Steadman, J.Bali, S. Gazes, L. Grodzins (MIT).

#275. Gamma-ray multiplicity following alpha particle and neutron
emission in the reaction (120-200 MeV) 37QI + 107A 8 _* W G d using the recoi?
product selector (RPS) at 0 to 10°. L. Grodzins, H. Enge, J. Ball, S. Steadma.
(MIT).

#277. Sequential fission of light nuclei via molecular resonances. T. M.
Cormier, P. M. Stwertka, B. Herman (U. of Rochester); H. E. Wegner (BNL).

#280. Coulomb excitation of 2l*8Cm using 260 MeV 5 8 ^ i o n a. D. Cline, T.
Czosnyka, L. Hasselgren, C. Wu (U. of Rochester); R. M. Diamond, F. S. Stephens
(LBL); E. V. Hulet (LLL); C.Baktash (BNL).

#281. Beam foil spectroscopy. J. L. Cecchi (Princeton Plasma Physics
Lab); T. H. Kruse (Rutgers); K. W. Jones, B. M. Johnson, D. C. Gregory (BNL).

#282. Explicit investigation of the 19.7 MeV resonances in 160 • 12C. H.
W. Wilschut, T. R. Renner, R. Freifelder, P. Braun-Munzinger (SUNY, Stony Brook).

#284. Lifetime measurements using the RDM and 18O + ?Li reactions. R. L.
Kozub, J. Lin, J. F. Mateja (Tenn. Tech. U.); E. K. Warburton, C. J. Lister (BNL).

#293. Investigation of the ^9/2 © ^89/2 system in the Rb isotopes. M.
A. J. Mariscotti, G. Garcia Bermudez, A. J. Kreiner (CNEA, Argentina); C. Baktash,
E. der Mateosian, P. Thieberger (BNL).
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Thus far in FY 1981 there are 22 experiments which have been carried over
from the previous year or have been newly approved for running. Following is a list
of these experiments which are in various stages of completion or preparation:

#95. Lamb shift study of Cl i 6 +. D. E. Murnick, C. K. N. Patel, M.
Leventhal, 0. R. Wood II (Bell Laboratories); H. W. Kugel (Rutgers).

#264. A. New protactinium isotopes produced with the 37ci +
reaction. B. New radon isotopes produced with the ^Ca + 161,162,163,y
reactions. H. A. Enge, A. Sperduto, M. Salomaa, A. DiRienzo (MIT); W. Sehier (U. of
Lowell); H. E. Wegner (BNL).

#276. Relativiatic and QED effects in 2-electron titanium. H. G. Berry,
R. Brooks, R. DeSerio (ANL); A. E. Livingston (Notre Dame); K. W. Jones, B. M.
Johnson, D. C. Gregory (BNL).

#279. A. Clean up of 37ci + 186W and 40 C a + Dy# B. Preliminary
investigation of new reactions leading to more massive systems (A^.N. * 220). H.
A.Enge, T. DiRienzo, M. Salomaa, A. Sperduto (MIT); W. Schier (U. of Lowell); H. E.
Wegner (BNL).

#283. Search for direct gamma transitions in ^ C + ^C resonances. R. L.
McGrath, T. Renner, D. Abriola, S. Y. Zhu (SUNY, Stony Brook).

#285. Search for level crossings in the ^9/2 ® ^-13/2 ayatem and
associated isomerism in the lighter (A S. 190) doubly odd Tl isotopes. A. J.
Kreiner, M. A. J. Mariscotti (CNEA, Argentina); C. Baktash, E. der Mateosian, P.
Thieberger (BNL).

#286. Study of gamma-gamma correlation in ^76y ancj i82Qa# j. x. Saladin
(U. of Pittsburgh); I. Y. Lee (ORNL); C. Baktash (BNL).

#287. Backward angle cross sections for ^°Si. + ^C reaction products. D.
Shapira, J. L. C. Ford, R. Novotny, K. A. Erb (ORNL).

#286, Near- and sub-barrier fusion of 58,6HNi + V*Ge and I^Ge + V*Ge. M.
Beckerman, M. ialomaa, H. Enge, A. Sperduto (MIT).

#289. High spin speetroscopy for Z > 82 neutron deficient transition
region: search for collectivity in Bi and At isotopes. T. Chapuran, K. Dybal, D.
Fossan, W. Piel (SUNY, Stony Brook); D. Horn, E. K. Warburton (BNL).

#290. Fine structure in 28Si • 2 % i excitation functions. R. R. Betts,
B. B. Back, B. Glagola, K. L. Wolf (ANL).

#291. Gamma-ray multiplicity of evaporation residues. M. Al-Kofahi, S.
Steadman, S. Gazes, M. Salomaa (MIT).
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#292. Pre-equilibriuni light particle emission in deep-inelastic heavy-ion
collisions. S. Gazes, S. Steadman, J. Karp (MIT).

#294. Beam-foil excitation of VUV spectra of Au XIX. L. J. Curtis (U. of
Toledo, Ohio); K. W. Jones, B. M. Johnson, D. C. Gregory (BNL).

#295. 2J<Mg(i6o,12C)28Si reaction3 at backward angles. S. J. Sanders
(Yale); W. Henning, J. P. Schiffer, H. Ernst (ANL); J. Barrette (BNL).

#296. Nuclear structure in Ni-Ge and Ge-Ge complete fusion. M.
Beckerman, M. Salomaa, H. Enge (MIT); A. DiRienzo (USMA, West Point).

#297. Spectroscopic studies of neutron-deficient Zr, Nb, and Mo isotopes,
A i 90, via 5%i + 28Si an(j 5 8 ^ + 32s reactions. R. A. Naumann, R. Dewberry
(Princeton); P. E. Hauatein, J. W. 01ne33, D. E. Alburger (BNL).

#298. Development of BNL t-stage tandem decelerator facility and ita use
for atomic physics experiments. R. Sehuch (Heidelberg U.); H. Sehmit-Bfleking
(Frankfurt U.); I. Taerruya (Weizmann Inst.); K. W. Jones, J. Barrette, B. M.
Johnson, D. C. Gregory (BNL).

#299. Gamma-ray multiplicity of evaporation residues. M. Al-Kofahi, S.
Steadman, M. Salomaa (MIT).

#300. Gamma-ray multiplicities of fission fragments from fusion-fission.
S. Steadman, A. Smith, M. Al-Kofahi (MIT).

#301. Backward angle scattering at high energies for the systems 12C +
2fiSi and 16O + 2 8Si. T. Renner, P. Braun-Munzinger (SUNY, Stony Brook); J. Barrette
(BNL).

#302. Transfer-induced molecular resonances. J. Karp, R. McGrath, T.
Renner, D. Abriola (SUNY, Stony Brook).

An important part of the outside user program is the Brookhaven Summer
Visitors Program. Thi3 program affords invited scientists from other institutions
the opportunity to perform experiments at the Tandem in collaboration with BNL
scientists while resident at Brookhaven for a period of one month or longer. In
addition to the valuable exchange of ideas and experimental techniques, this program
can provide an excellent opportunity for prospective outside users to gain
experience in carrying out experiments at the BNL Tandem.

A total of 77 scientists representing 21 outside Institutions carried out
experiments at the Tandem Facility in FY 1980. Their names and affiliations appear
below.

J. Ball (MIT), F. Becchetti (U. Michigan), M. J. Bechara (MIT), M.
Beckerman (MIT), R. Setts (ANL), P. Braun-Munzinger (SUNY, Stony Brook), W. Brandt
(NYU), J. L. Cecchi (Princeton), Y.-d. Chan (ORNL), T. Chapuran (SUNY, Stony Brook),
Y. Chen (MIT), D. Cline (U. Rochester), T. Cormier (U. Rochester), E. Cosman (MIT),
T. Czosnyka (U. Rochester), S. B. DiCenzo (Yale), A. DiRienzo (MIT), K. Dybdal
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(SUNY, Stony Brook), H. Enge (MIT), L. Engatrom (U. Lund, Sweden), D. Fields (Tenn.
Tech. U.), J. L, C. Ford (ORNL), D. Fossan (SUNY, Stony Brook), W. Freeman (SUNY,
Stony Brook), R. Freifelder (SUNY, Stony Brook), B. R. Fulton (U. of Rochester), D.
Ganntt (MIT), G. Garacia Bermudez (CNEA, Argentina), S. Gazes (MIT), D. DiGregorio
(ORNL), B. G. Goldring (WIS, Israel), J. Gomez del Campo (ORNL), T. Gray (Kansas
State U.), L. Grodzina (MIT), J. Hall (Kansas State U.), L. Harwood (MSU), L.
Hasselgren (U. of Rochester), B. Herman (U. of Rochester), 0. Ila (MIT), K. Johnson
(U. of Michigan), J. Karp (MIT), G. Kekelis (Williams), R. Kozub (Tenn. Tech. U.),
A. J. Kreiner (CNEA, Argentina), T. H. Kruae (Rutgers), H. W. Kugel (Rutgers), R.
LeDoux (MIT), M. Leventhal (Bell Laboratories), J. Lin (Tenn. Tech. U.)„ C. Maguire
(Vanderbilt U.), M. A. J. Mariacotti (CNEA, Argentina), M. C. Mermaz (SPNBE/CEN
Saclay, France) J. F. Mateja (Tenn. Tech. U.), J. Molitoris (MIT), D. E. Murnick
(Bell Laboratories), M. Nai-Feng (MIT), A. Nathan (U. of Illinois), C. E. Ordonez
(MIT), M. E. Ortiz (ORNL), D. Overway (U. of Michigan), C. K. N. Patel JBeil
Laboratories), P. Paul (SUNY, Stony Brook), J. F. Peterson (Yale), W. F. Piel (SUNY,
Stony Brook), T. Renner (SUNY, Stony Brook), P. Richard (Kanaaa State U.), W. Schier
(U. of Lowell), D. Shapira (ORNL), A. Smith (MIT), A. Sperduto (MIT), S. Steadman
(MIT), P. M. Stwertka (U. of Rochester), R. Valicenti (MIT), D. Wilkinson (U. of
Sussex, England), H. Wilschut (SUNY, Stony Brook), 0. R. Wood (Bell Laboratories),
C. Wu (U. of Rochester), A. Xenoulis (NRC, Greece).
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CHARGED PARTICLE RESEARCH - LIGHT IONS AND GENERAL NUCLEAR SCIENCE

Preamble

The Tandem Van de Graaff Facility furnishes high-energy beams of light
ions (A < 4) of 'nigh quality. The 3.5-MV Van de Graaff is a useful adjunct to
the Tandem since it provides low-energy, light-ion beams. These facilities
complement the heavy-ion facility so that altogether a broad spectrum of research
programs can be studied. The major emphasis is focused on obtaining information
on properites of individual nuclear levels. Frequently, these studies are di-
rected toward specific problems of fundamental nucleon interactions and weak in-
teraction physics. Decay properties of short-lived off-stability nuclides pro-
duced by light-ion bombardments are studied in parallel with the heavy-ion pro-
duced species. Studies of specific residual nuclei produced by both light-
and heavy-ion induced reactions permit exploration of the same system under vastly
different conditions of energy and angular momentum. The 3.5-MV Van de Graaff
has been valuable in the testing of equipment and targets and is indispensable
for those experiments on fundamental interactions which are too time consuming
for the Tandem Facility. It is also useful for applied studies such as the
gamma-ray precision energy measurement program.

I. Beta Decay and Weak Interactions

The General Program
B. Decay Schemes

1. 11Be: A New Unique First-Forbidden Branch
2. ^O: New Results
3. 2 0 F J The Non-Unique First-Forbidden Branch
4. 2 1 F: A Keexamination
5. 2J |Al: The Rotational Structure of 2i|Mg
6. i8N and 2 10

C. The Rank 0 Matrix Element in J —• J Parity-Changing Beta Decay

D. Mass of the Neutrino

I I . Precision Garana-Ray Energy Measurements

A. The General Program

B. A Summary of Results to Date

1. Short-Lived Activities
2. 13C

3. Other Results

III. Radiative Capture: High-Energy Gamma Transition.1) to Highly-Excited States

IV. Parity Non-Conservation in Strong Interactions

A. Parity Forbidden Alpha-Particle Emission in the Decay of i6N

V. General Nuclear Spsctroscopy

A. 13C
B. Reactions Induced in 36s
C. The Strengths of Electric Monopole Transitions
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I. Beta peoay qnd. Weak

A. flfte Qenl3r3*i Program

The^e are several reasons for the Increased activity in this general
area at the present time. The most important is the stimulus of the predictive
ability of the large-basis shell-model program developed by D. J. Millener of the
Nuclear Theory Group. This program permits—for the first time—an omnibus
comparison of first-forbidden decays as well aa Allowed beta-decay matrix elements
in the light (A i 40) nuclei. A program to carry out this comparison is underway.
A necessary complement to this theoretical 3tudy is an experimental program to
search for new first-forbidden decays and to increase the accuracy of" previous
determinations.

Another motive for reexamining beta decay in A s 10-40 nuclei is that
very rapid technological advances have taken place that allow the relatively easy
extraction of interesting new spectroscopic information in cases not studied for 5
or more years.

General apparatus used in all the studies of beta-decay schemes
outlined below include a rapid transit "rabbit" system to cycle the source from the
target to the count position and large Ge(Li) gamma-ray detectora. For some atudiea
an eaeape-supreaaion Ge(Li)-NaI(Tl) spectrometer was used. Thia system suppresses
the general Compton background in a gamma-ray spectrum by an average factor of five.

One outcome of the increased accuracy in some of the determinations
described below is the greater appreciation of the role of Coulomb effects which
were largely obscured by the poor accuracy that previously prevailed. An example is
the difference in the rates of the mirror decays 21F(0-)*1Ne and 21Mg((J+)21Na. The
possibility of using such comparisons to investigate the Coulomb wave functions of
the nucleus is encouraging.

B. pecav Schemes

1. ^Be; A New, Unique First-Forbidden Br^neh.

Previous attempts at Brookhaven in 1971 to detect certain weak
but interesting beta-ray branches in the decay of ^Be, formed at the 3.5-MV Van de
Graaff with the 9Be(t,p)11Be reaction, did not succeed because of insufficient
statistical accuracy. By utilizing the recently installed "rabbit" target-transfer
system new measurements on 11Be revealed the unique firat-forbidden beta-branch to
the W 5 - k e V state of 11B with a branching intensity of O.C5O(6)> and logfjt =
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10.96(5). A weak gamma ray of 692 keV due to the 7978—» 7286 —> 0 cascade was also
found. Most of the known logfit-values for unique first-forbidden beta transitions
lie between 8.8 and 10.5, with only two cases larger than the new 11Be value of
10.96. Theoretical calculations on this as well as on the various electromagnetic
transitions in 11B are i<nder way. (D. H. Wilkinson (Univ. of Sussex); D. E.
Alburgsr, 0. J. Millener, E. X. Warbutton (BNL))

2. 19p; Nqy R^H^t^s.

The escape-suppression Ge(Li)-NaKTl) spectrometer was U3ed to
study the 1?F gamma rays following '9O(|J-)19F decay. Previous studies with Kal(Tl)
speatroacopy (all prior to 1966) had established gamma decays to states at
excitation energies [Ex in keV (with spin-parity J")] of 110(1/2"), 197(5/2+),
1554(3/2+) and 1367(7/2+). The new results, in addition to significantly improving
the accuracy of the determination of gamma energies and beta branchings, disclosed
new beta branches to states at 3906 keV(3/2+) and 1346 keV(5/2"). The latter is
another non-unique, first-forbidden decay. The previously quoted branch to the
1367-keV state (logft = 3.60) is revised downward (to logft = 4.4), which is in
better accord with shell-model predictions. (J. W. Olness, E. K. Warburton, D. E.
Alburger)

3. 2,°F: The Non-UniQue El.rŝ -Forpl.d.d.qn. Branch

A very weak beta-ray branch from the Jff = 2 20p ground state to
the J17 = 2~ 4967-keV level was observed at BNL in 1966. In order to more precisely
define the ft-vaiue for this non-unique, first-forbidden decay, the activity was
reinvestigated. 20F activity was produced at the 3.5-MV Van de Graaff via the
19F(d,p)2*F reaction. The 3333-keV gamma ray from the 20Ne 4967 —* 1634 transition
was measured with an energy accuracy of + 0.20 keV and an intensity accuracy of -4J,
both representing improvements over the best previous values by a factor of 3.5.
(Dc E. Alburger, E. K. Warburto.)

4. 21p. .

General studies of the nuclear structure of A = 21 nuclei were
continued with a reinvestigation of the beta decay of 2 1F (T^/g = 4.2 sec). The
activity was produced at the 3.5-MV Van de Graaff using the 19F(t,p)21F reaction.
Eight new gamma-ray transitions were found and associated with four new beta-ray
transitions to known excited states of 21Ne at 3736, 3884, 4525, and 4685 keV. The
decay to the 3884-keV level is another new non-unique first-forbidden branch and
will be considered theoretically. The half-lify and the branches to the first three
states of 20Ne were remea3ured with significantly increased accuracy. From a
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comparison of the results with shell-model calculations it was concluded that
uncalculated Coulomb effects are a Major block to the sensitivity of such
comparisons. (E. K.Warburton, D. E. Alburger)

5. 2"A1; The IfotationaA Structure of gJ4Mg

The positron decay of 21>A1 has been studied with the
Ge(Li)-NaKTl) escape-suppression spectrometer after formation via the 21*Mg(pfn)

2ltAl
reaction using an 18-MeV proton beam from MP7. The number of 2*Mg gamma-ray
transitions observed following 2l|Al decay was increased from 19 to 44. Definite new
positron branches were observed to 2l|Mg levels at 10576, 10821, and 11314 iceV. An
enhanced E2 transition from the 4+ 9301-keV level to the 2* 7349-keV level was
aought for and found. A probable 8439 -> 7349 4+ _• 2* transition was also
observed. These new results were made possible by the excellent background
reduction brought about by the escape-suppression spectrometer. The beta decay
results and the new gamma-ray transitions are discussed in terms of the band
structure of 22|Mg. As an example, the new 9301—* 7349 4+—» 2+ transition provides
strong evidence for an excited 0* band built on the 0 + level at 6.43 MeV in 2J*Mg.
(E. K. Warburton, C. J. Lister, D. E. Alburger, J. W. Olness)

6. 18W a^d 2 10

Results for the beta decay of 1fyl an<j 21Q have been reported
under Heavy Ion Physics with the Tandem Van de Graaff Facility. The investigation
of these decays is part of the general program outlined here of the investigation of
nuclear structure in A i 10 nuclei via beta decay.

C. The Ra.n.k 0 Matrix Element In J-» J Parity-Changing Beta ^ecav

There is high current interest in meson-exchange effects in the
relativistic matrix element of 15, operative in J-» J, parity changing beta decay
or ffluon capture. The effects are predicted to be quite large, about 50%, and its
experimental determination is considered to be of high importance. Attention has
largely centered on the 0 " — • 0+ transition between the 1°N first-excited state and
the ^0 ground state. However, this is a very difficult transition rate to
determine either experimentally or theoretically (via a nuclear model).

A second approach to the determination of thi3 matrix clement has
been proposed here at BNL. This approach concerns J—• J <J * 0) transitions for
which rank 1 and 2 operators can contribute to the beta decay rate as well as rank 0
(there are two rank 0 matrix elements with that of ^5 usually the dominant one).
The contribution of the rank 0 matrix element is then determined by one of two
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means: (1) the rank 1 and 2 matrix elements are determined partly from shell-model
calculations and partly from the analog El rate, leaving (by subtraction from the
total rate) the rank C matrix element in a semi-empirical determination; (2) the
beta-recoil angular correlation is measured, thus fixing the rank 0/rank 1 ratio for
a transition with 2J £. 2, i.e., rank 2 not allowed. The case being pursued is
11Be(P~)11B (l/2~ first-excited state) and the beta-recoil correlation is
investigated by measuring the Doppler-shift of the subsequently emitted 2124-keV
gamma ray as a function of beta energy using a beta-gamma coincidence matrix.
Initial surveys showed the method to be capable of the required accuracy. Tests
also showed that the beta source-detector geometry has an important role in
determining the accuracy and consequently a new assembly was developed and is being
fabricated. (E. K. Warburton, D. E. Alburger, D. J. Millener, D. H. Wilkinson
(Univ. of Sussex))

D. tyaaq qf the Nqutrino

The rest mass of the beta-decay neutrino has been the subject of
extensive speculation since the particle was first proposed. A long history of
beta-decay shape measurements has established its mass at i 50 eV, and it is
commonly taken to be identically zero. The discovery that the /• neutrino is
different from the e neutrino naturally raises the question of whether the neutrinos
differ in mass. Recent theories allow for different neutrino masses as a result of
imposed symmetry conditions and particle interactions.

New evidence for a neutrino mass may be implied by the neutrino
oscillation experiment of Reine3 si. ai*. and by the missing intensity in the solar
neutrino experiment. In astrophysics there is considerable interest whether
neutrino mass represents the missing mass of the universe and whether observed UV
radiation is caused by the decay of a heavy neutrino into a light one.

A Russian group recently found the neutrino mass to be greater than
14 eV in a 3H beta-spectrum measurement. This very important result depends
critically upon knowing the final atomic state of the daughter atom, 3He. To this
end the far ultra-violet spectrum of photons emitted in the decay of 3H bound in the
same amino acid, and valine, used by the Russian group is being investigated. The
hope is that enough atomic transitions will decay by photons (rather than by Auger
electrons) that the final atomic states of the 3fje can be deduced. (C. Chasaan)
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II. Preqiqlon Qqfl»a-Rqv Energy

A. The Qeneral

There la a great need In both applied and basic nuclear research and
technology for precise gama-ray energy standards. The available resources at BNL
make it a very efficient laboratory for such measurements. These resources include
1. a large pool of available gamma-ray detectors and associated electronics, 2.
powerful and interactive coaputer facilities, 3. a well-developed expertise in
analysis of gamma-ray spectra, and 1. three particle accelerators and a reactor all
available for production of both off-line and on-line gama-ray sources. A
measurement program has been organized and is underway. Emphasis is on those
sources most unique to BNL's production facilities. The accuracy aimed for is -10
ppm (i.e., -10 eV for a 1-MeV gamma-ray).

An example of the need for such measurements is in the search for and
study of off-stability nuclides and their beta decay to gamma-emitting states of the
daughter nucleus. Often the decaying bodies are produced very weakly so that
beta-gamma and gamma-gamma coincidence measurements are difficult or impossible. In
such cases gamma-ray energy measurements are often the sole means of identification
of the activity, and the reliability of the identification is directly dependent on
the precision of the energy iseasurments. Such a situation arose for ™ N beta decay
(see Heavy Ion Research). Here the presence in the gamma spectrum of accurately
known gamma ray3 from 20F, 21F, ^N, and ^ C activities was of crucial importance in
the energy measurement and subsequent identification of the ^°N(f~)^&0 gamma rays.

B. A r*>1WBflrY ftf Reaulfca to Date

1. Short-Live^ Activl^ieq

In the precision energy measurement of a gamma ray emitted
following a short-lived beta activity there are two main problems encountered when
using Ge(Li) detectors that are not usually of consequence. First, when the mixed
source technique is used, the counting rate and the fraction of counts due to the
short-lived activity will decrease during the counting cycle and any count rate
dependence of the system gain will lead to an error. Second, short lifetimes are
usually accompanied by large beta-energies and the associated Doppler effects must
be considered. As an example, the energy of the gamma ray from the first-excited
state of 11B was determined after formation via the beta-decay of 13.8-sec 11Be.
The result was 212̂ 4.1*73 ± 0.027 keV. (E. K. Waburton, D. E. Alburger)
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2.

Precision energies of gamma-ray transitions connecting the bound
levels of 1^C were determined by foralng these states in the ^B(rf,p)13c or
12C(d,p)13c reactions at the 3.5-MV Van de Craaff. It was suggested that a
long-lived gamma-ray energy standard emitting 13c radiations of 3681 and 3854 keV,
both of which were determined with an accuracy of t 23 eV, could be made by mixing
10B with an alpha-particle emitter. A source consisting of 80 nCi of 2"Cm plus 10B
was fabricated at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Tests on its gamma-ray spectrum
showed that this source will be very useful in extending the range of precision
gamma rays into the region above 3.5 MeV. (E. It. Warburton, D. E. Alburger)

3. Other Hearts

Precision energy measurements were made this year on gamma-ray
*3c *9 ^^ 21 ^

recision energy measurements were made this year on gammaray
transitions in "B, *3c, *9F, ̂ ^He, and 2 1Ne. The ^ c results were from in-6eaa
studies of 12C(d,p)1*C and 1 0BW,p) 1 3C, the remainder were made following the beta
decay studies reported elsewhere in this report.

H I . RadiatiYC CaPtUrCi High-Energy Gamma Transitions to Highlv-E«cited Static

High-energy gamma rays have been observed from the 1 2CU,*) reaction
de-populating states between 32 MeV and 39 MeV in ™ 0 . This work was performed with
33.75 MeV to 12.25 MeV alpha-particle beams obtained from the MP7 Tandem Van de
Graaff. A narrow, unexpectedly strong gamma-ray peak, corresponding to decay to an
unbound 6+ state at 14.8 MeV in 1^0 was observed with an angular distribution
consistent with E2 radiation. Structure in the excitation function of this
transition favors a resonant rather than direct capture mechanism.

Calculations indicate that a large overlap often exists between wave
functions formed by applying the E2 operator to certain excited configurations and
alpha-cluster states carrying the same SU(3) quantum numbers. In 1o0 these
overlaps, for E2 excitations based on n-particle, n-hole states with maximal
intrinsic deformation range from 0.81 to 0.87. In particular, the overlap between
the E2 operator applied to the 14.8-MeV state of 1°0 and a high-lying«*-cluster
state with SU3 symmetry (A>») = (62) is predicted to be 0.62. This excitation
promotes a particle from the 2p-2h 6+ state through 2 major shells, and because of
this large overlap some 301 of the E2 sum rule strength built on this 6+ state is
predicted to reside in an 8* state near the excitation energy of the observed
concentration of yield. The remaining strength is predicted to be fragmented among
lower spin components and is not expected to produce compact resonance structure.
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The observed concentration of sum-rule strength together with the nature
of the excitation, involving the promotion of a particle through 2 major shells, is
characteristic of a Giant Quadrupole excitation. This represents the first possible
example of a Giant Quadrupole Resonance (GQR) built on an excited state in any
nucleus. Furthermore, the resonance is fundamentally different from that built on
the ground state since the 6+ parent state has a structure very different from the
ground state.

Similar structures built on other states in 1*>0, or in other nuclei may
well occur. However, the likelihood of observing a compact GQR is closely tied to
the structure of the parent state. Weaker transitions to other possible "parent"
states are often hidden by large backgrounds. It is planned to further investigate
such excitations by detecting the high-energy capture gamma rays in coincidence with
the recoiling nucleus using the BNL energy mass separator. This will greatly reduce
the background in the gamma-ray spectrum due to other processes, such as the tail
from the 15.11-MeV line resulting from 1 2Ct«^') which plagues 12Cfr*,J0i60 capture.
It should be possible to look for weaker alpha-particle capture transitions in 1^0
a:-> well as other nuclei. (A. M. Sandorfi, M. T. Collins, D. J. Millener)

IV. Pgrity flqn-Conservation in Strong Interactions

The fundamental question of the conservation of parity in strong
interactions has been investigated at a number of laboratories during the past 20
years. This is a problem of long-standing interest to BNL nuclear physicists. The
most recent activity at BNL in this area was centered on problems in 2 1Ne. The
problem of most current interest is described below.

A. Parity Forbidden Alpha-Pa^tj.cle Emission ^n the Decay of

A sensitive test of parity non-conservation can be made in the beta
decay of 16N where a branch of M feeds a 2" state of 16O at 8.88 HeV. Although the
2~ —• 0+ alpha-particle emission from this state to 12C is parity forbidden, a group
from the Max-Planck-Institute at Mainz reported a very weak positive result. Since
this i3 the only measurement on record, it is an important experiment to repeat.
The problem is to make extremely thin, but sufficiently intense sources of 1°N after
producing the activity in the 15N(d,p)1^N reaction. Tests showed that the
helium-Jet system will not deposit the " N gas on the tape. A special test box was
net up to see if a surface nitriding scheme will work. Tests will continue. (D> E.
Alburger, J. W. Olness)
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V. General Mî oleqr Speqtroscopv

A-

The studies on ̂ c via ™BU,pK)Wc and ^CU.p J D ^ c (see IIA2
above) included accurate gamma-ray intensity measurements for all possible
transitions between the bound states of ̂ C . The branching ratios derived from
these measurements were compared to the predictions of a large-basis shell-model
calculation. (E. K. Warburton, D. E. Alburger, and P. J. Millener}

B. Reactions Jn.d.u.fled i,n 3"S

Spectroscopis information on the neutron-rich nuclei 37s and 38s ^
= 5/2 and 3, respectively) has been difficult or impossible to obtain because of the
inability to secure suitable target-projectile combinations for such studies.
Recently Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has produced a small quantity of
highly enriched 36s in order to investigate the 36s(n,J)37s reaction. As a
necessary extension of this work, a collaborative effort has been initiated between
ORNL and BNL to produce 3»s targets suitable for study of deuteron- and
triton-induced reactions. The 36s((j>p)37s reaction will be investigated at the
Tandem Facility, using the QDDD magnetic spectrograph to determine excitation
energies and spin/parity information necessary to interpret the (n,Y) data on 37s.
It is expected that similar targets can be employed at the 3.5-MV Van de Graaff to
initiate an investigation of the 36s(t,p)38s reaction, leading to information on
low-lying excited states of 38s, about which nothing is currently known. Of first
priority is the fabrication and testing of the targets. (J. W. Olness, E. K.
Warburton, D. E. Alburger, C. Thorn (BNL); S. Raman (ORNL))

C. Th,e Strengths of Electric Honopo^e Transitions

The decay rate of a nuclear electric monopole transition is a
sensitive measure of the properties of the wave functions describing the initial and
final states. Several such transitions have been measured with the BNL magnetic
pair spectrometer, notably those in 58(ji and ̂ Fe. This program of measuring matrix
elements of EO transitions is continuing in medium-weight nuclei such as 3?S that
can be excited in p,p' reactions with the MP6 Tandem Van de Graaff. (0. E.
Alburger, E. K. Warburton)
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Appendix

PUHLICATION LIST

The following i s a publication l i s t of the Brookhaven Tanden Van de
Graaff Research Group for the period from January 1978 - January 1981. The
publications are o-dered f i r s t by year; within each year by BNL, BNL-Outside
User Collaborative, or Outside User; and for each of these into l e t t e r s ,
a r t i c l e s , abstracts and invited talks (for BNL and Collaborative only) .

1980

FWL - Letters

Bond, P. D., Barret te , J . , Baktash, C , Thorn, C. E., and Kreiner, A. J .
Selective population of high j o rb i t a l s in Er nuclei by heavy ion-induced
t ransfer . Phys. Rev. Let t , ( to be published).

Fontenla, Carlos A., and Fontenla, Doracy P. Evidence for nuclear
superfluidity in 236y isomeric and prompt f ission modes. Phys. Rev. Let t . 44,
1200-1204 (1980).

Sandorfi, A. M., Coll ins, M. T., Millener, D« J . , Nathan, A. H., and
UBrun, S. F. Evidence for giant E2 t r ans i t ions in high-energy alpha capture.
Phys. Rev. Let t . 46, 881-887 (1981).

Tserruya, I . , Johnson, E. M., and Jones. K. W. Unexpected charge s t a t e
dependence of K-x rays produced by S+q and Ti*^ ions. Phys. Rev. Let t . J<5,
89^-897 (198)).

FNL-Articles

Alburger, D. E. Beta decay. Encyclopedia of Physics. R. G. Lerner and
G. 1.. Trigg, Editors , pp. 74-76, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Reading,
'"assachusetts, 1981.

Alburger, D. E. The search for new isotopes a t Brookhaven. £
Festschrif t for Maurice Goldhaber, G. Feinberg, A. W. Sunyar, and J . Weneser,
Editors, pp. 1-19 Transactions of the New York Academy of Science, Series I I ,
Vol. 40, New York, New York (1980).

Alburger, D. E., Millener, D. J . , and Wilkinson, D. H. Delayed pa r t i c l e s
from the beta decay of 11Be. Phys. Rev. C 23, 473-479 (1981).

Alburger, D. E., L is te r , C. J . , 01ness, J. W., and Millener, D. J . Beta
decay of ^ 1 0. Proc. In tern . Conf. on Nuclear Phy3ics t Berkeley, California.
August 24-30, 1980. Vol. 1, p . 149; Phys. Rev. C 23, 2217-2233 (1981).

Alburger, D. E., Richards, P . , and Ku, T. H. Beta decay of 99Tem. Phys.
Rev. C 21, 705-711 (1980).
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Alburger, D. E., Richards, P., and Ku, T. H. Beta-ray branching in the
decay of 99mTc. int. J. App. Rad. and Isotopes 31, 437 (1980).

Baltz, A. J., Chasman, C , and Thorn, C. E. Spiral design and beam
dynamics for a variable energy heavy ion cyclotron. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.
NS-28. 2098-2100 (1981).

Barrette, J., and Kahana, S. New surface phenomena in heavy-ion induced
reactions. Comm. Nucl. Part. Phys. j}, 67-78 (1980).

Bond, P. D. Polarizations in heavy-ion induced transfer reactions.
Phys. Rev. C 22, 1539-1549 (1980).

Branford, D., LeVine, M. J., Barrette, J., and Kubono, S. Observation of
12C + 12C resonances as final states in the 12C(i60,a)24Hg reaction. Phys.
Rev. C 23, 549-551 (1981).

Chasman, C , editor. Addendum to proposal for a cyclotron addition to
the Brookhaven tandem facility. Informal Report BNL 27072-R, January 1981.

der Mateosian.E. Nuclear isomerism and yrast states. A Festschrift for
Maurice Goldhaber, G. Feinberg, A. W. Sunyar, and J. Weneser, Editors, pp.
65-70, Transactions of the New York Academy of Science, Series II, Vol. 40,
New York, New York (1980).

der Mateosian, E. Gamma decay. Encyclopedia of Physics, R. G. Lerner
and G. L. Trigg, Editors, pp. 346-348, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
Reading, Massachusetts (1981).

Garcia Bermudez, G., Filevich, A., Kreiner, A. J.f Mariscotti, M. A. J.,
Baktash, C , der Mateosian, E., and Thieberger, P. High spin states in "T^Br.
Phys. Rev. C 23, 2024-2034 (1981).

Goldring, G., Eisen, Y., Thieberger,. P., Wegner, H. E., and Filevich, A.
C3 + NCO~ molecular ion structure studies by Coulomb explosion. Phys. Rev. A
(submitted).

Haustein, P. E., Lister, C. J., Alburger, D. E., and Olness, J. W.
Measurements of Qg for neutron-deficient nuclei with A ^ 80. Atomic Masses
and Fundamental Constants 6, J. A. Nolen and V. Benenson, Editors, pp.
il75_i»84, Plenum Press, New York (1980).

Horn, D., Young, G. R., Lister, C. J., and Baktash, C. High spin
particle states in 152,153Er. Phys. Rev. C 23, 1047-1055 (1981).

Jones, K. W., Johnson, B. M., and Gregory, D. C , editors. Report on
Workshop on Atomic Physics at National Synchrotron Light Source, held at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, September 15-17, 1980.
BNL-28832, January 1981.

Kahana, S., Kim, B. T., and Mermaz, M. Single particle transfer
reactions and backward angle elastic scattering for the ^N, ^ 0 + 28
systems. Phys. Rev. C 20, 2124 (1979).
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Kreiner, A. J. ^hg/2 (x) ̂ 13/2 bands in doubly odd Tl isotopes including
a proton-neutron residual interaction. Phys. Rev. C 22, 2570-2574 (1980).

Kreiner, A. J., Mariscotti, M. A. J.t Baktash, C., der Mateosian, E., and
Thieberger, P. Structure in 200JJ an<j the odd-even staggering in Tfhg/2 ®
vi-|3/2 bands. Proc. Intern. Conf. on Nuclear Physics, Berkeley, California,
August 24-30, 1980, Vol. 1, p. 733; Phys. Rev. C (in press).

Kreiner, A. J., Mariscotti, M. A. J., Baktash, C , der Mateosian, E., and
Thieberger, P. High spin structure of 75gr and the (N,Z) dependence of the
nuclear deformation in the Br region. Phys. Rev. C (in press).

Kreiner, A. J., Filevich, A., Garcia Bermudez, G., Mariscotti, M. A. J.,
Baktash, C , der Mateosian, E., and Thieberger, P. High spin band structure
of 1 9 2 T I . Phys. Rev. C jM, 933-939 (1980).

LeVine, M. J., and Chasman, C. Heavy ion injection from tandems into an
isochronous cyclotron. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-28, 2101-2103 (1981).

LeVine, M. J., Warburton, E. K., and Schwalm, D. Static quadrupole
moments for the 2* states of 54,56,58Fe. Phys. Rev. C 23, 244-252 (1981).

Lister, C. J., Haustein, P. E., Alburger, D. E., and Olness, J. W.
Identification and decay of 79Sr, 8 0Y, 8 1Y, and 8 2Y. Phys. Rev. C
(submitted).

Lister, C. J., Horn, D., Baktash, C., der Mateosian, E., Kistner, 0. C ,
and Sunyar, A. W. High spin states in 156yb (jj _ 35)^ Proc. Intern. Conf. on
Nuclear Physics, Berkeley, California, August 24-30, 1980, Vol. 1, p. 324;
Phys. Rev. C 23, 2078-2085 (1981).

Poletti, A. R., Warburton, E. K., and Olness, J. W. Nuclear structure of
high spin states in ^Ti and M°V. Phys. Rev. C 23, 1550-1559 (1981).

Sandorfi, A. M., Lister, C. J., A^urger, D. E., and Warburton, E. K.
The isospin-symmetry violating branch of Sc 3+-decay. Phys. Rev. C 22,
2213-2221 (1980).

Scharff-Goldhaber, G. Isomeric nuclei. Encyclopedia of Physics, R. G.
Lerner and G. L. Trigg, Editors, pp. 458-460, Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1981.

Thorn, C. E., Chasman, C , and Baltz, A. J. New magnet pole shape for
isochronous cyclotrons. IEEE Trans. Nual. Sci. NS-28, 2089-2091 (1981).

Warburton, E. K., Alburger, D. E..-and Millener, D. J. Energies and
branching ratios of gamma transitions in 13c. Phys. Rev. C 22, 2330-2340
(1980).

Warburton, E. K., and Alburger, D. E. Precision energy measurement of
gamma rays from short-lived activities. Nucl. Instrum. Methods T/8, 443-449
(1980).
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Warburton, E. K., and Alburger, D. E. Beta decay of 21F. Phys. Rev. C
23, 1234-1241 (1981).

Warburton, E. K., Lister, C. J.f Alburger, D. E., and Olness, J. W. Beta
decay of 22tAl. Phys. Rev. C 23, 1242-1253 (1981).

BNL-Abstracts

Baktash, C , der Kateosian, E,, Kistner, 0. C., Sunyar, A. W.f Horn, D.,
and Lister, C. J. Evidence for near spherical structure in the high spin
states of 15°Gd. Proc. Intern. Conf. on Band Structure and Nuclear Dynamics,
Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, February 1980, p. 146.

Baktash, C., der Mateosian, E., Kistner, 0. C., Sunyar, A. W., Horn, D.,
and Lister, C. J. Evidence for near-spherical shell rrudel structure in the
high spin states of N = 86 isotones. Proc. Intern. Conf. op Nuclear Physics,
Berkeley, California.August 24-30. 1980, Vol. 1, p. 323.

Bond, P. D., and Barrette, J. Location of high-J orbital
two-quasiparticle states in Sm and Nd isotopes. Proc. Intern. Conf. gn
Nuclear Physics, Berkeley, California, August 24-30, 1980, Vol. 1, p. 380.

Branford, D., LeVine, M. J., Barrette, J., and Kubono, S. A study of
21|Mg states > 20 MeV excitation using the 12C(i60,a)2i*Mg reaction. Proc.
Intern. Conf. on Nuclear Physics, Berkeley, California, August 24-30, 1980,
Vol. 1, p. 520

Haustein, P. E., Lister, C. J., Alburger, D. E., and Olness, J. W.
Spectroscopic studies of neutron-deficient isotopes with A ^ 80. Abstract
submitted to 4th Intern. Conf. on Nuclei far from Stability, Helsingor,
Denmark, June 7-13, 1981.

Horn, D., Young, G. R., Lister, C. J., and Baktash, C. High spin isomers
in 153£r. Proc. Intern. Conf. on Nuclear Behavior at High Angular Momentum,
Strasbourg, France. April 22-24, 1980. J. de Phys. (in press).

Kistner, 0. C , Baktash, C , der Mateosian, E., Horn, D., Lister, C. J.,
and Sunyar, A. W. High spin band structure of 1^^Yb. Proc. Intern. Conf. on
Nuclear Physics, Berkeley, California, August 24-30, 1980, Vol. 2, p. 326.

Kubono, S., Bond, P. D., and Horn, D. Excitation functions of
inelastic scattering. Proc. Intern. Conf. on Nuclear Physics, Berkeley,
California, August 24-30, 1980, Vol. 1, p. 542.

Lister, C. J., Alburger, D. E., Haustein, P. E., and Olness, J. W. The
new isotope 8iYb arKj mass systematics of neutron deficient yttrium isotopes.
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 25, 603 (1980).

Sandorfi, A. M., and Nathan, A. M. Gamma decay of the 5.60 MeV 12c + 12c
resonance to 2i*Mg. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 25, 590 (1980).

Tserruya, I., Johnson, B.M., and Jones, K. W. Unexpected charge state
dependence of K-x rays in nearly symmetric and asymmetric heavy ion-atom
collisions. Proc. 11th Intern. Conf. on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic
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Collisions, Kyoto, Japan, September 1979. K.Takayanagi and N. Oda, Editors,
North-Holland Publishing, Amsterdam, 1979.

Wegner, H. E., and Thieberger, P. 2D multiple event image intensifier
scintillation ion detector. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 26, 16 (1981); Israeli
Annals of Physics (in press).

Wegner, H. E., Thieberger, P., Goldring, G., Eisen, Y., and Filevich, A.
Coulomb explosion molecular structure studies of the NCO~, NCO+ and C-g~
molecular ions. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 26, 48 (1981); Israeli Annals of Physics
(in press).

BNL - Invited Talks

Barrette, J. Heavy-ion induced transfer reactions to high-J orbital
states. Invited talk, Workshop on Nuclear Physics, Drexel University,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 1-3, 1980.

Gregory, D. C., Johnson, B. M., and Jones, K. W. Interaction of
multiply-charged ions with electrons and photons. Invited talk, Proc.Sixth
Conf. on the Application of Accelerators in Research and Industry, Denton,
Texas, November 3-5. 1980. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-28,1362-1365 (1981).

Johnson, B. M., Jones, K. W., and Gregory, D. C. Contributions to fusion
research from studies of foil-excited heavy ion beams. Invited talk, Proc.
Conf. on the Application of Accelerators in Research and industry, Denton,
Texas, November 3-5. 1980. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-28, 1350-1353 (1981).

Jones, K. W.f and Johnson, B. M. Total cross sections and
impact-parameter dependence of x-ray production in ion-atom collisions.
Invited talk, Proc. Conf. on the Application of Accelerators in Research and
Industry, Denton, Texas, November 3-5. 1980. IEEE Trans„ Nucl. Sci. NS-28,
1098-1102 (1981).

Scharff-Goldhaber, G. Present status of the VMI and related models.
Invitei talk, Proc. Intern. Conf. on Band Structure and Nuclear Dynamics,
Tulane University. New Orleans, Louisiana" February 28-March 1. 1980, Nucl.
Phys. A347, 31-50 (1980).

Sunyar, A. W. Recent experiments at Brookhaven: Level structure of N =
86 isotones 156yb and 150GCJ. Invited talk, Nobel Symposium 50, "Nuclei at
Very High Spin - Sven GOsta Nilsson in Memoriam," Orenas, Sweden, June 23-27,
1980.

Wegner, H. E., and Thieberger, P. Molecular explosion of large
penetrating clusters. Invited Talk at Informal Workshop on the Penetration of
Exotic Particles in Matter, New York University, New York, January 8-11, 1981.

Cooperative Letters

Braun-Munzinger, P., and Barrette, J. Coherence angle in heavy ion
reactions. Phys. Rev. Lett. jjA, 719-722 (1980).
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Johnson, B. M., Jones, K. W., Cecchi, J. L., and Kruse, T. H. EUV spectra
of Mo XIV to Mo XXIX. Phys. Lett. 78A, 61 (1980).

Kutschera, W., Henning, W., Paul, M., Smither, R. K., Stephenson, E. J.,
Yntema, J. L., Alburger, D. E.t Cumming, J. B., and Harbottle, G. Measurement
of the 32si half-life via accelerator mass spectrometry. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.
25, 539 (1980); Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 592-596 (1980).

Sandorfi, A. M., Calarco, J. R., Rand, R. E., and Schwettman, H. A.
Fission modes in 21|Mg. Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 1615-1618 (1980).

Vaagen, J. S., Hillis, D. L., Bond, P. D., Thorn, C. E., LeVine, M. J.t
Kolata, J. J., Flaum, C., and Sens, J. C. Striking sensitivity to the nuclear
hexadecapole parameter inferred from the angular distribution of 12C + 184y
(4+) at a carbon energy of 70 MeV. Phys. Lett. 91B, 361-364 (1980).

Cooperative Articles

Baktash, C , Saladin, J. X., O'Brien, J. J., and Alessi, J. G.
Electromagnetic properties of the low-lying states in heavy (A 2l 9°)
transitional nuclei. Phys. Rev. C 22, 2383-2395 (1980).

Bonn, H., Faestermann, T., Feilitzsch, F. v., Kienle, P., Sunyar, A. W.,
Emling, H., Fuchs, P., Grosse, E., Schwalm, D., and Wollersheim, H. J. High
spin states in neutron rich rare earth nuclei. Proc. Symp. on High Spin
Phenomena in Nuclei, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, March
15-17, 1979, ANL/PHY-79-4, October 1979, pp. 447-453.

Braun-Munzinger, P., Berkowitz, M.t Gai, M., Jachcinski, C., Renner, T.
R., Uhlhorn, C., Barrette, J-, and LeVine, M. J. Elastic and inelastic
scattering studies for the systems 12C + 28si and 16O + 28,29,30si. Phys.
Rev. C (in press).

DiRienzo, A. C., Enge, H. A., Gazes, S. B., Salomaa, M. K., Sperduto, A.,
Schier, W., and Wegner, H. W. New isotope ^99Rn an(i evidence for an isomeric
state 199Rnm. Phys. Rev. C 21̂ , 2101-2102 (1980).

Golovchenko, J. A., Goland, A. N., Rosner, J. S., Thorn, C. E., Wegner,
H. E., Knudsen, H., and Moak, C. D. Charge state dependence of channeled ion
energy loss. Phys. Rev. B (submitted).

Heusch, B., Beck, C., Coffin,J. P., Freeman, R. M., Gallmann, A., Haas,
F., Ratni, F., Wagner, P., and Alburger, D. E. Systematics of C + C
fusion-evaporation systems. Proc. Intern. Conf. jon Nuclear Physics, Berkeley,
California, August 24-30, 1980, Vol. 1, p. 590; Phys. Rev. C 23, 1527-1535
(1981). ~~

Kozub, R. L., Lin, J., Mateja, J. F., Lister, C. J., Millener, D. J., and
Warburton, E. K. Electromagnetic transitions in 1J*C + 1^N. Phys, Rev. C 23,
1571-1580 (1981).

Kubono, S., Bond, P. D., Horn, D., and Renner, T. R. Energy dependence
of ^Ca + 12C elastic scattering at 90° and 180°. Phys. Rev. C 21̂ , 459-461
(1980).
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Kubono, S. , Lewis, D. A., and Dehnhard, D. The j-dependence of the
( 1 9 F , I 6 0 ) r e ac t i on . Nucl. Phys. A334, 336-348 (1980).

Nathan, A. K., Sandorfi , A. M., and Bowles, T. J . Intermediate s t ruc tu re
observed in the r a d i a t i v e capture of 12C by 12C near the Coulomb b a r r i e r .
Phys. Rev. C (submit ted) .

Overway, D., Janecke, J . t Becchet t i , F. D., and Thorn, C. E. Reaction
dependence of nuclear decay l inewid ths . Phys. Rev. C (submit ted) .
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